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100 INTRODUCTION  

110 Introduction to VESTA’s Sustainable Construction Handbook: Industrial 
Parks 

As designers and building owners learn that with a smart design, buildings can save 

energy, water, and reduce their environmental impact, sustainable design and 

construction is becoming increasingly important in the construction industry. 

Building owners, designers and builders are being challenged to develop facilities that are 

secure, productive, and healthy, with low operation cost and minimum impact on the 

environment. 

VESTA’s Sustainable Construction Handbook has been developed as a tool to support the 

company’s vision of social and environmental responsibility. Based on international 

standards and regulations VESTA’s Sustainable Construction Handbooks provide a 

framework to incorporate sustainable construction best practices on VESTA’s real estate 

properties. 

120 Background 

VESTA is an Industrial Real Estate Fund, with more than ten years of experience in the 

development of industrial infrastructure: Industrial Parks, “Build to Suit” and Spec 

building for lease. VESTA currently owns 103 properties distributed in 11 states of 

Mexico. 

VESTA’s Project’s Manual establishes technical specifications for the construction of the 

company’s industrial buildings. VESTA’s Sustainable Construction Handbooks 

(Industrial Parks & Building Shells) aim to integrate current standards and practices used 

by the company with international standards and regulations for sustainable development. 

130 Relevance of VESTA’s Sustainable Construction Handbooks 

Through the development of VESTA’s Sustainable Construction Handbooks, Industrial 

Parks & Building Shells, VESTA wishes to move forward in the achievement of its 

vision of social and environmental responsibility. This Handbook includes sustainable 

best practices and strategies for the construction, operation and maintenance of VESTA’s 

industrial real estate properties. 
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This handbook’s sustainability strategies focus on the development of: 

- Best practices for the selection and development of the site. 

- Best practices for the achievement of energy efficiency. 

- Best management practices for materials and resources. 

- Development of a commissioning plan to verify that the project’s energy-related 

systems are installed calibrated and performs as designed. 

- Return of investment analysis for implementing eco-technologies. 

VESTA’s initiative of developing Sustainable Construction Handbooks to incorporate 

sustainability principles in its industrial parks and building shells reinforces the 

company’s commitment with the environment and society, contributing to strengthen the 

company’s image before investor, strategic partners and potential clients.  

140 Methodology 

VESTA’s Sustainable Construction Handbooks were developed following world 

renowned sustainability standards. The Handbooks are based on the requirements for 

LEED™ Core & Shell 2009 Certification, as well as standards established by institutions 

mentioned in the LEED™ Reference Guide for Green Building Design and Construction, 

such as ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 

Engineers) or EPA (Environmental Protection Agency). VESTA’s Sustainable 

Construction Handbooks also take into account the requirements of the IGCC 2.0 

(International Green Construction Code). 

VESTA’s Sustainable Construction Handbooks take as reference current standards and 

practices used by VESTA in the development of its industrial properties, incorporating 

additional sustainability strategies and best practices, which can be divided into six main 

categories: 

- Sustainable Sites 

- Water Efficiency 

- Energy and Atmosphere 

- Renewable Energy 

- Materials and Resources 

- Indoor Environmental Quality 
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141 Base Case Analysis 

An existing industrial park and office building representative of VESTA’s developments 

were taken as a baseline for analysis purposes. Savings will be determined by contrasting 

energy and water consumption of baseline developments with projected resource 

consumption of industrial parks were sustainable strategies are to be implemented.  

141.1 Toluca Vesta Park 

Project Description: Toluca Vesta Park, located in Toluca, Mexico, has an approximated 

area of 120 hectares, mostly distributed along five warehouses. The leasable space in the 

park (warehouses, plus parking, plus some green areas) occupies nearly 87% of the plot. 

About two percent of the site’s area is used for the administrative office building and the 

entrance gateways controlled by VESTA. The remaining area, also controlled by VESTA 

is used for sidewalks, roads, and infrastructure. 

As shown in the following images, the majority of the site’s area has been developed. 

Warehouses’ footprints occupy the greatest amount of space, followed by the areas used 

for parking lots, roads and sidewalks.  

The percentage of green spaces within the site is mostly distributed along the leasable  

area, and therefore is maintained by the tenants. Only the green spaces surrounding the 

administrative office building and entrance gateways are maintained by VESTA. 

 
Figure 1: Toluca Vesta Park Aereal View 
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Figure 2: Toluca Vesta Park Zonning Diagram 

 Leasable Area 
 Administrative Office Building and Entrance Gateways Area 
 Warehouses’ Footprint 

 Roads and Sidewalks 
 Green Areas 

 

An analysis of the information provided by the client, followed by a visit to the site was 

used for a preliminary identification of opportunity areas for incorporating sustainable 

strategies and best practices on the industrial park. The identified areas of opportunity 

are: 

- Development of a commissioning plan to verify that equipment and systems perform 

according to design. 

- Use of efficient public lighting and renewable energy systems to reduce energy 

consumption. 

- Increase water catchment areas and pervious surfaces to minimize stormwater runoff. 

- Use water efficient landscape to reduce water consumption for irrigation. 

- Use finishes and hardscape materials with a high Solar Reflectance Index to reduce 

the heat island effect. 
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141.2 Vesta Office Building in Toluca VESTA Park 

Project Description: Vesta Office Building in Toluca VESTA Park, is an administrative 

building located at the entrance of the industrial park. The two story building has an 

approximate area of 174 square meters, and is regularly occupied by six persons.  

Utilities, services and maintenance of VESTA Office Building and its exterior spaces 

(parking and green areas) are responsibility of VESTA.  Most of the vegetation within the 

office building is turf grass, which is currently irrigated with non potable water treated 

within the industrial park.  

In contrast with the VESTA’s Warehouses, there is not a construction document 

regulating materials and finishes used in administrative office buildings, but there is a 

predilection of the company for modular design. 

 
Figure 3:Vesta Office Building in Toluca Vesta Park Zonning Diagrams 

 

 Office Building 
 Roads and Sidewalks 
 Green Areas 
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The following images illustrate the interior space distribution within the office building. 

Typically the building has six users, four located on the first floor and two on the second 

floor. 

 

 
Figure 4: Vesta Office Building First Floor Plan 

 

 
Figure 5: Vesta Office Building Second Floor Plan 

 

 Service areas 
 Office space 
 Storage 
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The identified areas of opportunity for the incorporation of sustainable strategies and best 

practices within Vesta Office Building are: 

- Use of appropriate insulation in the building envelope, to maximize thermal comfort 

while minimizing energy consumption.  

- Adequate glazing and framing design to minimize energy consumption  

- Use of materials with a high Solar Reflectance Index to reduce energy consumption 

and heat island effect. 

- Development of strategies for the selection of materials and finishes based on LEED 

Core & Shell principles. 

- Development of a commissioning plan to verify that equipment and systems perform 

according to design. 

- Use of efficient lighting and renewable energy systems to reduce energy consumption. 

- Use of water efficient fixtures to minimize water consumption. 

- Increase water catchment areas and pervious surfaces to minimize stormwater runoff. 

- Use water efficient landscape to reduce water consumption for irrigation. 

- Development of a recycling plan to reduce waste stream. 

- Provide bicycle racks and/or storage to reduce automobile use and air pollution. 

- Development of a comprehensive transportation management plan to reduce personal 

automobile use. 
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142 Introduction to LEED 
®

 Core & Shell Rating System 

LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Green Building Rating 

SystemTM is a voluntary, internationally renowned certification program developed by the 

US Green Building Council (USGBC) to create concrete standards for measurement of 

what constitutes a green building design, construction, and operation. 

LEED rating system is used in as many as 115 countries around the world, it has over 

9,800 certified buildings and over 51,000 buildings pursuing certification, making it the 

most widely used sustainable rating system, globally.  

Among LEED rating systems, LEED for Core & Shell was developed to serve the 

speculative development market, in which project teams do not control all scopes of a 

building’s design and construction. Core and Shell construction covers base building 

elements, such as the structure, envelope and building level systems. 

The certification process in LEED Core & Shell is based on a hundredth point scale with 

option to ten extra points (for Innovation in Design and Regional Priority). The 

certification works by awarding points for concrete measures taken into five 

environmental categories: Sustainable Sites, Water Efficiency, Energy & Atmosphere, 

Materials and Resources, and Indoor Environmental Quality. 

Table 1: LEED Core & Shell categories 

Category Possible Points 

Sustainable Sites 28 
Water Efficiency 10 
Energy and Atmosphere 37 

Materials and Resources 13 
Indoor Environmental Quality 12 
Innovation in Design 6 
Regional Priority 4 
Total 110 

 

The number of points the project earns determines the level of LEED Certification the 

project receives. LEED certification is available in four progressive levels according to 

the following scale: 

- Certified 40-49 points 

- Silver 50-59 points 

- Gold 60-79 points 

- Platinum 80 points and above 
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Sustainable Sites (SS): This category seeks to minimize buildings’ impact on ecosystems 

and waterways, encourages regional landscape, and smart transportation choices. It seeks 

to reduce stormwater runoff, erosion, sedimentation, light pollution, heat island effect and 

construction related pollution. 

Water Efficiency (WE): This category address issues related to building water usage. It 

encourages smart water use through water efficient fixtures, regional landscape, and 

innovative wastewater technologies. 

Energy and Atmosphere (EA): Credits on this category address issues related to energy 

required during design, construction and operation of buildings. This category encourages 

commissioning of building energy equipment and systems, energy use monitoring, the 

use of efficient appliances, efficient lighting, and renewable and clean energy sources. 

Materials and Resources (MR): This LEED category address issues related to materials 

selection, waste disposal, and waste stream reduction. It encourages the selection of 

sustainable grown, harvested, produced and transported products and materials. MR 

promotes the storage and collection of recyclables, material re-use, and source waste 

reduction. 

Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ): IEQ promotes strategies that improve indoor air 

quality, provide access to natural daylight and views. It address issues related to 

occupants’ health, safety, and comfort; air change effectiveness; and air contaminant 

management.  

Innovation in Design (ID): This category provides bonus points to projects that use 

constantly evolving processes, strategies, practices and technologies to improve a 

building’s performance beyond LEED’s credits requirements, or to account for green 

building considerations that are not specifically addressed elsewhere in LEED.  

Regional Priority (RP): RP provides bonus points to those projects that address the most 

important local environmental concerns or priorities as determined by the USGBC 

regional chapters.  

VESTA’s Sustainable Handbooks (Industrial Parks & Building Shells) are based on the 

requirements for LEED™ Core & Shell 2009, as well as referenced standards mentioned 

in the LEED Reference Guide for Green Building Design and Construction, such as 

ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers) 

or EPA (Environmental Protection Agency). The Sustainable Handbooks are based on 

LEED C&S to make sure the most up to date, internationally acknowledged sustainable 

principles and standards are being taken into consideration. 
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142.1 Comparison between LEED, BREEAM and DGNB  

The DGNB (German Sustainable Building Certificate) was launched by the German 

Sustainable Building Council in cooperation with the German Federal Ministry of 

Transport, Building and Urban Development to evaluate sustainable buildings. This 

certification along with BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental 

Assessment Method) developed in the United Kingdom, and LEED are the world most 

well-known sustainable buildings certification systems. 

A comparison between these three certification systems was made to establish 

similarities, differences and set sustainability standards for the development of VESTA’s 

Sustainable Construction Handbooks. 

Main Sustainability Targets per Certification System (according to websites) 

LEED BREEAM DGNB 

Lower operating cost and 
increase asset value of 
buildings 
 
Reduction of waste in the 
landfills 
 
Conservation of energy and 

water 
 
Design building which are 
safer and healthier for 
occupants 
 
Reduction of greenhouse 

effect 
 
Quality for tax discounts, 
zoning allowances, etc.  

Decrease life cycle impacts of 
buildings. 
 
Recognition of environmental 
benefits of buildings. 
 
Provide credible environmental 
certification. 

 
Stimulate demand for sustainable 
buildings. 
 
Recognition of building with low 
environmental impact. 
 

Best practice in planning, design, 
construction and operation. 
 
Performance exceeding 
regulations requirements. 
 
Increase the market for 

innovative, cost effective 
solutions that minimize impact of 
building. 
 
Raise owners, occupants, 
designers and operators 
awareness. 
 

Progress towards corporate 
environmental objectives. 

Nature conservation 
 
Retention of resources 
 
Lower impact on the climate 
 
Retention of economical 
capital 

 
Low maintenance and 
operational cost 
 
Human health concern 
 
Protection of social and 

cultural values. 

Table 2: Sustainability targets per system 
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Figure 6: Certification levels by system   Source: DGNB German sustainable Building Council 

The following table establishes a comparison between the three sustainable certification 

systems, based on the weight that is given to different topics. As shown in the table 

LEED and BREEAM certifications are more ecologically and socially oriented, while 

DGNB certification also grants great weight to the economical sustainability of the 

project. 

Buildings and uses DGNB LEED BREEAM 

Ecological aspects 22.5% 64.0% 58.5% 
Economic aspects 22.5% 0.0% 0.0% 
Social aspects 16.0% 14.5% 14.0% 
Functional aspects 6.5% 0.5% 5.0% 
Technical aspects 22.5% 0.0% 5.0% 
Aspects in planning processes 5.0% 2.0% 1.0% 

Aspects in construction processes 3.0% 8.0% 7.0% 
Aspects in operational processes 2.0% 1.5% 4.0% 
Aspects of the building site Separately 

evaluated 
9.5% 5.5% 

Legend 

 Proportion of elements considered in category >31% 
 Proportion of elements considered in category 11% <31% 
 Proportion of elements considered in category <10% 

 Category not considered 

Table 3: Comparison between certification systems   Source: Institute of Concrete Structures, TU Darmstadt   
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Figure 7: Comparison between certification systems 

 Pollution, emissions  Awareness & education of user, function 
 Indoor environmental quality, wellbeing  Maintenance & operation, economy 
 Water efficiency  Innovation & design, green features 
 Materials & resources, waste & recycling  Location & linkages, transport 
 Energy & atmosphere, renewable energy  Sustainable sites, land use & ecology 

 

As can be seen on figure 8, according to a study developed by Drees & Sommer Advance 

Building Technologies for DGNB; DGNB and BREEAM have higher requirements than 

LEED, especially in topics related to economic sustainability of the project. DGNB 

emphasizes the importance of reducing maintenance and operation cost of the building, 

while the current version of LEED and BREEAM don’t give too much weight to reducing 

life cycle cost of buildings. However, the operation cost of a project is directly related to 

its water and energy consumption, so it is indirectly addressed in the other certification 

systems. 
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Figure 8: Requirements by difficulty for the three certificaton systems 
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150 Case Studies 

There are a growing number of sustainable buildings in Mexico and around the world. 

Three representative sustainable industrial buildings were chosen for the analysis of their 

sustainability features, strategies and characteristics. The analysis of these buildings was 

used as a reference of what is being done on the sustainable field and as a tool to look for 

new technologies and strategies that can be implemented in VESTA’s industrial 

properties.  

 

Amazon’s Industrial Building in North Plainfield  

Indianapolis, Indiana USA 

LEED-CI Silver certified 2009 
 

 
Figure 9: Amazon’s North Plainfield Facility 

 

This large Midwest distribution center for Amazon has been awarded LEED®-CI Silver 

Certification by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC). The industrial facility it is 

located in Plainfield in a master planned industrial park close to the Indianapolis 

International Airport. 

An extensive amount of sustainability features were incorporated on this project. The 

lighting dims or shuts off lights when adequate daylight is available, an energy 

management system maintains minimum indoor air quality by monitoring outside air 

temperature and interior CO2 concentration, efficient plumbing fixtures were used for 

water efficiency. 
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Key sustainable features: 

- Energy-efficient T5 fluorescent light fixtures, photoelectric cells and motion 
sensors. 

- Reduction in lighting power by 35% below the standard through lighting 
dimming systems that works in accordance with daylight. 

- High-efficiency, zero CFC-based refrigerant HVAC equipment.  

- Installation of bicycle racks and changing/shower facilities to promote 
alternative, non polluting transportation mechanisms. 

- Reduction in water usage by 20% with the use of low flow plumbing devices. 

- Energy Management System (EMS) to regulate indoor air quality. 

- Use of Energy Star equipment and appliances throughout the facility to reduce 
energy consumption. 

- Paints, carpets, sealants, adhesives and other materials rated low in Volatile 
Organic Compounds (VOCs). 

- Extensive recycling of construction waste. 

- Diversion of 90% of the construction waste material from landfills and 
incinerators back to the manufacturing process. 

- Use of construction materials where at least 20% is processed and manufactured 
within 500 miles of the site. 

- Use of certified wood base products, complying with the Forest Stewardship 
Council’s Principles and Criteria. 
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Building 1 for Home Depot  

Monroe, Ohio USA 

LEED-NC Gold certified 2009 

Size: 61,309 square meters 

 

 

 
Figure 10: Building 1 for Home Depot 

 

 

This project was developed as a built to suit distribution facility for Home Depot. The 

customer wanted to improve service and increase efficiency in the building while meeting 

stringent requirements, including a tight construction schedule and precise building 

specifications. 

The building was noted for exemplary performance in its use of regional materials. 

Regional materials are materials and products that are extracted and manufactured within 

the region, supporting the use of indigenous resources and reducing environmental 

impacts resulting from transportation. 

Among the sustainability goals pursued for the development of Park Corridor 75 Building 

1 were water and energy use reduction. The building is designed to achieve 42 percent 

reduced water usage and 30 percent reduced energy consumption when compared to a 

standard building. 
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Key sustainable fixtures: 

- Low-flow plumbing fixtures to achieve a reduction of 42% in water use over a 
standard building. 

- Paints, carpets, sealants, adhesives and other materials rated low in Volatile 
Organic Compounds (VOCs). 

- Energy-efficient T5 fluorescent light fixtures, photoelectric cells and motion 
sensors. 

- Dark-sky exterior lighting to minimize lighting pollution. 

- Use of white TPO roof membrane. TPO membranes are single-ply roof 

membranes constructed from ethylene propylene rubber. They have been tested 
as having excellent resistance to ozone and algae, while being environmentally 
friendly and safe to install. 

- Exemplary performance in its use of regional materials. 

- Use of rainwater harvesting strategies. 

- Use of native vegetation to reduce irrigation requirements. 

- Optimum skylight design to reduce lighting requirements. 

- Use of solar water heaters. 

- Use of materials with a high recycled content. 

- Use of permeable paving to reduce water runoff. 

- Energy renewable systems. 

 

 
Figure 11: Acces to Building 1 for Home Depot 
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G.Park Blue Planet, Chatterley Valley 

Staffordshire, United Kingdom  

The World’s first BREEAM Outstanding rated logistic building 
 

 
Figure 12: G. Park Blue Planet, Chatterley Valley 

 

This project, unique on its kind, was developed by Gazeley, a leading developer of 

sustainable distribution space. Since 1987, Gazeley has built over 5.6 million square 

meters of built to suit warehouses and distribution parks globally. Among its various 

customers are P&G, Nestlé, Asda/Wal-Mart, Morrisons, Volkswagen, John Lewis and 

third party providers such as DHL, CEVA, Geodis, TNT, Zufall and Norbert 

Dentressangle. Gazeley is renowned for its commitment to develop sustainable 

warehouses, improving its environmental performance and energy efficiency.   

G. Park Blue Planet features a variety of renewable and sustainable power sources with 

capacity to support the park and export power and heat to the neighboring residential 

development. The buildings are designed to maximize daylighting, solar power 

generation, energy efficient lighting and to eliminate night-time light pollution.  

The main warehouse drains rainwater collected from the roof into ponds, streams, green 

areas, and a 20,000 liters tank that stores the rainwater for flushing WCs. The south wall 

of the warehouse is designed as a solar attractor, to absorb the warmth of the sun, which 

is then fed into a plenum and redistributed throughout the building as free heating. The 

design of the warehouse achieves lighting and power savings of 49%, heating energy 

savings of 68% and water savings of 60% when compared to a conventional distribution 

building.   
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Figure 13: G. Park Blue Planet, Chatterley Valley interior and exterior details 

 

Key sustainable fixtures: 

- Photovoltaics were integrated into ETFE rooflights (a completely recyclable 
material).  

- An energy panel was used in the southern elevation, allowing naturally heated 
air to be captured and used for internal heating. 

- Kinetic energy plates in the access road produce power when driven over by 
vehicles entering or leaving the site. 

- Underfloor heating fuelled by on site Biomass power station. 

- Energy efficient lighting linked to movement detectors and daylight saving 
controls. 

- Rainwater harvesting for irrigation and toilets’ flushing 

- Maximization of prefabricated materials and recycling. Building materials were 
chosen for their longevity and end of life recycling. 

- Maximization of materials supplied from within 35 miles (40%) 

- Biomass micro power station that provides power and heat to the development. 
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Lessons learned 

The case studies indicate that sustainability strategies and measures are being taken 

predominantly in the following areas: 

- Use of natural daylight strategies and energy efficient lighting fixture to reduce 
energy consumption.  

- Use of regionally produced and distributed materials. 

- Use of materials and products with high recycled content. 

- Use of native vegetation to reduce irrigation requirements. 

- Rainwater harvesting. 

- Natural ventilation. 

- Renewable energy systems. 

- Alternative transportation strategies to minimize single vehicle ridership. 
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160 How to use this Handbook 

This Handbook is intended for the use of architects, engineers, developers and 

professionals related to the building industry, that have previous experience and/or 

training in topics related to sustainable development. 

The purpose of this Handbook is to provide a framework to incorporate sustainable 

construction best practices in VESTA’s real estate properties. This Handbook is based on 

international sustainability standards and codes which have proven to be successful on 

similar scenarios. However, it is acknowledged that strategies suggested in this document 

are not the only ones that can achieve sustainability in a building. 

This Handbook is intended to work along with VESTA’s existing standards and policies. 

In case of conflict between a project and the information provided in this manual, further 

analysis should be done, and individual decisions should be taken. In any case, the 

information provided in this document does not substitute existing owner’s 

requirements, building codes and/or design regulations . 

This Handbook should be periodically updated, to maintain its currency, providing up to 

date sustainable strategies and best practices.  

Trained personnel should be in charge of applying strategies and technologies included in 

this document, to ensure task are being performed in a satisfactory way. Measures taken 

towards implementing sustainability strategies should take into account installation 

guides, manuals and/or other documentation provided by the supplier, engineers and/or 

professional personnel involved. 
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200 GREEN BUILDING’S REQUIREMENTS 

210 Owner’s Project Requirements 

It is fundamental that the owner documents the project’s requirements through the 

Owner’s Project Requirements (OPR) whenever a new construction or major renovation 

is being developed, to set the functional goals of the project in accordance to the owners 

needs. This document should be completed as early as possible, and should detail the 

functional requirements of the project and the expectations of the building’s use and 

operation of systems (HVAC&R, lighting and daylight controls, domestic hot water 

systems and renewable energy systems if they are contemplated within the project).  

The Owner’s Project Requirements should document: 

1. Owner and User Requirements: A description of the primary purpose, program, and 

use of the Project. It may also describe future expansion needs, flexibility, quality of 

materials, construction and operation cost goals. 

2. Environmental and Sustainability Goals: A description of specific environmental or 

sustainability goals (like level of LEED certification desired). 

3. Energy Efficiency Goals: A description of specific energy efficiency goals relative to 

local energy codes or internationally renowned standards. Desired energy efficiency 

measures that provide cost effective energy savings. Requirements for building 

orientation, landscaping, façade, fenestration, envelope and roof features that will 

affect energy use. 

4. Indoor Environmental Quality Requirements: For each program/usage area it should 

include a description of: anticipated occupancy schedules, thermal comfort 

requirements, temperature and/or humidity requirements, desired user controllability 

of HVAC systems, ventilation and filtration requirements, accommodations for after 

hours use, acoustic environment requirements, indoor lighting requirements, occupant 

lighting control requirements, other owner’s requirements like natural ventilation, 

operable windows, views. 

5. Equipment and Systems Expectations: For each program/usage area it should include 

a description of: special HVAC equipment requirements such as type, quality, 

reliability, efficiency, preferred manufactures, maintenance requirements; special 

lighting requirements such as preferred lamp and ballast types; other systems 

requirements such as specific efficiency target, desired technologies, etc. 

6. Building Occupant and O&M Personnel Expectations: A description of how the 

facility will be operated and by whom, including a description of the desired level of 

training and orientation required for the building occupants to understand and use the 

building systems. 

Refer to Appendix 1 to see an outline of an Owner’s Project Requirements document. 
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300 GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR GREEN BUILDING’S DESIGN 

This section aims to provide general guidelines for green building’s design. The strategies 

and recommendations covered in this section have major implications in the development 

of sustainable industrial properties. It includes strategies like an adequate site selection, 

stormwater management, interior environmental quality, natural daylight strategies and 

strategies to procure thermal comfort for the building’s users, which can greatly influence 

a building’s environmental impact. 

Because it is unknown the exact location and design requirements of VESTA’s future 

industrial parks, it is not possible to provide specific recommendations about how to 

address the selected site. However, this section provides general criteria about how to 

select and develop a sustainable site, and it should be taken into consideration during 

those early phases of the project. 

This Handbook does not pretend to substitute judgment and/or professional criteria 

of the people involved in the development of the project. It is a duty of the owner 

and/or developer to ensure that proper methods and strategies are being 

implemented in the project. 

310 Sustainable Sites 

“The selection and development of a building’s site are fundamental components of 

sustainable practices. Environmental damage caused by construction may take years of 

work to remedy” (LEED Green Building Design and Construction, 2009). 

It is fundamental to select a site that does not compromise existing habitats. A site that 

takes into account emissions associated with transportation of building’s occupants. 

Moreover, the development of the chosen property must use sustainable practices to 

decrease soil erosion, sedimentation and pollution of the environment. 

A properly developed site can reduce the heat island effect, can minimize stormwater 

runoff, can contribute to restore wildlife habitat and decrease pollution, while reducing 

energy, water consumption and maintenance cost of the building. 

A sustainable site design requires holistic, ecologically based strategies to create and built 

projects that do not alter or impair, but instead help repair and restore existing site 

ecosystems, to promote sustainable development and well being of its occupants. 

It is important to keep in mind sustainable sites strategies during the selection and 

development of the project. The architect, the owner and other team member involved 

should try to implement the strategies and recommendations covered in this section. 
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311 Site Selection 

Sustainable buildings start with proper site selection. The location of a building will have 

effects on many factors like security, accessibility, energy consumption, energy 

consumed for transportation, ecosystems, the use/reuse of existing structures and 

infrastructures, etc. It is important to address site selection early in the project 

development process to ensure these factors are considered. Equally important is that the 

people involved in site selection understand sustainable site design and the impact a 

building’s location can have on its performance. 

Development of industrial properties should be avoided on sites that meet any of the 

following criteria: 

- Prime farmland 

- Sites whose elevation is lower than 1.5meters above the elevation of the 
hundredth year flood 

- Land identified as habitat for any species on federal or state threatened or 
endangered lists.  

- Land within 30 meters of wetlands and 15 meters of a water body. 

- Land that prior to acquisition for the project was public parkland.  

 

Figure 14: Characteristics to consider during site selection 

  
Don’t develop on land next to waterbodies       Brownfield redevelopment 

  
Don’t develop on farmland        Develop on dense sites 
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312 Development Density and Community Connectivity 

During the site selection phase, the owner, architect and developer should give preference 

to sites within an existing urban fabric. Choosing a previously developed site contribute 

to take advantage of existing infrastructure while preserving natural habitat. 

Development density and community connectivity promotes the use of public 

transportation in lieu of automobiles, increases community connectivity, decreases 

infrastructure needs, and provides access to amenities for populations dependent on 

public transportation. 

This strategy addresses two basic issues: density of the surrounding neighborhood and 

occupant access to everyday services. During site selection priority should be given to: 

- Previously developed sites with a minimum density of 13,777square meters per 
hectare. 

- Previously developed sites within .80 kilometers of a residential area with a 

minimum density of 25 units per hectare and accessibility to at least 10 basic 
services. 

Basic services include but are not limited to: Banks, place of worship, 

convenience grocery, day care, cleaners, fire station, beauty, hardware, laundry, 
library, medical/dental center, senior care, park, pharmacy, post office, 
restaurants, schools, supermarket, theater, community center, fitness center, and 
museums.  

Figure 15: Development density and community connectivity 

  
Priority should be given to previously developed sites with a minimum density of 13,777 square meter per hectare 

  
Priority should be given to sites with accesibility to services and existing infrastructure  
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313 Alternative Transportation – Public Transportation Access 

Public transportation provides people with mobility and accessibility to employment, 

community resources, medical care, and recreational opportunities. The incorporation of 

public transportation options can help a community expand business opportunities, 

reduce sprawl, and create a sense of community. Moreover public transportation helps to 

reduce road congestion and travel times, air pollution, energy and oil consumption, 

benefiting both riders and non-riders. 

Public Transportation Access 

The project should aim to be located within 400 meters walking distance (measured from 

a main building entrance) of one or more stops for two or more public or private bus lines 

usable by building occupants. In case the industrial property does not comply with this 

condition, public transportation access should be procured to the nearest population 

center. 

Alternative Transportation 

Incentives should be granted to people using public and/or alternative transportation (low 

emitting vehicles, bicycles, carpooling, etc.) in order to encourage its use among 

building’s occupants. An analysis of occupant’s transportation necessities and preferences 

should be done to determine the most viable transportation options. 

Some strategies to promote alternative transportation are: 

- Provide preferred parking for low emitting, fuel efficient, carpool and vanpool 

vehicles equal to 5% of the total vehicle parking capacity. Preferred parking is 
considered as those parking spaces closer to the building entrance and/or 
covered parking closer to the building entrance. 

- Size parking capacity to meet but not exceed minimum local zoning requirements. 

- For projects with an area of 27,870 square meters of less: provide secure bicycle 

racks within 180 meters of the building entrance for 3% or more of all building 
users. 

- For projects larger than 27,870 square meters: provide secure bicycle racks 
within 180 meters of the building entrance for 3% of the occupants for up to 

27,870 square feet, then an additional 0.5% for the occupants of the space over 
27,870 square meters. 
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Strategies to promote alternative transportation: 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16: Strategies to increase alternative transportation in the facilities 
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314 Maximize Open Space 

Open space provides habitat for vegetation and wildlife, contributes to reduce the urban 

heat island effect, increases stormwater infiltration, and provides the human population 

on the site with a connection to the outdoors. 

The design team should try to minimize the development footprint and/or provide 

vegetated open space within the project boundary such that the amount of open space 

exceeds local zoning requirements by 25%, or should provide vegetated open spaces 

equal to 20% of the project’s site area. 

Strategies like using open grid pavement and green roofs can count towards open space 

area. 

Protect or Restore Habitat 

An increase in open space area promotes biodiversity, by conserving existing natural 

areas, or by restoring areas within the site for vegetation and wildlife.   

- Previously developed sites should protect or restore a minimum of 50% of the site 
(excluding the building footprint) or 20% of the total site area, whichever is 
greater, with native or adapted vegetation. 

- In case the previous strategy is not achievable, site disturbance should be limited 
to: 

 40 feet beyond the building perimeter. 

 10 feet beyond hardscape. 

 15 feet beyond primary roadway curbs and main utility branch trenches. 

 25 feet beyond constructed areas with permeable surfaces. 

 

  

Figure 17: Strategies to reduce site disturbance 
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Heat Island Effect  

The heat island effect is a phenomenon in which built up urban areas are hotter than 

surrounding rural areas. The annual mean air temperature of a city with one million 

people or more can be up to 12°C warmer than its surrounding.   

Natural surfaces are often composed of vegetation and moisture-trapping soils; they use a 

relatively large proportion of the absorbed radiation in the evapotranspiration process and 

release water vapor that contributes to cool the air in their vicinity. In contrast, built up 

surfaces are composed of a high percentage of non-reflective and water-resistant 

construction materials. As a consequence, they absorb a significant proportion of the 

incident radiation, which is released as heat. 

Elevated temperature from urban heat islands can affect a community’s environment and 

quality of life, increasing energy demand, air conditioning costs, air pollution, greenhouse 

gas emissions and water quality. 

Figure 18: Heat Island Effect        Source: NASA 

The project should aim to reduce heat islands to minimize impacts on microclimates, 

human and wildlife habitats. To minimize heat islands roofing and hardscape materials 

should be carefully chosen. 
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Roofing Materials 

Green roofs, photovoltaic panels, and/or materials with a high solar reflectance index 

should be used in at least 75% of the roof to minimize the heat island effect. See section 

441.41 and 441.42for more details about roofing materials that contribute to reduce the 

heat island effect. 

 
Figure 19: Roofing materials that contibue to heat island effect reduction 

Hardscape Materials 

Use trees, structures covered by solar panels, materials with a solar reflectance index of at 

least 29, and/or open grid pavement for at least 50% of the site hardscape to reduce heat 

island effect. See section 432.11 for more details about ways to reduce the heat island 

effect through the selection of proper hardscape materials. 

   
Figure 20: Hardscape materials that contribute to heat island effect reduction 
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315 Stormwater Management 

An effort to limit disruption of natural hydrology should be made. This can be achieved 

by reducing impervious cover and increase on-site infiltration. Applying these strategies 

will contribute to reduce or eliminate soil erosion, reduce potable water consumption, 

maintain the natural aquifer recharge cycle and restore depleted stream base flows. 

Strategies for both stormwater quantity and quality control should be implemented for 

better results. 

Stormwater Quantity Control 

One of the following requirements should be met: 

- Implement a stormwater management plan that prevents the 

postdevelopment peak discharge rate and quantity from exceeding the 

predevelopment peak discharge rate and quantity for the one and two year 

24 hour design storms. 

- Implement a stormwater management plan that results in a 25% decrease 

in the volume of stromwater runoff from the two year 24 hour design 

storm. 

Stormwater Quality Control 

Pollution of natural water flows should be prevented, during construction and operation 

of the industrial facilities. Stormwater management practices should be implemented to 

treat polluted water before it leaves the site. It is advisable to treat or infiltrate 90% of the 

average annual rainfall. 

Stormwater Management Plan 

The first thing that should be taken into account for the development of a management 

plan, that contributes to maintain or improve stormwater quality  and quantity control, is 

the prevailing condition of the site. The stormwater management plan should try to 

preserve existing water flow and natural soil conditions. On previously developed sites, 

the purpose of the stormwater management plan is to reduce existing water flow or 

restore natural site conditions. The following strategies are useful to reduce and treat 

water flow. 

- Reduce impermeable surfaces. Pervious surfaces allow water to percolate 

into the soil to filter out pollutants and recharge the water table, reducing 

stromwater runoff. Impervious surfaces should be limited to vehicular 

roads. 

- Use pervious materials. Preference should be given to pervious materials, 

open grid pavement, permeable pavers, etc. The selected material will 

depend on the specific requirements off each area.  
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Figure 21: Commonly pervious materials for sidewalks and roads 

 

- Design taking into account the topography of site. The building and 

landscape areas should be design in accordance to the natural conditions of 

the site, to minimize erosion and site disturbance. 
 

- Use retention pounds to control water runoff. Retention basins can be use 

to capture and infiltrate water coming from paved areas and impervious 

surfaces. It is advisable to direct water runoff towards retention basins to 

promote its infiltration before it leaves the site. 

 
Figure 22: Stormwater management - retention pound (Source: Centro de aguas urbanas) 

   

- Use vegetated areas to control water runoff. Vegetated areas can be placed 

between paved areas to reduce stormwater runoff and promote infiltration. 

Vegetated filter strips have a range of total suspended solids removal 

between 40%-90% depending on the slope, soil, and size. 
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Figure 23: Stormwater management - vegetated areas (Source: Centro de aguas urbanas) 

- Green roofs. Greening of rooftops, by incorporating plants into the design 

of roofing systems contribute to reduce the impacts of stormwater runoff. 

The benefits of green roofs for stormwater control include direct retention 

of a portion of the rainfall, and delaying and decreasing the peak rate of 

runoff from the site. Moreover, green roof have a range of total suspended 

solids removal between 75%-90%, depending on the system and 

vegetation used. Refer to section 441.42 for more details about green roof 

systems.  
 

- Cluster development to reduce paved surfaces such as roads and 

sidewalks. 
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320 Indoor Environmental Quality 

Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) refers to all environmental factors that affect the 

health and wellbeing of building occupants. IEQ encompasses factors such as indoor air 

quality, airborne contaminants, comfort, humidity, air exchange, acoustics, and lighting 

quality. 

The main purpose of IEQ is to maintain and improve standards of health and comfort 

within indoor environments. By improving indoor air quality building related illnesses 

can be prevented, absenteeism can be reduced and employee productivity can be 

improved. 

Providing acceptable indoor air quality for occupants and workers during and after 

construction requires significant planning and understanding of potential issues. The 

strategies to provide an adequate IEQ within buildings will vary depending on the 

specific design of warehouses and office buildings within VESTA’s industrial parks. This 

chapter covers basic strategies and recommendations to achieve an adequate IEQ, and 

should be taken in consideration during the design phase. 

321 Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control 

Smoking inside the building and within eight meters of entries, outdoor air intakes and 

operable windows should be prohibited, in order to prevent or minimize exposure of 

building occupants, indoor surfaces and ventilation air distribution systems to 

environmental tobacco smoke. 

 
Figure 24: Designate smoking areas for tobacco smoke control 
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322 Indoor Chemical and Pollutant Source Control 

The exposure of building occupants to potentially hazardous pollutants should be 

minimized by implementing these indoor chemical and pollutant control measures: 

- Install permanent entryway track-off systems 

- Exhaust spaces with hazardous gases or chemical directly to the outdoors 

- Provide containment drains to control hazardous liquids wherever they 

are used 

- Install minimum MERV 13 rated filters on all mechanical ventilation 

systems 

 

 
Figure 25: Entryway track-off systems 
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323 Daylight 

Daylight in buildings is important for its quality, spectral composition, and variability. It 

provides high luminance and permits excellent color rendering. Working long-term in 

electric lighting is believed to be detrimental to health, while working by daylight is 

believed to result in less stress and discomfort.  

However, daylight can produce uncomfortable solar glare and very high luminance 

reflections on display screens, both of which interfere with good vision. Daylight can also 

increase energy consumption. Since glass is a poor insulator, a big amount of heat is loss 

and gain through windows and skylights. These factors need to be taken into 

consideration during the design phase of VESTA’s office buildings. This section provides 

general recommendations for an adequate daylight design, which should address: 

- Building orientation and shape 

- Heat loss and gain through glazing 

- Solar glare 

- Direct solar heat gain during summer months 

- Daylight sensors with dimming to increase energy saving 

 

Building orientation and shape 

Building shape and orientation should be considered since the beginning of the project. 

These factors should be acknowledged during the design phase to be able to provide 

daylight in an efficient way. 

- North and south façade exposure should be maximized for daylighting 

harvesting. Whenever possible openings to east and west should be 

avoided.  

 

 
Figure 26: Building orientation and daylight (Source:WBDG) 
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Figure 27: Interior distribution and daylight (Source: WBDG) 

- On the south façade overhangs and other solar shading devices should be 

proposed to reduce direct solar heat gain.  

 
Figure 28: Overhangs  (Source: WBDG) 

- Rectangular buildings with a greater north-south exposure are advisable 

since they allow natural daylight in all building’s areas.  

 
Figure 29: Daylight and building shape (Source: WBDG) 
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Strategies to improve natural daylighting in the building 

Daylight can be achieved through the use of windows and/or skylights. The following 

information should be taken into consideration during the design phase to improve 

daylight quality. 

As a general rule, daylighting will only reach a distance of 2.5 times the height of the top 

of the window above the work plane. In a standard office building with a window height 

of 2.5m, this means a maximum of about 5-7meters. 

 
Figure 30: Daylight in interior spaces  (Source: ECOTECT Community) 

To improve daylighting within a building, windows can be added on multiple sides of the 

room, or a distribution system such as a lightshelf or prismatic glazing can be used to 

direct some of the light up onto the ceiling where it will diffuse deeper into the space. 

 

 

 
Figure 31: Daylighting strategies (Source: ECOTECT Community) 

Skylights are openings cut through the roof of a building, though they give excellent 

daylight levels it is difficult to control solar radiation coming from these elements. 

Angled louvers or some other form of seasonally adjustable shading must therefore be 

used, especially in hot climates. 
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Figure 32: Daylight strategy – Skylights (Source: ECOTECT Community) 

Saw-tooth apertures are formed from a vertical glass element and a sloping roof.  Saw-

tooth glazing facing away from the equator provides diffuse daylight from the sky 

without direct sun penetration. Saw-tooth glazing facing East or West is very difficult to 

protect, so it should be avoided.  

 
Figure 33: Daylight strategy – Saw-tooth apertures (Source: ECOTECT Community) 

A monitor aperture has two opposing vertical glazed elements raised above the general 

roof line. Daylighting provided by these openings is similar to the one provided by saw-

tooth apertures 

 
Figure 34: Daylight strategy – Monitor aperture (Source: ECOTECT Community) 

The atrium is a core lighting technique where the center of the building is opened up with 

a glazed element at the top. The outside perimeter is lit with windows while the interior 

spaces receive diffuse light from the atrium. The ratio of height to width of the light well 

should not be greater than 2:1.  
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Figure 35: Daylight strategy – atrium (Source: ECOTECT Community) 

Light wells down each side of an atrium can significantly increase the natural lighting, 

providing usually inaccessible spaces with a sense of connection with the outside. 

 
Figure 36: Daylight strategy – light well (Source: ECOTECT Community) 
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324 Views 

Buildings that provide views to the outdoors have proven to enhance productivity, and 

overall occupant comfort and well-being. Recent studies have linked having access to 

views of nature in the workplace to the relief of boredom, anxiety, and stress. 

Office buildings and other constructions within VESTA’s industrial parks should try to 

provide a direct line of sight to the outdoors for occupants in 90% of all regularly 

occupied areas. Some strategies to increase views accessibility are: 

- Consider footprint shape and space layout early in design to maximize 

views to glazing. 

- Design the building so that as many regularly occupied spaces as possible 

are located near the perimeter, with access to glazing. Open offices should 

be located at the perimeter with enclosed spaces and support areas near 

the building core. 

- Glazing should be shaded appropriately to control solar heat gains. 

- Include interior transom glazing to add views to enclosed spaces away 

from the perimeter of the building. 

 
Figure 37: IncreasIncreased views accessibility 
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400 TECHNICAL STANDARDS 

410 General Criteria 

The following section provides general criteria for the selection of sustainable materials 

and finishes, and should be taken in consideration during the design and construction 

phase of the project. Specific details about constructive elements and environmentally 

friendly finishes for VESTA’s roads and office buildings can be found in the sections of 

Industrial Park (432) and Office Building (441 and 442). 

411 Materials and Resources 

411.1  Selection Criteria 

There are significant environmental impacts associated with materials used in a 

construction, like pollutants release, habitat destruction, and depletion of natural 

resources. The use of durable, healthy and environmentally responsible materials in a 

building contributes to preserve natural resources and wellbeing of its occupants. 

The selection of environmentally responsible materials requires the development of 

criteria to evaluate and properly choose building materials. The following is a 

recommended selection criterion for building’s materials: 

- Use materials that are nontoxic or demonstrate to have reduced toxicity. 

- Use products that have minimal chemical emissions, emit low or non 

volatile compounds (VOCs), and avoid the use of chlorofluorocarbons 

(CFCs). 

- Use products with identifiable recycled content including pre-consumer 

and post-consumer. 

- Use materials that are durable, reusable and/or recyclable. 

- Use products manufactured with resource efficient processes including 

reduced energy consumption, minimal waste production, and reduced 

green house gases production. 

- Use locally extracted, harvested and manufactured materials, to reduce 

energy consumption and resources required for transportation. 

- Use rapidly renewable materials, harvested from sustainably managed 

sources, and preferably with independent certification. 

411.11 Regional Materials  

The use of regional materials reduces fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions 

from the transportation of materials to the construction site. Regional materials require 

less protective packaging, and they are thereby associated with less waste.  
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Regional materials are easier to track down and determine if the extraction and 

processing were carried out in an environmentally responsible manner. The incorporation 

of regional materials has cultural and economic benefits at the local level; it can provide 

residents with a sense of identity, place and history, meanwhile supporting the local 

economy. 

No less than 10 percent of products and materials used in the construction should be 

regionally extracted (within an 800 kilometers radius), harvested or recovered, and 

manufactured. The percentage is based on cost of the total materials value. 

The following figures illustrate the regional material radius for three selected locations of 

VESTA’s industrial parks. These locations were chosen because they are representative 

of the different climatic and zoning conditions of VESTA’s real estate properties. 

 
Figure 38: Distribution of selected Vesta’s Industrial Properties   (Source: vesta.com.mx) 

Tijuana: 

The 800 kilometers radius for Vesta Park in Tijuana (El Potrero Vesta Park) can be seen 

on figure 39; it includes part of the states of California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, and a 

small part of New Mexico in the northern country of USA. In Mexico it includes the 

states of Baja California Norte, Baja California Sur, Sonora, and a small portion of 

Chihuahua. 
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Figure 39: Regional material radius for El Potrero Vesta Park in Tijuana 

Querétaro: 

The 800 kilometers radius considered for regional materials of Bernardo Quintana 

Industrial Park in Queretaro (Figure 40) includes a small part of Texas, the north east part 

of Mexico (Nuevo Leon, Tamaulipas, and Coahuila), all the central states of the country 

(Mexico City, San Luis Potosi, Guadalajara, etc.), and part of the southern states of 

Mexico (Guerrero, Oaxaca, part of Tabasco and Chiapas). 

Figure 40: Regional material radius for Bernardo Quintana Industrial Park in Queretaro 
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Cancun: 

The regional priority radius for Vesta Industrial Properties in Cancun (figure 41) includes 

part of Central America (Guatemala, Belize, Honduras, and a small part of San Salvador), 

the west part of Cuba, a reduced portion of Florida, and part of the south of Mexico 

(Quintana Roo, Yucatan, Campeche, Tabasco and Chiapas). 

Figure 41: Regional material radius for Cancun, Cancún 

411.12 Recycled Content 

A recycled content product is an item made with materials that were recycled, diverting 

them from conventional disposal methods such as landfills or incinerators.  

Buying products with recycled content has many environmental benefits, among the 

benefits of using recycled products are: 

- Recycled products help to divert waste from landfills. 

- They contribute to conserve natural resources, energy, and wildlife.  

- The manufacturing process for recycled products creates far more jobs 

than disposing materials in landfills or incinerators.  

- Recycled products from locally sourced materials/ waste reduce 

transportation requirements. 

- Buying recycled products contribute to a more sustainable future by 

ensuring that the materials collected will be used again to manufacture 

new products or materials. 

- Choosing recycled products increases environmental awareness. 
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At least ten percent of materials and products used for construction should be recycled or 

should incorporate recycled content materials. The recycled content of a material is 

determined by weight. The recycled fraction of the assembly is then multiplied by the 

cost of the assembly to determine the recycled content value. Mechanical, electrical and 

plumbing components are not included in the calculations. 

 It is advisable to give preference to materials with post-consumer recycled content. Post 

consumer recycled materials are products that have completed its life cycle as a consumer 

item and would otherwise have been disposed of as solid waste. Pre-consumer or post-

industrial recycled content refers to scrap that is generated during the manufacturing 

process and its recycled back into its raw material state. 

 
Figure 42: Recycled content verification seal 

411.13 Certified Wood 

Certified wood comes from responsibly managed forest. The objective of certification is 

the improvement and documentation of forest management practices. It is usually 

associated with eco-labeling and chain of custody certification. 

The basic requirements for forest certification programs usually include: 

- Protection of biodiversity, species at risk and wildlife habitats. 

- Sustainable harvest levels. 

- Protection of water quality. 

- Third-party certification audits performed by accredited certification 

bodies. 

- Publicly available certification audit summaries. 

- Complaints and appeals processes. 
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The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is the world’s foremost and internationally 

recognized forest certification. The FSC certification is a voluntary tool that supports 

responsible forest management worldwide, ensuring that products certified under the FSC 

label are from responsibly harvested and verified sources.  

 
Figure 43: Certified Wood Seal (Source: fsc.org) 

At least 50 percent of wood-based materials and products used in a building should be 

certified in accordance with FSC’s principles and criteria, including framing, flooring, 

doors and finishes. Only materials and products installed permanently in the project 

should be considered.  

411.2 Low-Emitting Materials 

Low-emitting materials are products that contain zero or low-volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs), reducing significantly the release of pollutants into the indoor environment.  

VOCs are chemicals that are emitted by solids and liquids that evaporate into air at room 

temperature. Elevated levels of VOCs and interior pollutants have been linked to health 

concerns such as eye, nose and throat irritation, headaches, loss of coordination, nausea, 

and other health problems.  

An increased awareness of possible health risks and air quality concerns has led to a 

demand for products lower in VOCs, which are now widely available. What is considered 

a low concentration of VOC emissions will vary according to the product type. The 

following sections provide further recommendations for the selection of low emitting 

materials of commonly used products. 
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411.21 Adhesives and Sealants  

All adhesives and sealants used on interiors shall comply with the VOC limits established 

on the table below. 

Architectural Applications VOC Limit (g/L less water) 

Indoor Carpet Adhesives 50 
Carpet Pad Adhesives 50 
Wood Flooring Adhesives 100 
Rubber Floor Adhesives 60 

Subfloor Adhesives 50 
Ceramic Tile Adhesives 65 
VCT & Asphalt Adhesives 50 
Drywall & Panel Adhesives 50 
Cove Base Adhesives 50 
Multipurpose Construction Adhesives 70 
Structural Glazing Adhesives 100 

Specialty Applications VOC Limit (g/L less water) 

PVC Welding 510 
CPVC Welding 490 
ABS Welding 325 
Plastic Cement Welding 250 
Adhesive Primer for Plastic 550 
Contact Adhesive 80 
Special Purpose Contact Adhesive 250 

Structural Wood Member Adhesive 140 
Sheet Applied Rubber Lining Operations 850 
Top & Trim Adhesive 250 
Substrate Specific Applications VOC Limit (g/L less water) 
Metal to Metal 30 

Plastic Foams 50 
Porous Material (except wood) 50 

Wood 30 
Fiberglass 80 
Sealants VOC Limit (g/L less water) 

Architectural 250 
No membrane Roof 300 
Roadway 250 
Single-Ply Roof Membrane 450 
Other 420 

Sealant Primers VOC Limit (g/L less water) 

Architectural Non Porous 250 
Architectural Porous 775 
Other 750 

Table 4: Adhesives and Sealants VOCs limits (Source: LEED, 2009) 
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Aerosol Adhesives must comply with the VOC limits listed below. 

Aerosol Adhesives VOC Limit 

General purpose mist spray 65% VOCs by weight 
General purpose web spray 55% VOCs by weight 
Special purpose aerosol adhesives (all types) 70% VOCs by weight 

Table 5: Aerosol Adhesives VOC limits (Source: LEED, 2009) 

 

411.22 Paints and Coatings  

Paints and coatings used on interiors shall comply with the VOC limits listed on table 6.   

Coating Ceiling Limit  

(g/L less water) 

Current Limit  

(g/L less water) 

Bond breakers 350  
Clear wood finishes 

- Varnish 

- Sanding 

Sealers 
- Lacquer 

350 
350 
350 

680 

 
 
 

550 

Clear brushing lacquer 680  
Concrete-curing compounds 350  
Concrete-curing compounds for 
roadways and bridges 

350  

Dry-fog coatings 400  
Fire-proofing exterior coatings 450 350 
Fire-retardant coatings 

- Clear 
- Pigmented 

 

650 
350 

 

Flats 250 100 
Floor coatings 420  
Graphic arts (sign) coatings 500  
Industrial maintenance (im) coatings 
High temperature im  coatings 

Zinc-rich im primers 

420 
 

420 

 

Japan/faux finishing coatings 700 350 
Magnesite cement coatings 600 450 
Mastic coatings 300  
Metallic Pigmented coatings 500  
Multicolor coatings 420 250 
Nonflat coatings 250 150 

Nonflat high gloss 250  
Pigmented lacquer 680 550 
Pretreatment wash primers 780  
Primers, sealers, undercoaters 350  
Quick-dry enamels 400  
Quick-dry primers, sealers, 
undercoaters 

350  
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Recycled coatings 250  
Roof coatings 
Aluminum roof coatings 

300 
500 

 

Roof primers, bituminous 350  

Rust: preventive coatings 420  
Shellac 

- Clear 

- Pigmented 

 
730 
550 

 

Specialty primers 350  
Stains 

- Interior 
350 
250 

 

Swimming pool coatings 
- Repair 

- Other 

 
650 
340 

 

Traffic coatings 250 150 
Waterproofing sealers 400  
Waterproofing concrete, masonry 
sealers 

400  

Wood preservatives – Belowground 350  
Other 350  

Table 6: Paints and coatings VOC limits (Source: LEED, 2009) 

411.23 Flooring Systems 

Flooring and floor coverings used on interiors should meet the requirements established 

on the following standards: 

Option 1 

Carpet Meet testing and product requirements of the Carpet and Rug 
Institute’s Green Label Plus program. 

Carpet cushion Meet requirements of the Carpet and Rug Institute Green 
Label program. 

Carpet adhesives Meet VOC limit of 50 g/L 
Hard surface flooring Meet the testing and product requirements of FloorScore 

certification. 
Floor finishes Meet the requirements of South Coast Air Quality 

Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1113, Architectural 
Coatings. 

Tile setting adhesives and grout Meet the South Coast Air Quality Management District 

(SCAQMD) Rule 1168 
Tile, masonry, terrazzo, cut 
stone, and solid wood flooring 
without coatings or sealants 

Does not require testing 

Option 2 

All flooring elements installed 
in the building interior 

Meet the testing and product requirements of the California 
Department of Health Services Standard Practice for the 
Testing of Volatile Organic Emissions from Various Sources 

Using Small-Scale Environmental Chambers. 

Table 7: Flooring systems requirements 
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411.24 Composite Wood and Agrifiber Products 

Composite wood and agrifiber products used on the interior of the building shall contain 

no added urea-formaldehyde resins. Urea formaldehyde is commonly used in composite 

wood products such as hardwood plywood, particleboard, wheatboard, strawboard and 

medium density fiberboard (mdf). Adhesives and sealants described on section 411.21 

should be considered instead of urea-formaldehyde resins. 

411.3 Thermal Properties of Building Materials 

Thermal insulation can be defined as the reduction of heat transfer between objects or 

surfaces. Heat transfer is an inevitable consequence of contact between objects of 

different temperature. Thermal insulation is used to keep buildings at a comfortable 

temperature by reducing the flow of heat through the exterior surfaces of the building. 

The choice of the insulating product and the amount of insulation required will depend on 

the climate, latitude and altitude of the building. 

In building construction, insulating materials are assigned a quantitative measure of 

insulating capability called the R-value; R-values are expressed using the metric units in 

m2.K/W. The higher the R-value, the better the material is at resisting energy transfer. 

The K-value measures the heat loss rate for a specific material, thickness, area, and 

temperature difference. The U value measures the ability of a substance to allow the 

transfer of heat. This means that the higher the U and K value the worse the thermal 

performance of the material or building envelope. Its units are expressed in W/m
2
K.  

The difference between U and K value is that K-value only measures the heat loss for a 

specific material, while the U value measures the heat transfer of a building element such 

as a wall, floor or roof.  

The U value is the inverse sum of the resistances of each building material and surface. 

Because the interaction of the building element to the outside environments is measured 

in terms of surface resistance, the behavior of the built elements is also expressed in terms 

of resistances. 

 
Figure 44: U value diagram (Source: architecture.com) 
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The following image illustrates a section of a wall composed by three elements; each 

element has a certain thickness “L”, and a coefficient for thermal conductivity λ, resulting 

in three different R-values and one U-value for the complete building element. 

 
Figure 45:Wall R value diagram 

The document “Taller para el Aislamiento térmico en una vivienda” found in the 

following link provides procedures and practical examples to perform U-value 

calculations for different elements:  

http://www.cmic.org/comisiones/sectoriales/vivienda/2010/conavi/lo_nuevo/Taller_termi

co/TercerModulo.pdf 

The following table illustrates U-value calculations for different wall and roof assemblies. 

Description U-value “U” (W/m
2
K) 

Wall Assembly 

Stucco (0.005 m) 
CMU (0.20 m) 
Rigid Extruded Polystyrene (0.02 m) 

Stucco (0.005) 

 
=0.539 

Roof Assembly 

Corrugated metal 22 ga. (0.0007 m) 
Polyisocyanurate foam (0.03 m) 
Concrete (0.10 m) 

 
=0.550 

Green Roof Assembly 

Lightweight concrete slab (0.20 m) 
Polyisocyanurate foam (0.02) 
Green roof (0.40 m) 

 
=0.068 

Table 8: U-value calculations for different constructive elements 
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411.31 Building Envelope Requirements Based on ASHRAE 90.1-2007 

The standard ASHRAE 90.1-2007, mentioned on the LEED™ Reference Guide for 

Green Building Design and Construction, establishes minimum insulation values for the 

building envelope of energy efficient buildings. The values established on ASHRAE 

should be taken in consideration during the design and construction phase of VESTA’s 

buildings to guarantee its adequate energy performance.   

To establish building envelope requirements three different locations for VESTA’s 

industrial properties were chosen. The site selection attempted to include the different 

weather conditions VESTA’s properties could face. The selected locations and their 

climate zone according to ASHRAE 90.1-2007 are: 

o Tijuana: Climate zone 2B 

o Queretaro: Climate zone 3A 

o Cancún: Climate zone 1A 

The Building envelope requirements for this three climate zones are established in the 

following table. 

Climate Zone 1A 

Opaque Elements Assembly  Insulation  

 Maximum U-value 
W/m2K 

(BTU/Ft2h°F) 

Minimum R-value 
M2K/W 

(Ft2h°F/BTU) 
Roofs 

Insulation Entirely above Deck 
 Metal Building 
Attic and Other 

 
0.358 (0.063) 
0.369 (0.065) 
0.193 (0.034) 

 
2.64 (15.0 c.i.) 

3.35 (19.0) 
5.28 (30.0) 

Walls, Above-Grade 

Mass 
Metal Building 
Steel-Framed 
Wood-Framed and Other 

 
3.293 (0.580) 
0.642 (0.113) 
0.704 (0.124) 
0.505 (0.089) 

 
NR 

2.29 (13.0) 
2.29 (13.0) 
2.29 (13.0) 

Walls, Below-Grade 

Below-Grade Wall 
 

6.473 (1.140) 
 

NR 
Floors 

Mass 
Steel-Joist 
Wood-Framed and Other 

 

1.828 (0.322) 
1.987 (0.350) 
1.601 (0.282) 

 

NR 
NR 
NR 

Slab-On-Grade Floors 

Unheated 
Heated 

 
4.145 (0.730) 
5.792 (1.020) 

 
NR 

1.32 (7.50) 
Opaque Doors 

Swinging 
Nonswinging 

 

3.975 (0.700) 
8.233 (1.450) 
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Fenestration Assembly  Assembly Maximum  

 Maximum U-value 
W/m2K 

(BTU/Ft2h°F) 

SHGC 

Vertical Glazing, 0%-40% of Wall 

Nonmetal framing (all)b 
Metal framing  
(curtainwall/ storefront)c 
Metal framing (entrance door)c 

Metal framing (all other)c 

 
6.814 (1.200) 
6.814 (1.200) 

 
6.814 (1.200) 

6.814 (1.200) 

 
0.25 all 

Skylight with Curb, Glass, % of 

Roof 

0% - 2.0% 
2.1% - 5.0% 

 
 

11.242 (1.980) all 
11.242 (1.980) all 

 
 

0.36 all 
0.19 all 

Skylight with curb, Plastic, % of 

roof 

0% - 2.0% 
2.1% - 5.0% 

 
 

10.788 (1.900) all 
10.788 (1.900) all 

 
 

0.34 all 
0.27 all 

Skylight without Curb, All, % of 

Roof 

0% - 2.0% 
2.1% - 5.0% 

 
 

7.722 (1.360) all 
7.722 (1.360) all 

 
 

0.36 all 
0.19 all 

 

 

Climate Zone 2B 

Opaque Elements Assembly  Insulation  

 Maximum U-value 
W/m2K 

(BTU/Ft2h°F) 

Minimum R-value 
M2K/W 

(Ft2h°F/BTU) 
Roofs 

Insulation Entirely above Deck 
 Metal Building 

Attic and Other 

 
0.273 (0.048) 
0.369 (0.065) 

0.153 (0.027) 

 
3.52 (20.0 c.i.) 

3.35 (19.0) 

6.69 (38.0) 
Walls, Above-Grade 

Mass 
Metal Building 
Steel-Framed 
Wood-Framed and Other 

 
0.857 (0.151)a 
0.642 (0.113) 
0.704 (0.124) 
0.505 (0.089) 

 
1.00 (5.70 c.i.a) 

2.29 (13.0) 
2.29 (13.0) 
2.29 (13.0) 

Walls, Below-Grade 

Below-Grade Wall 
 

6.473 (1.140) 
 

NR 

Floors 

Mass 
Steel-Joist 
Wood-Framed and Other 

 
0.608 (0.107) 
0.295  (0.052) 
0.290 (0.051) 

 
1.11 (6.30 c.i.) 

3.35 (19.0) 
3.35 (19.0) 

Slab-On-Grade Floors 

Unheated 
Heated 

 
4.145 (0.730) 
5.792 (1.020) 

 
NR 

1.32 (7.50) 

Opaque Doors 

Swinging 
Nonswinging 

 
3.975 (0.700) 
8.233 (1.450) 
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Fenestration Assembly  Assembly Maximum  

 Maximum U-value 
W/m2K 

(BTU/Ft2h°F) 

SHGC 

Vertical Glazing, 0%-40% of Wall 

Nonmetal framing (all)b 
Metal framing  
(curtainwall/ storefront)c 
Metal framing (entrance door)c 

Metal framing (all other)c 

 
4.259 (0.750) 
3.975 (0.700) 

 
6.246 (1.100) 

4.259 (0.750) 

 
0.25 all 

Skylight with Curb, Glass, % of 

Roof 

0% - 2.0% 
2.1% - 5.0% 

 
 

11.242 (1.980) all 
11.242 (1.980) all 

 
 

0.36 all 
0.19 all 

Skylight with curb, Plastic, % of 

roof 

0% - 2.0% 
2.1% - 5.0% 

 
 

10.788 (1.900) all 
10.788 (1.900) all 

 
 

0.39 all 
0.34 all 

Skylight without Curb, All, % of 

Roof 

0% - 2.0% 
2.1% - 5.0% 

 
 

7.722 (1.360) all 
7.722 (1.360) all 

 
 

0.36 all 
0.19 all 

 

 

Climate Zone 3A 

Opaque Elements Assembly  Insulation  

 Maximum U-value 
W/m2K 

(BTU/Ft2h°F) 

Minimum R-value 
M2K/W 

(Ft2h°F/BTU) 
Roofs 

Insulation Entirely above Deck 
 Metal Building 

Attic and Other 

 
0.273 (0.048) 
0.369 (0.065) 

0.153 (0.027) 

 
3.52 (20.0 c.i.) 

3.35 (19.0) 

6.69 (38.0) 
Walls, Above-Grade 

Mass 
Metal Building 
Steel-Framed 
Wood-Framed and Other 

 
0.698 (0.123) 
0.642 (0.113) 
0.477 (0.084) 
0.505 (0.089) 

 
1.34 (7.60 c.i.) 

2.29 (13.0) 
2.29 (13.0) 
2.29 (13.0) 

Walls, Below-Grade 

Below-Grade Wall 
 

6.473 (1.140) 
 

NR 

Floors 

Mass 
Steel-Joist 
Wood-Framed and Other 

 
0.608 (0.107) 
0.295  (0.052) 
0.290 (0.051) 

 
1.11 (6.30 c.i.) 

3.35 (19.0) 
3.35 (19.0) 

Slab-On-Grade Floors 

Unheated 
Heated 

 
4.145 (0.730) 
5.110 (0.900) 

 
NR 

1.76 (10.0) 

Opaque Doors 

Swinging 
Nonswinging 

 
3.975 (0.700) 
8.233 (1.450) 
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Fenestration Assembly  Assembly Maximum  

 Maximum U-value 
W/m2K 

(BTU/Ft2h°F) 

SHGC 

Vertical Glazing, 0%-40% of Wall 

Nonmetal framing (all)b 
Metal framing  
(curtainwall/ storefront)c 
Metal framing (entrance door)c 

Metal framing (all other)c 

 
3.691 (0.650) 
3.407 (0.600) 

 
5.110 (0.900) 

3.691 (0.650) 

 
0.25 all 

Skylight with Curb, Glass, % of 

Roof 

0% - 2.0% 
2.1% - 5.0% 

 
 

6.643 (1.170) all 
6.643 (1.170) all 

 
 

0.36 all 
0.19 all 

Skylight with curb, Plastic, % of 

roof 

0% - 2.0% 
2.1% - 5.0% 

 
 

7.381 (1.300) all 
7.381 (1.300) all 

 
 

0.65 all 
0.34 all 

Skylight without Curb, All, % of 

Roof 

0% - 2.0% 
2.1% - 5.0% 

 
 

3.918 (0.690) all 
3.918 (0.690) all 

 
 

0.39 all 
0.19 all 

Table 9: ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Insulation requirements 

 
c.i. = continuous insulation 

NR = no (insulation) requirement 
a = Exception to Section A3.1.3.1 applies 
b = Nonmetal framing includes framing materials other than metal with or without metal 
reinforcing or cladding 
c = Metal framing includes metal framing with or without thermal break. The “all other” 
subcategory includes operable windows, fixed windows, and non-entrance doors. 
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420 Preliminaries 

The following section provides information about how to develop an erosion and 

sedimentation plan, a habitat protection plan and a construction indoor air quality 

management plan, to guarantee a sustainable development of the site and healthy 

conditions for workers during construction. 

421 Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan 

The consequences of soil erosion and sedimentation are significant. High suspended 

sediment concentrated in streams and lakes can increase the cost of water treatment, 

inhibit light penetration and photosynthesis. Sediment can lead to the development of 

sludge deposits and anaerobic conditions when untreated wastewater is discharged in the 

aquatic environment, causing destruction of aquatic ecosystems. Sediment also acts as a 

vehicle for transportation of other possibly damaging pollution, like PCB’s and other 

industrial compounds, nutrients, insecticides and pesticides, and toxic metals as lead. 

On-site and off-site effects of erosion and sedimentation: 
On-site 

Loss of topsoil 
Undermining of roads and utilities 
Traffic problems and road safety issues associated with mud on roads 
Clogged drains and increased flooding 
Loss of capacity in sediment basins 
High cost for reconstruction and maintenance 
Off-site 

Sedimentation in reservoirs and storage structures, with loss of water storage capacity 
Instability of stream channels caused by increased runoff and sedimentation loads 
Sedimentation of rivers cause a reduction in channel capacity increasing frequency of floods 
Smothering of aquatic and marine flora and fauna 
Land degradation 
Loss of navigable reaches of a river or watercourse 
Decline or total loss of recreational and commercial fishing, as a result of increased turbidity 
Reduced recreational and aesthetic value of riverbanks and waterways 

Table 10: Effects of erosion and sedimentation (Source: Ooshaksaraie Leila et.al) 

To reduce pollution from construction activities an erosion and sedimentation control 

plan should be created and implemented. Erosion prevention is the practice of protecting 

the soil surface and preventing the soil particles from being detached by rainfall or wind. 

Sediment control is the practice of trapping soil particles after they have been detached 

and moved by wind or water.  

The erosion and sedimentation control plan must describe the measures implemented to 

accomplish the following objectives: 

o Prevent loss of soil during construction by stormwater runoff and/or wind 

erosion. 
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o Prevent sedimentation of storm sewers or receiving streams. 

o Prevent pollution of the air with dust and particulate matter. 

 

It is highly advisable that the erosion and sedimentation plan complies with the 2003 EPA 

Construction General Permit requirements, more information can be found at:  

http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/cgp.cfm 

Implementation 

During the design phase an Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan should be developed 

by the civil engineer or landscape architect. The general contractor should work with the 

project team to implement the plan during construction and throughout the project 

completion. The plan should be included in construction documents outlining the team 

member’s and subcontractors’ responsibilities for installing, maintaining, using and 

documenting the specified erosion and sedimentation control best management practices. 

As a minimum the Erosion and Sedimentation control Plan should include: 

o A natural resources map identifying soils, forest cover, and other resources 

protected under code. 

o A construction sequence of the developed site, identifying the date on which 

clearing will begin, duration, areas of clearing, installation of temporary and 

permanent erosion and sediment control measures. 

o Erosion and sediment control measures necessary to meet EPA’s regulation 

throughout all phases of construction and after completion of site’s development. 

o Seeding mixtures and rates, types of sod, method of seedbed preparation, 

expected seeding dates, type and rate of lime and fertilizer application, kind and 

quantity of mulching for temporary and permanent vegetative control measures. 

o Provision for maintenance of control facilities, including easements and estimates 

of maintenance cost. 

Strategies 

Protect and maximize existing native vegetation and natural forest floor: natural 

vegetation can act as a natural buffer between construction and wetlands, streams, lakes, 

and water bodies. 

  

Figure 46: Erosion and sedimentation control – protect and maximize existing vegetation 

http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/cgp.cfm
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Use mulching and temporary seeding: use fast-growing grasses or place hay, 

woodchips, straw, or gravel to temporarily cover and hold the soils. 

  

Figure 47: Erosion and sedimentation control – use mulching and temporary seeding 

Sediment fences: use sediment fences to filter out soil from water and prevent erosion on 

development sites. 

  

Figure 48: Erosion and sedimentation control – use sediment fences 

Sedimentation basin: built temporary barriers or dams to intercept sediment runoff and 

remove the sediment. 

  

Figure 49: Erosion and sedimentation control -  sedimentation basins 
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Earth dike: construct a mound of stabilized soil to channel water to a desired location. 

  

Figure 50: Erosion and sedimentation control – earth dikes 

Vehicle tracking: use gravel beds on the entrance/exit of vehicles to avoid earth and 

pollutants dispersion. Instruct all vehicles to remove soil and loose material from their 

wheels and undercarriage when leaving the work area. 

  

 
 

Figure 51: Erosion and sedimentation control – vehicle tracking (Source: aspent.com) 
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422 Habitat Protection Plan 

A habitat protection plan seeks to conserve and protect habitat areas for wild plants and 

animals throughout preserving natural areas on a site, limiting disturbance during and 

after construction. 

All site disturbances must be limited to the following parameters to conserve existing 

natural areas and protect existing habitat: 

o 12 meters beyond the building perimeter. 

o 3 meters beyond surface walkways, patios and surface parking. 

o 5 meters beyond primary roadway curbs and main utility trenches. 

o 8 meters beyond constructed areas with permeable surfaces that requires 

additional staging areas to limit compaction in the constructed area. 

 

Implementation 

During construction, clearly mark construction and disturbance boundaries and note the 

site protection requirements in construction documents. The contractor should specify 

lay-down, recycling, and disposal areas and use paved areas for staging activities. The 

cost and benefit of contractual penalties if protected areas outside the construction 

boundaries are destroyed should be considered. 

The following figure illustrates a habitat protection plan. 
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Figure 52: Example of a Habitat Protection Plan (Source: LEED User, 2011) 
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423 Construction Indoor Air Quality Management Plan – During Construction 

Indoor air quality on the construction site may be poor due to improper ventilation, the 

presence of hazardous and volatile chemicals, dust, and moisture. Poor air quality can 

result in health implications for the individuals working on the construction. A 

construction Indoor Air Quality Management (IAQ) Plan – During construction, 

documents the construction methods that will be used to maintain indoor air quality 

during the construction process. The purpose of an IAQ plan is to protect the health of 

workers on the site, and prevent residual IAQ issues once the building is finished and 

sealed. 

An IAQ management plan should be developed and implemented for the construction and 

preoccupancy of VESTA’s buildings, such that it meets or exceeds the recommended 

control measures of the Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning National contractors 

Association (SMACNA) IAQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings Under Construction, 2
nd

 

Edition 2007, ANSI/SMACNA 008-2008 (chapter 3). For more information visit the 

website: www.smacna.org. 

For an outline of a construction indoor air quality management plan go to appendix 2. 

Implementation 

The referenced SMACNA standard recommends control measures in the following five 

basic areas: 

1. HVAC Protection: Avoid the use of HVAC systems during construction since the 

equipment can become contaminated and damaged. Protect all HVAC equipment from 

both dust and odors and seal all duct and equipment opening with plastic. If the HVAC 

system must be operated during construction, the contractor must install and maintain 

temporary filters over grilles and openings, the filtration medium must have a rating of 

MERV 8 or better. Once the construction is completed and previous to occupancy of the 

building the contractor should replace all filters. Consider using temporary ventilation 

units; it is a feasible, practical and generally not costly alternative. 

 
Figure 53:Air quality management plan – HVAC protection (Source: mcaagreen.org) 

http://www.smacna.org/
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2. Source Control: Specify finish materials (paints, carpets, composite wood, adhesives 

and sealants) that have low-toxicity levels or none at all. Recover, isolate, and ventilate 

containers housing toxic materials. Exhaust fumes from idling vehicles and gasoline and 

diesel fueled tools. 

 
Figure 54: Air quality management plan – Source control (Source: njeja.org) 

3. Pathway Interruption: During construction, the contractor must isolate areas of work 

to prevent contamination of clean or occupied spaces, and ventilate spaces during 

installation of Volatile Organic Compounds emitting materials.  

 
Figure 55: Insolation of construction area from remainder of building  (Source: Harvard Green Campus Initiative) 
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4. Housekeeping: The maintenance team should protect porous materials from exposure 

to moisture and store them in a clean area before installation. Cleaning activities should 

be instituted to control contaminants during construction and before occupancy.  

 
Figure 56: Materials kept off the floor to avoid damage and exposure to moisture  

(Source: Harvard Green Campus Initiative) 

5. Scheduling: The design and construction team should coordinate construction 

activities to minimize the impact on indoor air quality, some construction activities might 

be conducted during off hours to allow time for new materials to air out. Flush out and 

indoor air quality test procedures should be scheduled before occupancy. 
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424 Construction Waste Management 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimated 136 million tons of building 

related waste generated during 1998, equivalent to 25% - 40% of the national waste 

stream. A 2003 update shows an increase to 164,000 million tons of yearly construction 

waste.  

Responsibly managing waste on a construction jobsite is essential for sustainable 

constructions. The greatest benefit of construction waste management is reducing the 

total waste generated by the building industry. Recycling of construction and demolition 

debris reduces demand of virgin resources and environmental impacts associated with 

resource extraction, processing and transportation. 

The recycling and/or salvaging of nonhazardous construction and demolition debris 

should be encouraged. A construction waste management plan should be developed and 

implemented during construction of VESTA’s buildings, the plan must identify the 

materials to be diverted from disposal and whether the materials will be sorted on site or 

comingled. 

Refer to appendix 3 for a sample outline of a Construction Waste Management Plan. 

 
Figure 57: Construction waste management (Source: wrap.org.uk) 
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430 Industrial Park 

The analysis of the industrial park established as the base case (Toluca Vesta Park), plus 

the analysis of current sustainable codes, standards (LEED C&S, ASHRAE, 90.1-2007, 

etc.), and case studies that incorporate sustainable strategies and best practices were used 

to identify opportunity areas for the incorporation of sustainable features in VESTA’s 

properties. The identified areas of opportunity and the proposals made to increase 

sustainability of VESTA’s industrial parks are further detail on this section.  

 
Figure 58: Toluca Vesta Park Aereal View 

431 Facilities 

Among the areas of opportunity identified in Vesta’s Industrial Parks is the development 

of a measurement and verification plan to ensure that systems are performing as designed, 

identifying if there are anomalies in equipment, operation procedures or user habits. 

Other area of opportunity is the incorporation of efficient public lighting and renewable 

energy systems to decrease energy consumption, and the integration of a water treatment 

plant for potable water reduction. 

431.1 Measurement and Verification 

Measurement and verification (M&V) is the process of using “measurements” to 

determine actual savings within an energy and water efficient project. The purpose of an 

M&V plan is to provide accountability of the building energy and water consumption, 

contrasting the results to projected savings, allowing for implementation of corrective 

actions if the desired savings are not being achieved. 
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Measurement and verification should be implemented on each project to obtain better 

results. The M&V plan should provide a level of accuracy consistent with the needs of 

the project, all participants involved should perform their designated tasks at an 

acceptable level, savings should be anticipated within reasonable margins, savings and 

payments should be properly credited and accounted for, and results should be used to 

identify, predict, and project problems that require correction. 

431.11 Measurement and Verification Plan 

The M&V plan is a document that defines a project specific procedures and methods for 

determining energy and water savings. The initial M&V plan should be developed during 

the project feasibility and definition stage, it is unadvisable to proceed with an energy 

saving project that does not have a way of measuring and verifying the savings outcomes. 

A final M&V plan should be prepared and submitted when details of the systems design 

are defined and installations are finalized.  

The M&V plan must clearly define responsibilities, required abilities and training of the 

parties involved in the measurement and verification process, addressing at least the 

following issues: 

o Equipment procurement, installation and commissioning 

o Equipment maintenance and calibration 

o Warrantee responsibility and ownership 

o Performance of calculations and reporting 

o Auditing 

o Record keeping 

The measurement and verification plan is responsibility of the maintenance manager, and 

should include the following information:   

o A general description of the facility 

o People involved in measurement and verification activities: 

 Roles and responsibilities of the people involved 

 Training requirements of the people involved 

o Description and accountability of systems to be measured 

o Specification of metering points, periods, reading procedures, calibration 

processes and methods of dealing with missing or erroneous data. 

o Monitoring and testing procedures for systems performance. This information 

should be automatically registered by automated systems within the facility (BAS 

and data loggers) 

 Automated systems log 

 Data loggers  

 Disposition of testing procedures 

 Reports outline 

o Documentation of systems sensors 

o Development of a plan for calibrating the  equipment 
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o Expected accuracy of measurements, data capture and analysis 

o Protocols for identifying existing systems issues and fixing procedures 

o Annual verification reports 

 Summary of solved issues 

 Definition of the budget and resources required for measurement and 

verification procedures 

 Savings outcomes 

 

Appendix 4 includes a sample outline for an annual measurement and verification report. 

For more information about how to develop a measurement and verification plan go to 

http://mnv.lbl.gov/keyMnVDocs/femp. 

431.2 Electrical Facilities 

Electrical facilities, particularly street lighting is an area of opportunity for the 

incorporation of green technologies in Vesta’s Industrial Parks. Efficient street lighting 

design integrates efficient lamp technologies, optimum pole placement, efficient fixture 

photometrics (light distribution), and aesthetics while using the least amount of energy 

and complying with visibility and appropriate light levels requirements. 

Among the benefits of efficient street lightings are: 

o Energy savings: efficient lighting fixture can reduce energy consumption. 

o Capital cost savings: proper spacing and placement can reduce the number of 

fixtures needed. 

o Maintenance cost savings: using lamps with longer lives and layouts with proper 

spacing and placement reduces cost for fixing burnouts and painting or replacing 

of damaged poles. 

o Improved sense of security: efficient equipment and proper design can increase 

an area safety appearance, reducing crime rates. 

o Evenly lit roads and sidewalks: a good lighting design can improve visibility on 

roads and walkways. 

o Reduced glare and improved visibility: an adequate lighting design minimizes 

unwanted glare, improving visibility. 

o Aesthetically pleasing: an adequate selection of lighting fixture can contribute to 

the overall appearance of the facility. 

 

 

 

http://mnv.lbl.gov/keyMnVDocs/femp
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431.21 Lighting 

The selected street lighting within VESTA’s Industrial Parks should comply with the 

Mexican norm NOM-013-ENER-1996 to ensure that an energy efficient product is being 

selected. The minimum required lamp efficacy should be 40 lm/W. 

The maximum lighting power density for streets should be: 

Luxes (lx) 
Street width (m) 

7.5 9.0 10.5 12.0 

3 0.26 0.23 0.19 0.17 
4 0.32 0.28 0.26 0.23 
5 0.35 0.33 0.30 0.28 
6 0.41 0.38 0.35 0.31 

7 0.49 0.45 0.42 0.37 
8 0.56 0.52 0.48 0.44 
9 0.64 0.59 0.54 0.50 

10 0.71 0.66 0.61 0.56 
11 0.79 0.74 0.67 0.62 
12 0.86 0.81 0.74 0.79 
13 0.94 0.87 0.80 0.75 

14 1.01 0.95 0.86 0.81 
15 1.06 1.00 0.93 0.87 
16 1.10 1.07 0.99 0.93 
17 1.17 1.12 1.03 0.97 

Table 11: Electric lighting power density for streets 

 

Besides complying with the NOM-013-ENER-1996 it is highly advisable to incorporate 

High Power LED street lighting, since it will contribute to reduce energy consumption 

within the property.  LED lighting has an efficiency of 80%, meaning that 80% of energy 

is converted to light, while the remaining 20% is lost as heat. A typical incandescent light 

bulb has an efficiency of 20%, losing 80% of energy as heat. Other benefits of LED 

lighting are: 

 

o Increased longevity when compared to other systems. 

o Decreased operative cost.  

o It does not contain ultraviolet nor infrared rays. 

o The Color Rendering Index is higher when compared to other luminaries, 

allowing clear lighting and true color reproduction. 

o Minimum start up time. 

o It does not include fragile components such as filaments, increasing its durability.  
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The following chart compares LED lighting with other traditional lighting systems: 

Lighting 

technology 

Efficacy 

(lm/W) 

Color 

Rendition 

Index 

Lifetime 

(hours) 

Characteristics 

High-pressure 
Mercury  

36-65  
lm/w 

Average 10,000-15,000 High energy consumption 
Reduced longevity 

Metal halide 70-130 
lm/w 

Excellent 8,000-12,000 High efficiency 
Reduced longevity 

High-pressure 
Sodium 

50-150 
lm/w 

Average 15,000-24,000 Energy efficient 
Poor color rendering 

Low-pressure 
Sodium 

100-190 
lm/w 

Very poor 18,000-24,000 Energy efficient 
Poor color rendering 

Low-pressure 

Mercury 
Fluorescent 
Tubular Lamp 
(T12 & T8) 

30-90 

lm/w 

Good 5,000-10,000 Reduced longevity 

Medium energy efficiency 
Only available on low wattage 

Efficient 

Fluorescent 
Tubular Lamp 
(T5) 

100-120 

lm/w 

Very good 15,000-20,000 Energy efficient 

Increased longevity 
Only available on low wattage 

LED 70-160 
lm/w 

Good 40,000-90,000 Increased energy efficiency 
Low maintenance required 
Increased longevity 
Does not use polluting components 

Increased cost 
Still a developing technology 

Table 12: street lighting technologies comparative chart 
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Besides producing energy savings, LED lighting have a higher color rendering index than 

traditional high pressure sodium fixtures, as can be seen on the images below. 

  

  

  

 
High Pressure Sodium Lighting LED Lighting 

Figure 59:Comparative images of High Presure Sodium Lighting and LEDs (Source: PGEC, 2008) 
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A study conducted by the School of Swanson during 2010 compared the street lighting 

fixture most commonly used (High-pressure Sodium and High-pressure Mercury) with 

LED luminaries, resulting in life cycle savings of 53.5% compared to high-pressure 

sodium lamps and 74.8% compared to high-pressure mercury lamps.  

New lighting fixture performance High pressure 

Sodium 

LED High pressure 

Mercury 

LED 

Efficacy (lm/W) 120 72 65 72 
Lamp efficiency 0.595 0.72 0.595 0.72 
Average lighting efficiency (W/lm) 0.035 0.023 0.065 0.023 

Energy savings - 35.4% - 65.0% 

Life cycle performance 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 

Maintenance factor 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.7 

Luminance decay 3 10 3 10 

Life cycle - years 0.7 0.85 0.7 0.85 

Life cycle – average luminance 
decay 

14.0 30.1 7.6 30.1 

Life cycle – average lamp efficiency 0.071 0.033 0.132 0.033 

Life cycle – energy savings - 53.5% - 74.8% 

Table 13: LED lighting savings when compared with other lighting systems 

In addition of using energy saving fixtures, the lighting design should comply with the 

following power densities: 

Uncover parking areas Parking lots and drives 0.15 W/ft2 
Loading areas for law enforcement, fire, ambulance, and other 

emergency service vehicles 

0.50 W/ft2  

Table 14 provides contact information for some well acknowledged LED street lighting 

national providers.  

Philips Mexicana S.A. de C.V. 

Av. De la Palma No 6, Col. San Fernando La Herradura 

52784. Huixquilucan, Edo. de México 
http://www.lighting.philips.com.mx/connect/index.wpd 
 

 

 

MetroLed 

Av. Humberto Lobo No. 520, Local K-02 
Plaza San Pedro 52.81.8378.3810 
http://metroled.mx/catalogo/urbanas/ 

 
Kolben 

Monterrey 52.81.8379.9941 

01-800-900-8889 
http://www.kolbentech.com/ 

 

Table 14: LED lighting providers 

http://www.lighting.philips.com.mx/connect/index.wpd
http://metroled.mx/catalogo/urbanas/
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431.3 Renewable Energy Systems 

Renewable energy systems derive their energy from existing flows of energy, from on-

going natural processes such as sunshine, wind, flowing water, biological processes, and 

geothermal heat flow, as opposed to single-use fossil fuels such as coal or oil. 

Fossil fuels pollute water and air, have negative impacts on plants and animal life, create 

toxic waste, and cause global warming. Nuclear fuels on the other side poses serious 

safety risk implications. Renewable energy avoids most of this environmental impacts 

and risks, and contributes to the conservation of fossil fuels for future generations.   

The most common forms of alternative energy currently available are solar power, wind 

power and micro-hydro power. The use of one source over the others will depend on the 

natural resources available, and the specific weather conditions on the site. 

In order to comply with international standards, such as LEED Core & Shell, it is highly 

advisable that Vesta’s Industrial Parks use renewable energy sources to provide for at 

least 1% of its total energy consumption. Because street lighting consumes a high 

percentage of electricity in the Industrial Park, it is advisable to use renewable energy 

sources to decrease street lighting energy consumption.    

431.31 Photovoltaic systems 

Solar power is one of the most promising renewable energy sources in the world, it is 

non-polluting, requires little maintenance, PV panels have a light span of over 20 years 

and a relatively short return of investment. Therefore, it is advisable to install 

photovoltaic systems in VESTA’s Industrial Parks to provide energy for exterior lighting.  

There are different ways to integrate photovoltaics into street lighting systems, the most 

commonly used alternatives are: 

o Photovoltaic street lighting systems 

o Grid-connected photovoltaic power systems. 

Photovoltaic street lighting systems 

Photovoltaic or solar street lights are powered by photovoltaic panels that charge a 

rechargeable battery used to provide energy to the lamp. Most solar street lights include 

an outdoor sensor to turn on and off automatically depending on the natural lighting 

levels. Nowadays, solar street lighting systems can function without sunny conditions for 

a couple of days, but street light hybrid systems are becoming increasingly popular to 

guarantee an adequate performance of the luminary during the winter time or cloudy 

seasons. 
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Figure 60: Photovoltaic lighting systems 

Hybrid street lighting systems are designed to be self sufficient but climate data such as 

average monthly sunshine and wind speed of the specific site location needs to be 

considered. In Mexico, there is an average of five peak monthly sunshine hours, but the 

wind speed changes widely depending on the specific site location and its topography. 

More information regarding wind speed can be found on the national meteorological 

service website http://smn.cna.gob.mx.  

The usual startup wind speed of turbines used for hybrid street lighting is 2 meter per 

second, this need to be contrasted with the average wind speed of the site. The turbine 

and solar panel combined should provide enough energy for the battery backup of a 2 to 3 

day - 10 to 12 hour cycle. 

Street light powered by photovoltaic panels must be tilted 30º in the northern, 25º in 

central zones, and 20º in the southern part of the country. The panels array must always 

be facing south, and shadows must be avoided since it considerably decreases the panel 

efficiency. It is advisable that the solar street lighting provider conducts a shading study 

to guarantee an adequate performance of the system. Moreover, LED lamps should be use 

in solar street lighting to increase the efficiency of the system. 

Figure 61 describe the components and functioning (electrical connection scheme) of the 

street lighting hybrid systems.    

 

http://smn.cna.gob.mx/
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Figure 61: Hybrid lighting system diagram 

Table 15 provides contact information for suppliers of photovoltaic and hybrid street 

lighting systems in Mexico. For further information about their products refer to appendix 

5. 
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Photovoltaic Street Lighting Systems 

Grupo Ecos 

Chilpa #69 Col. Santa María Nonoalco 
Delegación Álvaro Obregón, México D.F. 
T. (5255) 5667 51 55 
F. (5255) 5667 52 48 

info@eco-sistemas.com.mx 
www.grupoecos.com.mx  

Hybrid Street Lighting Systems 

Bioconstrucción y Energía Alternativa 

Río Mississippi 347 Ote. 
Col. Del Valle, San Pedro Garza García, N.L. 
T. (5281) 8040 80 80 
ventas@bioconstrucción.com.mx 
carriaga@bioconstrucción.com.mx 
 

 

Table 15: Hybrid lighting systmem provider 

Grid-connected photovoltaic power systems 

An alternative to photovoltaic and/or hybrid street lighting systems is the implementation 

of a grid-connected photovoltaic solar field to provide energy for exterior street lighting 

in the industrial park. These systems differ from standalone systems because they do not 

require batteries to store the energy produced. If in a particular moment more power is 

produced than required, the extra power will be sent (sell) to the grid, the feedback is 

done through a meter to monitor the amount of power transferred. The electricity send to 

the grid will produce savings for VESTA, since the cost of electricity generated by the 

PV panels will be deducted from the cost of electricity consumed. 

It is necessary for the industrial park exterior lighting to have its own electric meter, to 

verify that the photovoltaic array is meeting the required lighting energy demand, and to 

differentiate the industrial park street lighting consumption from the warehouses and 

office building energy consumption, so that all energy produced by the photovoltaic array 

will be used for the exterior lighting of VESTA Industrial Park. 

 
Figure 62: Grid-connected photovoltaic power system diagram 
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The typical grid-connected photovoltaic power system components are: 

PV Array Is made of PV modules, which are environmentally sealed collection of PV 
Cells (where conversion of sunlight to electricity takes place).  

Balance of 
system 
equipment 
(BOS) 

BOS includes mounting and wiring systems used to integrate the PV modules 
into the structural and electrical systems of the home. The wiring systems 
include disconnects for the dc and ac sides of the inverter, ground-fault 
protection, and overcurrent protection for the solar modules. 

DC/AC 
Inverter 

This device takes the DC power from the PV array and converts it into 
standard AC power used by the house appliances. 

Metering Used to provide indication of system performance. Some meters can indicate 
home energy usage. 

Table 16: Grid-connected photovoltaic system components 

An illumination level of 15 luxes and LED high output lamps were considered for the 

calculation of the number of photovoltaic panels needed to provide electricity for VESTA 

Industrial Park street lighting, considering the basecase scenario. The following table 

summarizes the analysis made to implement photovoltaic panels to provide energy for 

exterior lighting of common areas of the Industrial Park. 

Industrial park photovoltaic system requirements 

Component Description 

Selected lamp 120 W HO LED (replace for 250 W Metal Halide) 

Streetpole height 12 m 

Separation between  streetpoles 20 m 

Street poles in the perimeter 46 pieces 

Power required to satisfy all street 
lighting consumption considering existing 
lighting fixtures (sodium vapor lamps) 

57 kW 

Power required to satisfy all street 
lighting consumption considering LED 
lighting fixtures 

 

Module type Policrystaline 
Module Power Capacity 230 W 

Number of modules required 247> if Sodium vapor lamps are used 

113> if LED lamps are used 
Minimum area requirements 485> if Sodium vapor lamps are used 

222> if LED lamps are used 
Total cost of the system installed $256,000> if Sodium vapor lamps are used 

$117,000> if LED lamps are used 

Table 17: Propose photovoltaic array for Vesta’s Industrial Parks. 

  
 

The photovoltaic panel considered for the solar field array at VESTA Industrial Parks can 

be seen on the following table. For further details about the panel go to appendix 5. 
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Proposed PV panel – electrical specifications 

 

Provider Bioconstrucción y Energía Alternativa S.A. de C.V. 
Product Xtp60_60 photovoltaic panel 
Features High module conversion efficiency 

Positive tolerance 
Slender appearance 
Low PID rate 
Smart auto-recognition of weak light performance 
Steady resistance to strong hailstone, wind and snow loads 
Shinetime sorting standards 
Certified manufacturing facility 

Table 18: Proposed PV panels 

For further information about the initial investment cost of renewable energy system, and 

the payback period of such systems refer to section 500.  

431.4 Water Harvesting Systems   

Because water is usually mistaken as an unlimited resource, and it cost is highly subsidize 

by governmental institutions, not many efforts are put on reducing its consumption. 

However, it is fundamental to become environmentally conscious and implement 

sustainability strategies that contribute to reduce the impact on our natural resources. 

 
Figure 63: Water resources per capita in México through the years (m3/people/year)  Source: CONAGUA 

This section provides water harvesting strategies to reduce potable water consumption 

within VESTA’s Industrial Parks. 
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431.41 Rainwater harvesting systems 

“Rainwater harvesting is the capture, diversion, and storage of rainwater for a number 

of different purposes including landscape irrigation, drinking and domestic use, aquifer 

recharge, and stormwater abatement”(Texas Water Development Board, 2005). 

VESTA Industrial Parks should incorporate strategies to capture and reuse rainwater to 

reduce potable water consumption. Reusing rainwater for irrigation adds minimum cost to 

the building, while it reduces infrastructure requirements (for channeling water to the 

drainage system) and maintenance cost. Figure 64 illustrates how rainwater harvesting 

can be implemented on VESTA’s industrial properties. 

Figure 64: Rainwater falling on roads should be conducted to green areas 

As first step water falling on parking and roads should be channeled (through the use of 

slopes) to green areas, to allow natural percolation into soil. Overflows and retention 

basins should be considered to avoid flooding. Erosion control should also be considered 

during landscape design. Additionally rain falling on roofs should be captured and 

storage for landscape irrigation during drought periods. Minor filtering technologies must 

be employed to treat rainwater before it can be used for irrigation. Additional water 

treatment methods should be used if water is to be utilized for purposes other than 

irrigation. The following table summarizes rainwater treatment techniques according to 

water use. 
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Rainwater Treatment Techniques 

Use Method Location Result 

N
o

n
-p

o
ta

b
le

 

Screening 

Leaf screen and strainers 

 

Gutters and downspouts 

 

Prevent leaves and other  debris 
from entering tank 

Settling 
Sedimentation 
Activated charcoal 

 
Within tank 
Before tap 

 
Settles out particulate matter 
Removes chlorine 

Filtering 
Roof washer 
In-line/ multi-cartridge 
Activated charcoal 
Slow sand 

 
Before tank 
After pump 
After sediment filter 
Separate tank 

 
Eliminates suspended material 
Sieves sediment 
Removes chlorine, improves taste 
Traps particulate matter 

P
o

ta
b
le

 

Microbiological 
treatment/ Disinfection 
Boiling/distilling 
Chemical treatments 
(Chlorine or Iodine) 
Ultraviolet light 
 

Ozonation 
 
Nanofiltration 
 
Reverse osmosis 

 
 
Before use 
Within tank or at pump 
(liquid, tablet, granular) 
After activated charcoal 
filter, before tap 

After activated charcoal 
filter, before tap 
Before use, polymer 
membrane 
Before use, polymer 
membrane 

 
 
Kills microorganisms 
Kills microorganisms 
 
Kills microorganism 
 

Kills microorganism 
 
Removes molecules 
 
Removes ions 

Table 19: Rainwater treatment techniques  Source: Texas Water Development Board, 1997 

Figure 65 illustrates main components of a rainwater harvesting system, considering 

captured water will be used for non-potable purposes. 

 
Figure 65: Main components of rainwater harvesting systems 
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Because VESTA Industrial Parks vary on size, location, rainfall, number of warehouses, 

design and characteristics of its buildings, rainwater resources will have to be estimated 

for each specific project. It is responsibility of the contractor to verify that rainwater 

cisterns are adequately sized for each project. 

The following chart indicates average rainfall resources for VESTA’s three chosen 

locations. 

Average rainfall for VESTA’s chosen locations (mm) 

Tijuana 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Ags Sep Oct Nov Dec Yearly 

43.8 36.5 42.7 17.6 4.4 0.7 0.7 0.9 5.0 7.8 33.8 37.0 230.9 

Queretaro 
12.7 6.0 8.5 21.2 42.6 105.2 112.2 101.5 100.9 43.6 13.1 8.0 575.5 

Cancun 
18.0 11.0 8.0 16.0 26.0 180 266 296 182 145 38.0 14.0 1200 

Table 20: Average rainfall for Vesta’s chosen locations    Source: Wikipedia 

 

It is advisable that a separate cistern is considered for each shell, that way each tenant 

will be directly benefited for water harvesting going on its site, while being responsible 

for the maintenance of the water harvesting cistern.  

The cistern will be sized based on the site’s rainfall, considering the volume of water of 

one precipitation event equivalent to 95% of all rain events during a 24 hours period. It is 

important that the system is sized to meet water demand through the dry season, meaning 

that the cistern should be large enough to hold water to satisfy daily water requirements 

throughout the dry season in VESTA industrial parks. If rainwater resources aren’t 

sufficient to satisfy water requirements within the industrial property greywater 

harvesting can be implemented (see details on the following section). 

431.42 Greywater harvesting systems 

Greywater is wastewater that originates from showers, sinks and clothes washers. 

Wastewater from flushing toilets is called blackwater. Wastewater that originates in the 

kitchen (sinks and dishwashers) contains higher levels of organic solids and coliform 

bacteria than other greywater sources, so it is regularly considered blackwater as well.  

Greywater can be safely treated and recycled on site to reduce potable water irrigation 

requirements in VESTA’s Industrial Parks. However, because of the amount and type of 

contaminants present on greywater, it is fundamental that it is adequately treated before it 

comes to contact with human beings. 

The wastewater treatment system chosen for VESTA’s industrial properties will have to 

be capable of treating wastewater flowing at a speed of 0.5 liters/second/hectare, 

according to the criteria established on the NMX-R-046-SCFI-2011. Meaning that it will 
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have to be capable of treating 12.5 liters of water per second, if we consider that typical 

VESTA industrial parks is around 25 hectares. 

The NMX-R-046-SCFI-2011 also requires that at least 5% of the site is vegetated; 

meaning that at least 1.25 hectares of a typical VESTA park should be open green area. If 

wastewater is meant to be used for irrigation purposes, the cistern will have to be capable 

of holding enough water to satisfy the irrigation requirements of the 1.25 hectares of 

vegetated space. If we consider that around 50% of vegetation on the industrial park is 

native and the rest is turf grass, approximately 37.50 m3 of water will be needed for 

irrigation on a daily basis (considering that the 1.25 hectare is fully vegetated). The MEP 

engineer will have to evaluate wastewater resources on the site (greywater, rainwater, 

blackwater) to properly dimension the cistern. The formula to calculate the cistern 

volume is shown below: 

C= (AXD) + 15% 

C= Cistern volume (m3) 
A= Daily water requirements 
D= Number of storage days (this will depend on the site’s water resources) 
15%= Evaporation and other losses 
1m3= 1000 liters 

 

Because of the health implication risks usually associated with wastewater, it should be 

properly treated following the requirements established on the NOM-003-SEMARNAT-

1997 and NOM-001-ECOL-1996. If treated water is going to be used for potable 

purposes it should be sample and tested to ensure that treated water is meeting with the 

standard NOM-127-SSA1-1994.  

Table 21 includes a list of providers of greywater treatment systems in Mexico; they can 

provide further information about the most suitable technologies and equipment for a 

specific project. It is advisable to look for their assistance since early stages of the 

project. 
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Figure 66: Methodology for estimating wastewater resources and proceed to an adequate selection of treatment systems 

 

Figure 67: Typical diagram of a greywater treatment system 
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Wastewater Treatment Systems Providers 

Impulsora Hidráulica S.A. de C.V. 

C 59-A No. 312-D x 132 y 136  
Av. Jacinto Canek, F. Yucalpetén 
Mérida, Yucatán, México 
Phone: (999) 945-54-59, 945-54-60, 945-54-21  

ventas@impulsorahidraulica.com.mx 
 

Agua y Saneamiento Ambiental S.A. de C.V.  

Asa, Agua y Saneamiento Ambiental 

Guadalajara, Jalisco. 

Phone: +52 (33) 31-80-27-80 

Fax: +52 (33) 31-80-00-56 

info@plantasdetratamiento.com.mx 
 

 

Aguas Latinas México  

Asa, Agua y Saneamiento Ambiental 

Guadalajara, Jalisco. 

Phone: +52 (33) 31-80-27-80 

Fax: +52 (33) 31-80-00-56 
ventas@aguaslatinas.com 

 

Table 21: Wastewater treatment systems providers 

 

432 Exterior vegetation and materials  

It is important to make an adequate selection of exterior materials and vegetation for 

VESTA Industrial Parks, since it can contribute to decrease maintenance cost, minimize 

potable water requirements and reduce the heat island effect. A good landscape design 

and the use of permeable paving also promote rainwater infiltration and contribute to 

reduce water runoff, and pollution of nearby rivers, lakes and/or aquifers.  

432.1 Streets and hardscape areas 

432.11 Heat Island Effect Reduction 

Paved areas like streets and sidewalks contribute to the heat island effect. The heat island 

effect increases the mean air temperature of urban zones in a range that goes from one to 

ten Celsius degrees, increasing summertime peak energy demand, air conditioning cost, 

air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, it becomes fundamental to choose 

adequate materials and techniques to minimize the heat island effect.  

At least 50% of the exterior surfaces (streets and hardscaped areas) in VESTA’s 

Industrial Parks should incorporate one or more of the following strategies: 

mailto:ventas@impulsorahidraulica.com.mx
mailto:%20ventas@aguaslatinas.com
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o Use exterior materials with a Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) of at least 29. The 

material provider should include a technical datasheet demonstrating a SRI of 29 

or better.  

o Use permeable paving (permeable paving should have a perviousness of 50% or 

more). 

o Provide shade from existing tree canopies or within five years of landscape 

installation. 

o Provide shade from structures covered by solar panels, the renewable energy 

should be used to decrease energy consumption of the industrial park. 

o Use shading devices that have a SRI of at least 29.  

 

The following figure illustrates how these strategies can be applied into VESTA’s 

Industrial Parks, the proposed strategies are intended to be illustrative rather than 

limitative, alternative strategies can be implemented to comply with the required 

percentage. 
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Figure 68: Strategies to reduce heat island on Vesta’s Industrial Properties 
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To achieve the required percentage for Heat Island Effect Reduction the following 

permeable paving products can be utilized. Although in the previous plan permeable 

paving was not suggested for cargo areas, the technical data sheets for these products 

indicate that they can be used in such areas, for detail information on the products refer to 

appendix 6. 

Permeable Paving Providers 
 

 
 

 

Company: Ekeco 
Product: Concreto Permeable Ecológico  
Description:  Resistance to compression 150 to 300 

kg/cm2 

Resistance to bending 25 to 55 kg/cm2 
Weight 1,700 kg/m3 
Permeability 100% 

Applicability: Pedestrian sidewalks, parking lots, low 
traffic roads, high traffic roads, cargo areas 

Contact: Sisteckocreto S. de RL. De CV. 
Plaza de la república 9, Col. Tabacalera, C.P. 
06030, Mexico D.F. 

Phone 52-55-57030838 
www.ekeco.org 

 
 
 
 

 

Company: Herko 
Product: Concreto Permeable Verdecreto 
Description:  Resistance to compression 200 to 250 

kg/cm2 

Resistance to bending 30 to 50 kg/cm2 
Weight 1,700 kg/m3 
Permeability 100% 

Applicability: Pedestrian sidewalks, streets, high and light 
traffic roads, parking lots  

Contact: Cuahutemoc #1620 C-1 Col. Jardin 
C.P. 78260, San Luis Potosi, Mexico 

Phone 444-817-05-45 
http://www.verdecreto.com.mx 

 
 
 

 

Company: Concreto Ecológico de México S.A. de C.V. 
Product: Hidrocreto 
Description:  Resistance to compression 300 kg/cm2 

Resistance to bending 40 kg/cm2 
Weight 1,750 kg/m3 

Permeability 100% 
Applicability: Pedestrian sidewalks, streets, high and light 

traffic roads, parking lots  
Contact: Monrovia No.1003 Int.5 

Portales Sur CP.03300, Mexico DF 
Phone 55-5688-4332 
www.concretopermeable.com 

 

http://www.verdecreto.com.mx/
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Company: CEMEX. 
Product: Concreto sin finos 
Description:  Resistance to compression 100-250 kg/cm2 

Resistance to bending 24-32 kg/cm2 

Weight 1,900-2,100 kg/m3 
Applicability: Parking lots, low traffic roads, sidewalks, 

patio, plazas.  
Contact: www.cemexmexico.com 

Table 22: Permeable paving providers in Mexico 

 

432.2 Green Areas 

Green areas within the project boundaries should incorporate water efficient landscape, 

such that irrigation will be no longer needed after the establishment period (within one 

year of installation).   

Water-efficient landscape varies with the site and region; the vegetation palette used by 

the landscape architect should incorporate native or adaptive vegetation to guarantee that 

the proposed water use reduction will be achieved. 

The following principles contribute to reduce irrigation and maintenance of green areas; 

they should be considered during the development of the landscape design: 

o Develop a site plan that considers topography, orientation, shading, sun and wind 

exposure of green areas.  

o Cluster vegetation by water use (low, moderate or high water requirements). 

o Reduce turf areas, since turf has high irrigation and maintenance requirements. 

o Conduct a soil analysis to suggest adequate vegetation for the site’s soil type. 

o Include a diverse vegetation palette to discourage disease or insect infestations. 

o Select plant species that need little to non fertilization. 

o Regularly check irrigation systems to verify they are performing according to 

design. 

o Use water efficient irrigation systems such as drip irrigation. 

o Use mulching to conserve moisture and prevent water loss due to evaporation. 

o Select native or adapted plants with minimum maintenance and irrigation 

requirements. 

o Evergreen plants usually require less maintenance than perennial species. 

 

The following table suggests some native or adaptive vegetation that can be implemented 

into Vesta’s Industrial Parks, considering the selected three site locations for Vesta’s 

properties.  
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Tijuana 

 

 
Scientific name: 
Salvia mellifera 

 
Common name: 
Black sage 
California black sage 

 

Characteristics: 
Openly branched 

Evergreen shrub 
0.90-1.80 meters tall 
Low water requirements 
 
 

 
 

 
Scientific name: 
Eriogonum fasciculatum 

 
Common name: 
Flat top buckwheat 

 
Characteristics: 
Evergreen shrub 

0.90 meters tall 
1.20 diameter 
Low water requirements 

 
 

 
Scientific name: 
Abronia maritima 
 
Common name: 
Red sand verbena 

 
Characteristics: 
0.90-1.80 meters tall 
Beach adapted perennial 
plant 
Moderate saline water 
requirements 
Full sun exposure 

 

 
 

 
Scientific name: 
Simmondsia chinensis 
 
Common name: 
Jojoba 

 
Characteristics: 
1-2 meters tall 
Evergreen 
Drought resistant  
Poisonous if ingested. 

 
 

 

Scientific name: 
Yucca shidigera 
 
Common name: 
Mojave yucca 

 

Characteristics: 
Perennial 
4-11 meters tall 
Fun sun exposure 
Very low water requirements 
With no summer water 
requirements 

 

 
 

 
Scientific name: 
Cercocarpus betuloides 
 
Common name: 
California Mountain 

Mahogany 
 

 
Characteristics: 
3-5 meters tall 
Evergreen 
Low water requirements  
High drought tolerance 

Slow growth rate 
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Scientific name: 
Lyonothamnus floribundus 
 

Common name: 
Catalina Ironwood 

 
Characteristics: 
14 meters tall 
Evergreen 

Full sun to partial shade 
Sand or Loam soil 
Moist to dry soil 
Drought tolerant 

Queretaro 

 

 
Scientific name: 
Cardiospermum 

halicacabum 
 
Common name: 
Balloonvine 
Love in a puff 

 

Characteristics: 
Climbing plant 

With balloon like fruits 
Can grow up to 3 meters in 
height 
Moderate water 
requirements 
 

 
 

 

Anisacanthus quadrifidus 
 
Common name: 
Flame honeysuckle 
Hummingbird bush 

 

Characteristics: 
Full sun to partially shade 
exposure 
1-2 meters tall 
Low water use 
 

 
 

 
Plumbago pulchella 
 
Common name: 

Flame honeysuckle 
Hummingbird bush 

 

Characteristics: 
Up to 1 meter tall 
Perennial 

 

 
 

 
Scientific name: 

Anisacanthus quadrifidus 
 
Common name: 
Cape leadwort 
Skyflower 
 

 

Characteristics: 

.40-.80 meters tall 
Average water needs 
Drought tolerant 
Evergreen perennial shrub 
 
 

 
 

 

Scientific name: 
Bursera cuneata 
 
Common name: 
Copal 
 

 

Characteristics: 
Small tree 
Perennial 
Low water requirements 
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Scientific name: 
Bursera fagaroides 
 

Common name: 
Copal 
 

 
Characteristics: 
4 meters tall 
Low to moderate sun 

exposure 
Low water requirements 
Slow growth rate 
 
 

Cancun 

 
 

 
Scientific name: 

Drypetes lateriflora 
 
Common name: 
Guiana-plum 

 

Characteristics: 

6-9 meters tall 
Slow to moderate growth 
Moderate water 
requirements 
Light shade requirements 
 
 

 
 

 
Scientific name: 
Thrinax radiata 
 
Common name: 
Florida tatch palm 

 

Characteristics: 
5-10 meters tall 
.10-.15 meters diameter 
Slow growth rate 
Salt water resistant 
Drought resistant 

 

 
 

 
Scientific name: 
Coccothrinax readii 
 
Common name: 
Mexican silver palm 

 

Characteristics: 
1-4 meters tall 
Moderate water 
requirements 
Full sun exposure 
Evergreen 

 
 

 
 

 

Scientific name: 
Astronium graveolens 
 
Common name: 
Glassywood 
Ronron 

 

Characteristics: 
10-30 meters tall 
Flowering tree 
Perennial 
Moderate water needs 
 

Table 23: Native vegetation palette for Vesta’s selected locations  
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Micro-irrigation should be used on vegetated areas (where irrigation is required) to 

promote potable water savings. Micro-irrigation refers to low-pressure irrigation systems 

that spray, mist, sprinkle or drip slowly to the roots of plants. These kinds of systems 

contribute to save around 30% of water if compared to traditional systems, by reducing 

evaporation and deep drainage. Micro-irrigation systems (mostly drip irrigation) are 

frequently used in combination with wastewater systems, because regulations typically do 

not permit spraying water through the air if it has not been fully treated to potable water 

standards. 

Among the providers of micro-irrigation systems in Mexico are: 

- Weaks Martin México 

Micro-sprinklers and drip irrigation providers 

ventas@weaksmartin.com.mx 

01 (836) 2730817 

 

- Sungarden 

Micro-sprinklers providers 

contacto@sungarden.com.mx 

Independencia 19A, Nuevo Vallarta, Nayarit 

01 (322) 2975175 

 

- Siberline Mexico 

Drip irrigation providers 

ventas@siberline.com.mx 

Av. Benito Juarez No.131, Santa Rosa Jauregui, Querétaro 

01 (442) 2409165 
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432.3 Exterior Finishes 

Besides complying with the requirements established on this chapter, it is important to 

consider the following points during the selection of exterior materials and finishes for 

VESTA’s Industrial Parks to promote sustainable practices: 

o Give priority to regional materials, it will reduce pollution associated with 

transportation and it will contribute to the development of the local economy. 

o Reuse building materials whenever possible, it contributes to energy consumption 

associated with transformation and manufacturing processes. 

o Use materials with high recycle content especially those with high post-consumer 

recycle content, to preserve raw materials and natural resources. 

o Consider the life span of the material. Give preference to durable finishes and 

materials to reduce maintenance requirements. 

o Use materials with a SRI of at least 29, to contribute to the heat island effect 

reduction. 

o Use porous pavement or permeable surfaces to promote water infiltration and 

reduce stormwater runoff. 

o Utilize materials with low maintenance requirements. 

o Give preference to rapidly renewable materials, it will help to preserve natural 

resources. 

o Verify that all wood used on the project comes from responsibly managed forest. 

o Give preference to materials with lower embodied energy. The embodied energy 

of a material refers to total non-renewable energy needed to produce the material 

(acquisition of raw materials, processing, manufacturing and transportation to 

the site). 
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440 Vesta Office Building  

The analysis of the VESTA’s Office Building in Toluca Vesta Park, plus the analysis of 

current sustainable codes, standards (LEED C&S, ASHRAE, 90.1-2007, etc.), and case 

studies that incorporate sustainable strategies and best practices were used to identify 

opportunity areas for the incorporation of sustainable features in VESTA’s properties. 

The identified areas of opportunity and the proposals made to increase sustainability on 

VESTA’s office buildings are further detail on this section.  

 
Figure 69: Vesta Office Building in Toluca Vesta Park 

 

441 Structural Components 

Adequate insulation should be used in the building envelope to reduce air conditioning 

requirements and its associated energy consumption. Materials and finishes should be 

environmentally friendly to promote sustainability and adequate indoor environmental 

quality.  Roofing materials with high Solar Reflectance Index should be promoted, as a 

way to minimize the heat island effect. 

441.1 Structure 

Concrete 

The technical specification for concrete structures will be determined by the competent 

authority on the project. However, he must seek to incorporate recycled materials and/or 

available materials on site to reduce environmental impact of VESTA’s buildings.  
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o Fly Ash is a noncombusted by product of coal fired power plants that generally 

ends up in landfills, but which can be incorporated on concrete structures (as pre-

consumer recycled content), substituting between 15% and 30% of Portland 

cement. The following table offers a comparison between high volume fly ash 

concrete and conventional concrete. 

Conventional Concrete High Volume Fly Ash Concrete 

Energy intensive manufacture Less energy intensive manufacture 
Weaker ultimate strength Higher ultimate strength 
Less durable More durable 
Requires more water Requires less water 

Uses virgin materials only Uses a waste by-product 
Creates more global warming gases Creates fewer global warming gases 

Table 24: Comparison between conventional concrete and high volume fly ash concrete 

 

o Besides using materials with recycled content such as concrete with fly ash, the 

byproduct of excavation activities should be incorporated as a concrete aggregate 

when possible, to reduce use of raw materials. 

Among the providers of concrete that incorporates recycled content in their products are:  

 

Product: 

Description: 

CEM2 & CEM3 blended cements 
CEM2 - Cementitious product that reuses Fly ash, 
and reduces carbon dioxide emissions by 25% for 
each ton produced. 
CEM3 – Cementitious product that reuses products 
from the iron or steel industries, reducing carbon 

dioxide levels by 49% for each tone produced. 

 

Product: 

Description: 

Envirocore (Cass C and Class F) 
Envirocore products utilize or incorporate recycled 
materials that may contribute to achieve LEED 
certification. Envirocore products are in accordance 
with international standards ASTM C 618 Standard 
and AASHTO M 295 Standard.  

Table 25: Providers of concrete with fly ash aggregates in Mexico 

 

 

Structural Steel 

Structural steel has a high recycled content value. LEED takes into consideration 25 

percent pre-consumer recycle content for structural steel by default. However, it is 

important to employ structural steel that is considered regional material, meaning that is 

extracted and processed within an 800 kilometer radius from the project. 
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441.2 Walls 

Thermal comfort is a state of mind in which people expresses satisfaction with their 

surrounding thermal environment. This term is frequently used by the American Society 

of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), since one of the 

most important goals of HVAC engineers is maintaining thermal comfort on buildings.  

One way of reducing HVAC energy consumption while maintaining thermal comfort 

within the buildings is through the use of thermal insulation in the building envelope. 

Thermal insulation reduces the thermal load for residential, commercial and industrial 

buildings, reducing electric consumption by up to 40%.  

The minimum thermal insulation requirements for walls in VESTA’s office buildings to 

ensure thermal comfort for the three chosen locations are:  

Cancun 

The wall should have a maximum U-value of 3.293 W/m2K (0.580 BTU/Ft2h°F)  
Tijuana 
The wall should have a maximum U-value of 0.857 W/m2K (0.151 BTU/Ft2h°F) and a minimum 
continuous insulation value of 1.00 M2K/W (5.70 Ft2h°F/BTU) 
Queretaro 
The wall should have a maximum U-value of 0.698 W/m2K (0.123 BTU/Ft2h°F) and a minimum 

continuous insulation value of 1.34 M2K/W (7.60 Ft2h°F/BTU) 

Table 26: ASHRAE wall insulation requirements for the proposed locations 

 

The use of Hebel block in the building envelope is an efficient way to comply with the 

previous insulation requirements. Technical information regarding Hebel blocks thermal 

properties can be found on appendix 6. Table 20 summarizes wall’s construction 

properties to comply with thermal insulation values required for Cancún, Tijuana and 

Querétaro. 

Proposed 

location 

Thickness cm Weight Kg U-value 

(W/m
2
K) 

Fire resistance 

Fº 

Cancun 15.00 12.50 0.90 180 
Tijuana 17.50 15.00 0.79 180 

Queretaro 20.00 17.00 0.70 180 

Table 27: Hebel block thermal properties. 

 

It is important to consider that Hebel blocks require qualify installers to secure that no 

thermal bridging is occurring, and that the required thermal insulation is indeed being 

achieved. Cost related issues should also be considered; construction using Hebel blocks 

is around $450 MNX per m
2
, while traditional CMU construction is around $200 MNX 

per m
2
. 
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Figure 70: Hebel bock’s construction  

441.3 Floor 

Select flooring materials that require low maintenance, that are durable and 

environmentally friendly. Concrete is the most frequently used material because of its 

durability and low maintenance. To increase sustainability the building contractor should 

seek that concrete flooring incorporates recycle content, as refer in section 441.1, refer to 

this section for further details about concrete providers that incorporate fly ashes in their 

production process. For information related to sustainable flooring finishes refer to 

section 442. 

441.4 Roof 

Provide adequate roof insulation to guarantee thermal comfort is being maintained within 

the building. The following table summarizes roof insulation requirements for an 

adequate thermal performance of VESTAS’s office building in the three chosen locations.  

Cancun 

The roof should have a maximum U-value of 3.58 W/m2K (0.063 BTU/Ft2h°F) and a minimum 

continuous insulation value of 2.64 M2K/W (15.0 Ft2h°F/BTU) 
Tijuana 
The wall should have a maximum U-value of 0.273 W/m2K (0.048 BTU/Ft2h°F) and a minimum 
continuous insulation value of 3.52 M2K/W (20.0 Ft2h°F/BTU) 
Queretaro 
The wall should have a maximum U-value of 0.273 W/m2K (0.048 BTU/Ft2h°F) and a minimum 
continuous insulation value of 3.52 M2K/W (20.0 Ft2h°F/BTU) 

Table 28: ASHRAE roof insulation requirements for the proposed locations 

 

In order to comply with the previous roof insulation values, Panel Losa Hebel in addition 

to continuous rigid insulation is being proposed. As in the case of Hebel Blocks used for 

wall construction, Panel Losa Hebel has thermal properties that contribute to achieve the 

required insulation. However, additional rigid insulation will be needed to comply with 

the required values established on table 28.  Owens Corning’s Foamular
TM

, Dow Building 

Solutions’ Styrofoam
TM 

and Johns Manville’s energy 3
TM 

are some well established rigid 

insulation products that can be utilized to achieve the required insulation values. The 

following table shows the proposed roof assemblies for the three proposed locations. 
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Material Thickness (cm) W/m
 
K R-Value 

Cancun 

Panel Losa Hebel 12.5 0.149 4.76 
Owens Corning Foamular 2.54 (1”) 0.009 5.00 
Lightweight mortar 10 2.000 0.28 
Weathering 0.60 0.170 0.20 

   15 

Tijuana and Queretaro 

Panel Losa Hebel 12.5 0.149 4.76 
Owens Corning Foamular 7.62 (3”) 0.028 15.0 

Lightweight mortar 10 2.000 0.28 
Weathering 0.60 0.170 0.20 
   20 

Table 29: Proposed roof assemblies  

 

 
Figure 71: Building construction using Hebel Blocks and Panel Losa Hebel 

 

 

 
Figure 72: Proposed Owens Corning’s rigid insulation 
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For more information regarding technical details of Panel Losa Hebel and Owens 

Corning’s rigid insulation refer to appendix 6. 

If a different rigid insulation material (other than Owen’s Corning Foamular) is going to 

be used in VESTA’s offices, verify it complies with the R-value requirements established 

on table 29. 

441.41 Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) 

A substantial amount of solar radiation is absorbed by roofs and walls, increasing cooling 

requirements to keep occupants inside the building comfortable. The use of reflective 

materials reduces thermal loads and cooling energy use on buildings. Therefore, it is 

important that at least 75% of the roof surface area in office buildings have a finishing 

material with an SRI equal or greater than 78. 

Commonly used roofing materials radiative properties 

 Solar Reflectance Thermal Emittance SRI 
Metal (unpainted) 0.60 – 0.80 0.04 – 0.10 35 – 80 
Metal (painted) 0.10 – 0.75 0.80 1 – 91 
Asphalt shingles 0.05 – 0.25 0.90 0 – 25 
Single ply membranes 0.70 – 0.80 0.85 85 - 99 

Built up roofing 0.05 – 0.25 0.90 0 - 25 
Concrete 0.20 – 0.70 0.90 19 - 86 

Table 30: Roofing materials radiative properties     Source: ORNL and LBNL 

 

The SRI is a combination of the capacity of a material to reflect back radiation and heat 

into space. White coatings and light colored finishing materials are associated with high 

SRI values, so they should be procured for VESTA’s offices, while dark colored 

waterproofing materials should be avoided. For further information about finishing 

materials refer to section 442. 

441.42 Green roofs 

Green roofs contribute to increase roof insulation reducing the amount of energy needed 

to maintain thermal comfort on interiors. Green roofs also decrease Urban Heat Island 

effect, through the use of vegetation that absorbs and transforms solar energy that 

otherwise would be release in the form of heat. If green roof are to be installed, native or 

adaptive vegetation should be used to minimize maintenance and water irrigation 

requirements. Refer to section 432.2 for information about native vegetation for the three 

proposed locations of VESTA’s office buildings. 

Green roof can be extensive, if simple plants such as sedum are used, or intensive if it 

includes plants as shrubs and trees. It is advisable to select an extensive green roof system 

for VESTA’s buildings because it requires less maintenance. Figure 72 shows a section of 

a green roof indicating its typical components. 
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Figure 73: Section of a typical green roof system 

 

Green roof dissipate heat absorbed through evapotranspiration and improve reflectivity of 

incident solar radiation. Studies about the thermal properties of green roofs have found 

that heat gain through an extensive green roof was reduced by an average of 70–90 % 

during the summer and heat loss by 10–30 % in winter. 

For more information about Green Roof Systems, landscape design and Green Roof 

vegetation options refer to providers mentioned on the following table.  

Green Roof Systems providers in Mexico 

 

Bioconstrucción y Energía Alternativa S.A. de C.V. 
Río Mississippi 347-A Ote. Colonia del Valle 
San Pedro Garza Garcia, Nuevo Leon, Mexico 
81-8040-8080 
info@bioconstruccion.com.mx 

 

Biozotea 

Vicente Guerrero 142-A Col. Centro 
San Pedro Garza Garcia, Nuevo Leon, Mexico 
81-8448-8350 
 

 

Green Roof Systems de Mexico 
Luis Spota No. 115-3, Col. San Simon Ticumac 
Benito Juarez, Mexico D.F. 
55-1509-9237 

Table 31: Green roof providers in Mexico 
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442 Finishes 

During the selection process of interior and exterior finishes the following parameters 

should be taken into consideration: 

o Give preference to materials with higher  recycled content 

o All wood should be FSC certified 

o Use products with low volatile organic compounds 

o Give preference to rapidly renewable materials. 

o Give preference to regional materials 

 

Some of the national available products and providers that comply partially or totally 

with the previous parameters can be seen on the following tables. For technical datasheets 

and additional information of the cited products see appendix 6. 

Environmentally friendly carpets providers 

 

 

Provider Intercorp Contract Resources 
Product Milliken carpets 
Recycled 

content 

35% recycled content (24% post industrial) 

Description Certified by the carpet and Rug Institute’s Green Label 

Plus. 
The only  carpet manufacturer to achieve carbon negative 
status (capturing 10 times more CO2 than produced) 
All Milliken carpet can be renewed, reused or recycled, 
no carpet to landfill policy. 

    

 

 

Provider Interfaceflor 
Product Interface carpets 
Recycled 

content 

Depending on the chosen product it contains up to 50% of 
recycled content. 

ConvertTM products are made of type 6 or 6,6 nylon fiber 
and non-virgin PVC backing, featuring 64-73% total 
recycled content, including 32-35% post-consumer. 

Description Low VOC emissions, complying with LEED’s 
requirements. 

   

 

Provider DuPont 
Product DuPont Sorona Commercial carpet 
Renewable 

materials % 

DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37% renewable sourced 
material derived from corn. 

Description Sorona ® fiber contains 37% annually renewable plant 

based ingredients by weight (28% biobased carbon) 

Table 32: Environmentally friendly carpet providers 
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Paint providers with low organic volatile compounds 

 

 

Provider PPG Architectural Coatings 
Product Porter Paints : Silken Touch®, Hi-Hide® 

Pittsburgh Paints: Timeless®, Manor Hall 
Pure Performance® 

VOC content Silken Touch, Hi-Hide Timeless and Manor Hall lines are 

low on VOCs, complying with LEED’s requirements. 
Pure Performance line has Zero VOC content. 

   

 

Provider Behr 

Product Premium Plus Interior Paints & Primers 
Premium Plus Ultra Interior Paints 

VOC content Low on vocs, complying with LEED’s requirements. 

Table 33: Low VOC paintings 

 

Environmentally friendly wood flooring providers 

 

Provider Madex 
Product FSC wood flooring 

Bamboo flooring 
Description FSC certified wood flooring and FSC certified laminated 

wood flooring 

Laminated wood flooring of rapidly renewable materials 

    

 

Provider Resysta 
Product Resysta Aged Teak 
Description Wood imitation flooring, made of rapidly renewable 

materials (60% rice husks, 22% common salt and 18% 
mineral oil) 

    

 

Provider Recitec 
Product Compuesto de fibra Plastica 

Description Wood imitation flooring made of agricultural and plastic 
fibers. 

 
 

Table 34: Environmentally friendly Wood flooring 
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Environmentally friendly ceramic tiles providers 

 

 

 

Provider Interceramic 

Product Ceramic Flooring 
Description Flooring tiles with recycled content, high SRI values, low 

VOC’s, and locally manufactured. To verify the 
sustainable features of each product go to: 

http://www.interceramicgreen.com/MEX/green/productos
.asp?OpcMenu=4 

   

 
Provider Lamosa 

Product Porcelanite Ceramic Tile 

Description Durable ceramic tiles with incorporated recycled content. 
Verify the tile selection for specific recycled content. 

Table 35: Environmentally friendly flooring tiles 

 

Concrete floor finishes providers with low organic volatile compounds 

 

Provider CornerStone Flooring de Mexico 
Product Polyurethane & Polymer Flooring 
VOC content CornerStone Flooring can provide low odor and low/zero 

VOC flooring systems with low to zero off-gassing. 
 

 

Provider CureCrete 
Product Ashford Formula 
VOC content Contains no solvents or volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs). It is non-toxic, and produces no harmful fumes 
or vapors. 

Table 36: Concrete floor finishes with low VOCs 

 

 
 

Environmentally friendly grid ceilings 

 

Provider Armstrong 
Product TierraTM 
Description Grows from seed to harvest in just 100 days – 44% 

rapidly renewable material. 

The first Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM Silver ceiling tile 
Low VOC content 
Anti-Mold/Mildew & Bacteria 

   

 

Provider USG 

Product MarsTM Clima PlusTM 

EclipseTM Clima PlusTM 
Description Available in Optimized Recycled Content formulations 

to help maximize LEED recycled content contribution 
Non-directional,monolithic visual reduces installation 
time and waste 

Table 37: Environmentally friendly grid ceilings 

http://www.interceramicgreen.com/MEX/green/productos.asp?OpcMenu=4
http://www.interceramicgreen.com/MEX/green/productos.asp?OpcMenu=4
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Celings providers with higher recycled content 

Provider Product Post-consumer 

recycled content 

Pre-consumer 

recycled 

content 

USG-Mexico Tablaroca 5% 36.5% 

USG-USA ½” SheetRock 5% 94% 
Georgia Pacific ToughRock-USA 

ToughRock-CAN 
ToughRock-IN 

5% 

5% 
6.2% 

0% 

40% 
93% 

American 
Gypsum 

Not Fire-Rated Plant: NM/OK/CO 
Not Fire-Rated Plant: SC 
Fire Rated Plant:Nm/OK/CO 
1” Shaft Liner-Plant:NM/OK/CO 
1” Shaft Liner-Plant: SC 

6-7% 
6% 
5% 
3% 
3% 

0-3% 
93% 
0-3% 
0% 
95% 

National 

Gypsum 

KS/TX/IA 

NC/PA/FL 

5% 

0% 

3% 

95% 
Temple-Inland Regular and Waterproof 

Type X & C, and Fireproof 
4% 
3% 

93% 
90% 

Table 38: Ceiling providers with higher recycled content 

 

443 Doors and Windows 

Wood 

During the selection of doors and windows it should be kept in mind that all wood used 

or permanently installed in the project must be FSC certified, for additional information 

about certified wood refer to section 411.13. 

Glass 

To guarantee an adequate thermal performance of windows in VESTA’s office buildings, 

glassing employed in the building should comply with the minimum requirements 

established on the following table.  

Cancun 

The window assembly (glass and frame) should have a maximum U-value of 6.814 W/m2K (1.2 
BTU/Ft2h°F) and a maximum Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) of 0.25.  
Tijuana 
The window assembly (glass and frame) should have a maximum U-value of 4.259 W/m2K 

(0.75 BTU/Ft2h°F) and a maximum Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) of 0.25. 
Queretaro 
The window assembly (glass and frame) should have a maximum U-value of 3.691 W/m2K 
(0.65 BTU/Ft2h°F) and a maximum Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) of 0.25. 

Table 39: Windows requirements according to ASHRAE 
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Different providers can comply with the previous parameters; the contractor should verify 

that the chosen product complies with the desirable U-value and SHGC established on 

table 39. Among the providers that comply with the required parameters are Pilkington 

windows, the following table summarized the products that comply with both values. 

Pilkington México 

www.pilkington.com.mx 

Calzada de la Naranja No. 154 
Col. Industrial Alce Blanco 
Municipio de Naucalpan de Juárez 
T: 1800 561 6491  

 

Visible light 

transmittance % 
Solar direct 

transmittance % 
U-value W/m

2
K SHGC 

Exterior glassing Pilkington Solar-ETM Artic Blue  
Interior glassing Energy Advantage 
(based on 6mm glass thickness and 12,7mm air filled cavity) 

30 15 1.7 0.24 
Exterior glassing Pilkington Solar-ETM Artic Blue  
Interior glassing Pilkington OptithermTM 
(based on 6mm glass thickness and 12,7mm air filled cavity) 

32 15 1.5 0.23 

Visible light 

transmittance % 
Solar direct 

transmittance % 
U-value W/m

2
K SHGC 

Exterior glassing Pilkington Solar-ETM Grey  
Interior glassing Pilkington OptithermTM 

(based on 6mm glass thickness and 12,7mm air filled cavity) 
26 16 1.5 0.24 

Exterior glassing Pilkington Solar-ETM EverGreen 
Interior glassing Pilkington Energy AdvantageTM 
(based on 6mm glass thickness and 12,7mm air filled cavity) 

37 16 1.7 0.25 
Exterior glassing Pilkington Solar-ETM EverGreen 

Interior glassing Pilkington OptithermTM 
(based on 6mm glass thickness and 12,7mm air filled cavity) 

40 16 1.5 0.24 
Exterior glassing Pilkington Eclipse Advantage TM EverGreen 
Interior glassing Pilkington OptithermTM 
(based on 6mm glass thickness and 12,7mm air filled cavity) 

43 18 1.5 0.25 

Exterior glassing Pilkington SuperGreyTM   
Interior glassing Pilkington Energy AdvantageTM 
(based on 6mm glass thickness and 12,7mm air filled cavity) 

8 4 1.6 0.15 
Exterior glassing Pilkington SuperGreyTM   
Interior glassing Pilkington OptithermTM 
(based on 6mm glass thickness and 12,7mm air filled cavity) 

7 5 1.8 0.15 

Table 40: Pilkington glassing products 
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If skylights are going to be used for natural illumination, make sure the following 

parameters are met.   

Cancun 

The skylight area should not exceed 5% of the total roof area. 
Curbed skylights should have a maximum U-value of 10.788 W/m2K (1.90 BTU/Ft2h°F) and a 
maximum SHGC of .27. 
Skylights without curb should have a maximum U-value of 7.722 W/m2K (1.36 BTU/Ft2h°F) and 

a maximum SHGC of .19. 
Tijuana 
The skylight area should not exceed 5% of the total roof area. 
Curbed skylights should have a maximum U-value of 10.788 W/m2K (1.90 BTU/Ft2h°F) and a 
maximum SHGC of .34. 
Skylights without curb should have a maximum U-value of 7.722 W/m2K (1.36 BTU/Ft2h°F) and 
a maximum SHGC of .19. 

Queretaro 
The skylight area should not exceed 5% of the total roof area. 
Curbed skylights should have a maximum U-value of 7.381W/m2K (1.30 BTU/Ft2h°F) and a 
maximum SHGC of .34. 
Skylights without curb should have a maximum U-value of 3.918W/m2K (0.69 BTU/Ft2h°F) and 
a maximum SHGC of .19. 

Table 41: Skylights requirements according to ASHRAE 

 

Solatube is an Energy Star certified product that contributes to increase daylight without 

considerable heat gain on interior spaces. It is advisable to use Solartube for interior 

illumination in case required lighting levels are not achieved through windows design. 

 
Figure 74: Solatube 
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1. Solatube lens capture daylight, 

redirecting low-angle sunlight, and 
rejecting overpowering summer 
midday sunlight, while providing 
consistent lighting throughout the 
day. 

 

2. Solatube reflector redirects low angle 
winter sunlight, increases light input 
for increased light output, and 
provides unsurpassed year-round 

performance. 

 

3. Solatube reflective tubing provides 
99.7% of spectral reflectivity, 

transferring sunlight at 15m/ 50ft 

 

4. Solatube engineered light diffusion 
system blocks UV transmission, 
while its optical lenses deliver with a 

superior diffusion. 

Figure 75: Solatube performance diagram 

The following table compares the performance between a Solatube and a traditional 

skylight system. 

 Solatube System Traditional Skylight 

Daylighting consistency 

Solatube technology gives consistent light 
throughout the day all year long, as opposed to the 
shifting pattern of light of traditional skylights. 

  

Light output 

Solatube   Effect Lenses can easily modify the 

color and strength of the daylight. 

  

Energy efficiency 

Solatube   offer maximum visible light 
transmittance with minimal solar heat gain 

  

Operation Cost 

Solatube requires minimum maintenance as 
compared to traditional systems 

  

Versatility 

Solatube reflective tubing directs sunlight into 
hard to reach areas, where traditional systems 
aren’t an option 

  

Table 42: Solatube performance compared to traditional skylights 
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For further information about Solatube products contact the official provider in Mexico:  

Everlux S.A. de C.V.  

Monterrey, México 
Teléfono: +52 (81) 8192-0303 
Fax: +52 8189 89 84 64 
Sin Costo en México: 01800-614-1705 

444 Facilities 

Among the areas of opportunity identified in VESTA’s Office Buildings is the 

development of a measurement and verification plan to ensure that systems are 

performing as designed, identifying if there are anomalies in equipment, operation 

procedures or user habits. Other areas of opportunity are the incorporation of efficient 

public lighting and renewable energy systems to decrease energy consumption, as well as 

water saving fixtures that contribute to reduce potable water consumption. 

444.1 Measurement and Verification 

Measurement and verification (M&V) is the process of using “measurements” to 

determine actual savings within an energy and water efficient project. The purpose of an 

M&V plan is to provide accountability of the building energy and water consumption, 

contrasting the results to projected savings, allowing for implementation of corrective 

actions if the desired savings are not being achieved. 

Measurement and verification should be implemented on each project to obtain better 

results. The M&V plan should provide a level of accuracy consistent with the needs of 

the project, all participants involved should perform their designated tasks at an 

acceptable level, savings should be anticipated within reasonable margins, savings and 

payments should be properly credited and accounted for, and results should be used to 

identify, predict, and project problems that require correction. 

444.11 Measurement and Verification Plan 

Refer to section 431.11 for further information about how to develop an M&V plan for 

VESTA’s Office Buildings. Refer to appendix 4 for a sample outline of an annual 

measurement and verification report. 

444.2 Electricity 

Among the identified areas of opportunity in VESTA’s Office Buildings to reduce energy 

consumption are installing adequate insulation in the building envelope to reduce HVAC 

requirements, installing energy efficient fixtures and systems for illumination, heating 

and air conditioning, and implementing renewable energy systems. Adequate insulation 

for the three proposed location of VESTA’s Industrial Parks was detailed on section 441. 

This section provides further details on efficient lighting and renewable energy systems. 
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444.21 Efficient Lighting 

It is highly advisable to install LED lighting fixtures within the building. LEDs 

luminaries have an increased longevity when compared to other systems, require less 

energy, do not produce ultraviolet or infrared rays, have a high color rendering index, 

have a minimum start up time, and do not include fragile components such as filaments, 

increasing the product’s durability. Preference should be given to LED luminaries that are 

Energystar or FIDE certified, because it guarantees an adequate performance of the 

fixtures. For further information about the characteristics and benefits of LED luminaries 

refer to section 431.21. 

 
Figure 76: All luminaries in the building should be Energystar or FIDE certified 

 

The following figure illustrates different lighting fixtures, indicating the average 

electrical consumption in watts of each kind of fixture. As it can be notice on the figure 

LED luminaries are among the most energy efficient luminaries. 

 
Figure 77: Lighting fixtures average energy consumption 
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Besides installing efficient lighting it is important to make sure that acceptable lighting 

power densities (LPD) are being considered. The professionals involved on the lighting 

design of VESTA’s office buildings should keep in mind the following lighting power 

density requirements (W/ft
2
). 

Lighting Power Density Requirements 

Space type LPD (W/ft2) 

Office - Enclosed 1.1 
Office – Open plan 1.1 
Conference/Meeting/Multipurpose 1.3 
Atrium (first three floors) 0.6 
Restrooms 0.9 
Dressing/Locker/Fitting Room 0.6 
Corridor/Transition 0.5 

Active storage 0.8 
Inactive storage 0.3 
Electrical/Mechanical 1.5 

Table 43: Lighting power densities requirements 

 

The following table illustrates lighting requirements (kW) of the basecase office building, 

considering a regular office building occupation schedule (Monday to Friday from 8:00 

am to 6:00 pm, and Saturdays from 8:00 am to 1:00 pm). The first scenario shows 

lighting energy consumption of the building as it is, without upgrading the luminaries. 

The second scenario shows energy consumption if all lighting fixtures are upgraded to 

LEDs. 

Scenario A 

Equipment Quantity Watts Installed Power (kW) 

Spots 3’’ w/ring 21 50 1.05 
Spot 1 ½ ‘’ 57 20 1.14 
Spot 1 ½ ‘’ rectangle 17 20 0.34 
Total - - 2.53 

Scenario B (LEDs) 

Equipment Quantity Watts Installed Power (kW) 

Substitute of spots 3’’ 

w/ring 

21 11 0.231 

Substitute of spot 1 ½ ‘’ 57 6 0.342 
Substitute of spot 1 ½ ‘’ 
rectangle 

20 6 0.102 

Total - - 0.675 

Table 44: Lighting consumption in Vesta’s Office Building  
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444.3 Plumbing 

All plumbing fixtures within VESTA’s office buildings should be water efficient. To 

verify that all equipment installed contributes to reduce potable water consumption it 

should comply with the requirements established on table 45. It is highly advisable to 

acquire only WaterSense certified products to guarantee and its adequate performance. 

WaterSense in water saving program associated to the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency, for more information about the program go to www.epa.gov/WaterSense/. 

Fixture Selection criteria 

Lavatory faucets 0.5 gallons per minute 
Toilets 1.6 gallons per flush 
Kitchen faucets 2.2 gallons per minute 
Showerheads 2.5 gallons per minute 

Table 45: Plumbing fixtures selection criteria 

 

Among the WaterSense products that comply with the selection criteria established on 

table 45 are: 

Fixture  Provider Product 

Toilettes    

 Caroma Profile Smart 305 
Sydney Smart 

Invisi Series II 
Somerton Smart 
Adelaide Cube 

Bondi 
Caravelle 

Sydney Low Profile 
Walvit Wall Hung 
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 American 
Standard 

Compact Cadet 3 Flowise (México) 
Townsquare Flowise 
H2Option Dual Flush 
Evolution 2 
Boulevard Flowise RH 

Tropic Flowise 
Concealed Flowise 

 TOTO 
(Watersense) 

Aquia  
Eco Promenade 
Drake II 
Vespin II 
Eco Drake 
Eco Dartmouth 

Eco Whitney 
Eco Clayton 
Eco Nexus 
Ultramax II Toilet 

Carlyle II 
Legato 
Aimes 
Supreme 
Carolina 
Eco Ultramax 

Eco Supreme 
Eco Lloyd 
Eco Soirée 
Eco Guinevere 

 ROCA W+W  

  

 

 Kohler Kelston 

Wellworth 
Saile 
Strela 
Persuade Curv 

Cimarron 

Highline 
Karsten 
Reve 
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Showerheads   

 Caroma Flow  

 American 
Standard 

Flowise Traditional  
Flowise Square  
Flowise Transitional 
Flowise Modern 
Reliant Flowise 
Berwick Flowise 

Portsmouth Flowise 
Serin Flowise 
Moments Foowise 
Studio Flowise 
 

 TOTO Trilogy 
11” Rain Showerhead 
Trilogy HES 

Nexus HES 
Guinevere 

10” Square Rain 
Showerhead 
Lloyd HES 

Soirée 
 

 Kohler Purist 
Forté 

Mastershower 

Faucets   

 American 

Standard 
(Watersense) 

Reliant 3 

Berwick 
Portsmouth 
Serin 
Moments 
Green Tea 
Studio 
Ceramix 

Cadet 
Neo 

Copeland 

Tropic 
Princetown 
Townsquare 
Amarilis 
Dazzle 
Hampton 
Colony Soft 

Seva 
Simphony 
 

 TOTO Kiwami Renesse 
En 
Aimes 
Upton 
Ethos 
Lloyd 

Soirée 
EcoPower 

Po 
Aquia 
Legato 
Mercer 
Clayton 
Nexus 

Guinevere 
 

 Kohler Margaux 
Stillness 
Purist 
Devonshire 

Fairfax 
Forté 
Archer 
Coralais 

Table 46: Suggested water saving fixtures 
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444.4 Efficient HVAC 

 
Refrigerant selection 

No CFC refrigerant should be used for the heating, ventilation, air conditioning and 

refrigeration equipments (HVAC&R). The system provider should guarantee that this 

requirement is being met. Preference should be given to refrigerants with low Ozone 

Depletion Potential (ODP) and low Global Warming Potential (GWP). 

More information about refrigerants that do not damage the ozone layer can be found at 
http://www.epa.gov/ozone/snap 

 
Interior air quality requirements 

The minimum requirements to guarantee an adequate interior air quality are established 

on the standard ASHRAE 62.1-2007 “Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor air Quality” 

section 4 to 7. It is important to have a commissioning authority that verifies that 

ASHRAE’s requirements are being met. 

Table 47 shows required minimum ventilation rates for VESTA’s office buildings. 

Occupancy 
Category 

People Outdoor Air 
Rate Rp 

Area Outdoor 
Air Rate Ra 

Occupant 
Density 

Combined Outdoor 
Air Rate 

Cfm/person L/s*person Cfm/ft2 L/s*m2 #/1000 ft2 or 

#/100m2 

Cfm/person L/s*person 

Office space 5 2.5 0.06 0.3 5 17 8.5 

Table 47: Minimum ventilation rates for office buildings 

 

For natural ventilated spaces ASHRAE’s section 5.1 parameters should be considered, 

including the suggested strategies for sizing and location of openings. Mixed mode 

systems should comply with ASHRAE’s 62.1-2007 section 6 requirements. The design 

team can use any methodology or acceptable calculation to document and support their 

design. 

 
Filters 

MERV 11 filters should be install to operate with the HVAC system, this value indicate 

that the filter should be able to capture between 65% and 79% of particles within 1 and 3 

microns, and capture more than 85% of particles between 3 and 10 microns. 

 
 
 
 

http://www.epa.gov/ozone/snap
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Energy efficiency of HVAC equipments 

The Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) and Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) are 

the evaluation tools more utilized to measure the efficiency of air conditioning 

equipments. The following table provides information about the expected efficiency 

levels of air conditioning equipment.  

It is advisable to install equipment that is Energystar certified, since Energystar products 

are internationally recognized for providing energy savings of about 30% when compared 

to traditional equipment. For further information about Energystar products go to. 

http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=products.pr_find_es_products. 

 Central AC Air Source Heat 

Pump 

Ground Source Heat 

Pump 

Market Range 
Availability 

13-21 SEER 
9-14 EER 

13-17 SEER 
9-13.5 EER 

8.7-20.4 EER 

ENERGY STAR 14 SEER 
11.5 EER 

14 SEER 
11.5 EER 

Open Loop 
16.2 EER 

Closed Loop 

14.1 EER 
DX 

15 EER 

Table 48: Air conditioning efficiency  

 

444.5 Renewable Energy Systems 

Renewable energy systems derive their energy from existing flows of energy, from on-

going natural processes such as sunshine, wind, flowing water, biological processes, and 

geothermal heat flow, as opposed to single-use fossil fuels such as coal or oil. 

Fossil fuels pollute water and air, have negative impacts on plants and animal life, create 

toxic waste, and cause global warming. Nuclear fuels on the other side poses serious 

safety risk implications. Renewable energy avoids most of this environmental impacts 

and risks, and contributes to the conservation of fossil fuels for future generations.   

The most common forms of alternative energy currently available are solar power, wind 

power and micro-hydro power. The use of one source over the others will depend on the 

natural resources available, and the specific weather conditions on the site. 

In order to comply with international standards, such as LEED Core & Shell, it is highly 

advisable that Vesta’s Industrial Parks use renewable energy sources to provide for at 

least 1% of its total energy consumption.  

http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=products.pr_find_es_products
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444.51 Photovoltaic systems 

Solar power is one of the most promising renewable energy sources in the world, it is 

non-polluting, requires little maintenance, PV panels have a light span of over 20 years 

and a relatively short return of investment. Therefore, it is advisable to install 

photovoltaic systems in VESTA’s Industrial Parks. 

VESTA’s office buildings can integrate photovoltaic panels in their design, generating 

enough energy to satisfy its lighting consumption. As in the case of industrial park it is 

proposed to install a grid connected photovoltaic power system for VESTA’s offices, 

because it does not require an additional investment in batteries. The energy produced by 

the PV panels will be used for lighting and if in a particular moment more power is being 

produced than required, the extra power will be sent (sell) to the grid, at night when 

insufficient power is being produced, the required electricity will be drown from the grid. 

The lighting design of the basecase office building indicates that decorative spots are 

being used. It is advisable to replace decorative spots for LED spots to reduce energy 

consumption, and therefore, the number of solar panels required to provide energy for 

illumination.   

Office building photovoltaic system requirements 

Component Description 

Selected lamp Decorative spots (as found on basecase building) 

Required power for current lighting 

fixtures 

21 kW 

Required modules 91 – to satisfy all lighting energy consumption 
17 – to satisfy lighting consumption during peak 
hours 

Initial investment $84,000 – for all consumption 
$44,000 – for peak consumption 

Required power for proposed lighting 

fixtures (LED spots) 

8 kW 

Required modules 34 – for all lighting energy consumption 
17 – for peak lighting consumption 

Initial investment $32,000 – for all consumption 
$16,000 – for peak consumption 

Table 49: Propose photovoltaic array for Vesta’s Industrial Parks. 

  

 

The photovoltaic panel considered for the solar field array at VESTA Office Buildings 

can be seen on the following table. For further details about the panel go to appendix 5. 

For further details about grid connected photovoltaic systems refer to section 431.31. 
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Proposed PV panel – electrical specifications 

 

Provider Bioconstrucción y Energía Alternativa S.A. de C.V. 
Product Xtp60_60 photovoltaic panel 
Features High module conversion efficiency 

Positive tolerance 
Slender appearance 
Low PID rate 
Smart auto-recognition of weak light performance 
Steady resistance to strong hailstone, wind and snow loads 
Shinetime sorting standards 
Certified manufacturing facility 

Table 50: Proposed PV panels 

 

For further information about the initial investment cost of renewable energy system, and 

the payback period of such systems refer to section 500.  
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445 Public facilities 

To comply with international sustainability standards public facilities such as bicycle 

racks and a waste center for the collection of recyclables should be included in the 

facility. 

o Secure bicycle storage should be provided for 5% or more of regular building 

occupants to promote the use of alternative transportation. The bicycle racks 

should be located within 180 meters from the building main entrance. Changing 

rooms should also be provided for those employees arriving by bicycle. 

 
Figure 78: Secure bicycle racks should be provided for employees. 

o A waste center for the collection of recyclables should be provided to divert the 

facility’s waste from landfills. The waste center should provide separate 

containers for paper, cardboard, glass, plastic, metals. 

 
Figure 79: Separate paper, cardboard, glass, plastic and metal containers should be provided. 
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446 Exterior areas 

Refer to section 432 for suggestions and requirements regarding exterior vegetation and 

materials. Information about exterior lighting can be found in section 431.21. Information 

regarding ways to trigger the use of alternative transportation among employees, 

including recommendation regarding accessibility to public transportation can be found 

on section 313 of this handbook. 
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450 Commissioning Plan 

Building commissioning is the process of verifying, that all the subsystems for HVAC, 

plumbing, electrical, fire/life safety, building envelopes, interior systems, cogeneration, 

utility plants, sustainable systems, lighting, wastewater, controls, and building security 

are installed and performing according to design. 

The Commissioning Plan is the master planning, management and communications tool 

relating to commissioning. It specifies the process and methodology for successful 

commissioning of the project. The objective of the commissioning plan is to provide a 

fully functional facility whose systems, equipment and components have been proven to 

meet all Client’s functional requirements, and operates consistently at peak efficiencies 

and within specified energy budgets under normal loads. The commissioning plan also 

intends to provide fully trained personnel for the operation and maintenance of the 

systems. 

Among the benefits of developing a Commissioning Plan are reducing construction 

expenses and potential delays, fewer warranty claims and call backs, operational energy 

savings, consistently reliable systems operations, enhanced building productivity, 

extended service life of components, reduction of future maintenance activity and costs. 

Commissioning process activities must be completed at least for the following energy-

related systems: 

o Heating, ventilating, air conditioning and refrigeration (HVAC&R) systems and 

associated controls 

o Lighting and daylight controls 

o Domestic hot water systems 

o Renewable energy systems 

 

A commissioning plan can usually be divided into design phase, construction phase, 

acceptance phase and occupancy or post-acceptance phase. The following table 

summarizes the main activities to consider during each phase. For a sample outline of a 

commissioning plan refer to appendix 7. 

Design Phase 

Review of design development submittals. 
Commissioning specifications are created and incorporated into tender documents. 

Review of construction tender documents. 
Construction Phase 

Commissioning scope meeting held. 
Contractor submits Commissioning Plan. 
Drawing submittals are reviewed in parallel by consultants and review team members. 
Commissioning meetings are scheduled with consultants and/or contractors as required. 
Commissioning Equipment Forms submitted and reviewed. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HVAC
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Commissioning Installation Forms submitted and reviewed. 
Project Operation & Maintenance manuals and as-built drawings submitted and reviewed. 
Functional Performance Testing. 
Commissioning Performance Forms submitted and reviewed. 

Integrated Systems Review 
Acceptance Phase 

Project turnover meeting - Construction Management to Facilities Management. 
Training and orientation of personnel is scheduled and conducted. 
Systems are formally accepted and warranty period begins. 
Finalized Commissioning Plan documents turned over to owner. 
Consultant / Contractor performance reviews completed. 
Occupancy Phase 

Off-season functional testing is scheduled and performed. 
Preventative maintenance work orders are added. 
Managers coordinate any remaining warranty work. 
Re-commissioning is schedule. 

Table 51: Commissioning Plan activities by phase 
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500 RETURN ON INVESTMENT ANALYSIS  

A Return on Investment (ROI) analysis for the main eco-technologies proposed on this 

Handbook was conducted to evaluate the financial consequences and payback period of 

integrating such technologies on VESTA’s industrial properties. This section provides 

further information about the ROI for main eco-technologies proposed for VESTA 

Industrial Parks’ common areas and facilities, and Office Buildings. For information 

related to ROI of eco-technologies proposed for VESTA’s warehouses refer to VESTA’s 

Sustainable Construction Handbook: Building Shells.  

510 Renewable Energy Systems 

511 Industrial Park 

For the ROI calculations a typical night schedule for street lighting was considered during 

summer and winter time in order to calculate energy consumption (kWh). An HM 

(medium voltage) rate was considered for this analysis.  

Table 52 shows monthly energy consumption for street lighting on VESTA’s industrial 

parks. Energy consumption is divided into three possible scenarios, according to the three 

possible rates of CFE (base, middle and peak), 464W sodium vapor street lamps were 

considered for the basecase calculations (current luminaries used on VESTA’s Industrial 

Parks). 

Month Power (kW) 
464 W Sodium Vapor Lamp with ballast 

Base Middle Peak Total 

Jan 22 4,312 1,584 880 6,776 

Feb 22 4,312 1,584 880 6,776 

Mar 22 5,390 1,980 1,100 8,470 

Apr 22 4,312 1,584 880 6,776 

May 22 5,390 1,980 1,870 9,240 

Jun 22 4,312 1,584 1,496 7,392 

Jul 22 4,312 1,584 1,496 7,392 

Ago 22 5,390 1,980 1,870 9,240 

Sep 22 4,312 1,584 1,496 7,392 

Oct 22 4,312 1,584 1,496 7,392 

Nov 22 5,390 1,980 1,100 8,470 

Dec 22 4,312 1,584 880 6,776 

Total 
 

56,056 20,592 15,444 92,092 

Table 52: Energy consumption for sodium vapor street lamps on VESTA’s industrial park. 
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Table 53 shows energy consumption for VESTA’s industrial park if current luminaries 

are substituted by more efficient lighting fixtures (180W LEDs luminaries).  

Month Power (kWh) 
LED Lamp Energy Consumption 

Base Middle Peak Total 

Jan 10              1,960                   720                   400               3,080  

Feb 10              1,960                   720                   400               3,080  

Mar 10              2,450                   900                   500               3,850  

Apr 10              1,960                   720                   400               3,080  

May 10              2,450                   900                   850               4,200  

Jun 10              1,960                   720                   680               3,360  

Jul 10              1,960                   720                   680               3,360  

Agu 10              2,450                   900                   850               4,200  

Sep 10              1,960                   720                   680               3,360  

Oct 10              1,960                   720                   680               3,360  

Nov 10              2,450                   900                   500               3,850  

Dec 10              1,960                   720                   400               3,080  

Total              25,480               9,360               7,020             41,860  

Table 53:Energy consumption for LED street lighting on VESTA’s industrial park.  

 

Table 54 illustrates electricity monthly cost according to consumed power (kW) and time-

of-use (base, middle and peak), considering an HM (medium voltage) rate. 

Month 
MXN $/kWh MXN $/kW 

Base Middle Peak Power 

Jan 0.8299 1.0131 1.745 165.64 
Feb 0.8438 1.0302 1.7605 166.63 

Mar 0.8709 1.0633 1.795 167.35 

Apr 0.9096 1.1104 1.8402 167.89 
May 0.9194 1.1223 1.8574 167.24 

Jun 0.8917 1.0884 1.8353 167.69 

Jul 0.916 1.1181 1.8555 167.98 
Aug 0.9377 1.1445 1.8812 168.37 

Sep 0.9308 1.1363 1.8798 168.76 

Oct 0.9895 1.2078 1.9437 169.15 
Nov 0.9787 1.1947 1.9501 169.54 

Dec 0.9913 1.2101 1.9757 169.93 

Table 54: Electricity cost by month 
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According to the previous information, three different scenarios were considered to 

calculate the ROI: 

1. All: This scenario considers that all energy consumed for street lighting in VESTA’s 

Industrial Parks is produced through PV panels. 

2. Middle + Peak: This scenario considers that energy produced through renewable 

energy systems will be used to satisfy street lighting demand during peak and middle 

time (the higher cost electricity rates). 

3. Peak: This scenario considers that PV panels will only satisfy the electricity demand 

for street lighting during peak time.  

In accordance to the previous scenarios, and taking into consideration energy 

consumption shown on tables 52 and 53, the required PV panels were calculated. Table 

55 show photovoltaic panels requirements for the three scenarios for both LED 

luminaries and Sodium vapor lamps. As can be seen on the following table, the number 

of required PV panels is greatly affected by the type of luminary; since LED lighting 

requires 54% less energy than vapor sodium lamps. 

Energy Generation Scenarios 

Scenario 
Energy 

Consumption 

Percentage 

Produced 

with solar 

modules 

Power 

required 

Modules 

required 

Minimum 

area 

requirement 

Percentage 

of total 

area 

available 

All kWh kWh kW modules m2 m2 

Sodium 
vapor 92,092 100% 57 247 485 6% 

LED 41,860 100% 26 113 222 3% 

Middle+Peak 

Sodium 
vapor 36,036 39% 22 95 187 2% 

LED 16,380 39% 10 43 84 1% 

Peak 

Sodium 
vapor 15,444 17% 9 39 77 1% 

LED 7,020 17% 4 17 33 0.4% 

       Available 
area 8,000 m2         

Table 55: Energy generation scenarios 

  

The ROI for the three scenarios considering sodium vapor and LED lighting fixtures was 

calculated. Table 56 shows ROI for PV panels in case current lighting fixtures are 

considered (sodium vapor lamps). The first part of the table shows the initial investment, 

in PV panels, to satisfy energy demand for the three scenarios (all, middle + peak, and 
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peak). The middle part of the table indicates annual operation cost for street lighting on 

the park. The bottom part of table 56 shows operation cost for lighting if PV panels were 

installed (results for the three scenarios are included). According to the calculations the 

payback period for the PV panels are 19, 17 and 14 years depending on the scenario (if 

PV panels are installed to satisfy all energy consumption, energy consumed during the 

middle and peak period, or only during peak time). Additionally a Net Present Value 

(NPV) analysis was developed, indicating savings in energy consumption, after reaching 

the return of investment for the PV panels, considering a life cycle of 25years for the 

PVs. 

Scenario Modules Power Initial Investment 

(USD) 

All 247 57 $                    256,500  

Middle+Peak 95 22 $                      99,000  

Peak 39 9 $                       40,500  

    Vapor Sodium Lamps MXN USD 
Annual energy expenses $                   147,698 $    11,361.40 

    

 

MXN USD ROI ROI 
NPV (USD) 

Scenario 

with solar 

modules Savings 

with solar 

modules Savings Years Rate 

All  $ 42,138   $ 105,560   $ 3,241   $ 8,120  19 7.52%  $ 167,593  

Middle+Peak  $ 93,606   $ 54,092   $ 7,200   $ 4,161  17 8.54%  $ 83,012  

Peak  $ 116,685   $ 31,013   $ 8,976   $ 2,386  14 9.17%  $ 34,126  

Table 56: ROI Analysis 

Table 57 shows the ROI results in case luminaries are substituted by LEDs. 

Scenario Modules Power Initial Investment 

All 113 26  $                      117,000  
Middle+Peak 43 10  $                        45,000  

Peak 17 4  $                        18,000  

    LED Lamps MXN USD  

Annual energy expenses $                        67,136 $    5,164.27  

    

 
MXN USD ROI ROI 

NPV (USD) 
Scenario 

with solar 

modules Savings 
with solar 

modules Savings Years Rate 

All  $    19,154   $   47,982   $      1,473   $   3,691  19 7.34%  $        73,116  

Middle+Peak  $    42,548   $   24,587   $      3,273   $   1,891  17 8.54%  $        37,733  

Peak  $    53,039   $   14,097   $      4,080   $   1,084  14 9.37%  $        15,866  

Table 57: ROI Analysis for LED lamps 
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512 Office Building 

The ROI for the office building considered a typical office operation schedule (8:00 am. 

to 6:00 pm.) to calculate energy consumption. An HM (medium voltage) rate was 

considered for the analysis. Table 58 shows monthly energy consumption for lighting on 

VESTA’s office building, considering the basecase luminaries. Table 59 shows energy 

consumption in case current fixtures are substituted by more efficient lighting (LED 

Spots).  

Month Power (kWh) 
Energy consumption with current decorative spots 

Base Middle Peak Total 

Jan 5 - 1,240 1,440 2,680 

Feb 5 - 1,240 1,440 2,680 

Mar 5 - 1,550 1,800 3,350 

Apr 5 - 1,240 1,440 2,680 

May 5 - 1,550 1,800 3,350 

Jun 5 - 1,240 1,440 2,680 

Jul 5 - 1,240 1,440 2,680 

Ago 5 - 1,550 1,800 3,350 

Sep 5 - 1,240 1,440 2,680 

Oct 5 - 1,240 1,440 2,680 

Nov 5 - 1,550 1,800 3,350 

Dec 5 - 1,240 1,440 2,680 

Total  - 16,120 18,720 34,840 

Table 58:Energy consumption for decorative spots on VESTA’s office building.  

 

Month Power (kWh) 
LED lamp energy consumption 

Base Middle Peak Total 

Jan 5 - 496 576 1,072 

Feb 5 - 496 576 1,072 

Mar 5 - 620 720 1,340 

Apr 5 - 496 576 1,072 

May 5 - 620 720 1,340 

Jun 5 - 496 576 1,072 

Jul 5 - 496 576 1,072 

Ago 5 - 620 720 1,340 

Sep 5 - 496 576 1,072 

Oct 5 - 496 576 1,072 

Nov 5 - 620 720 1,340 

Dec 5 - 496 576 1,072 

Total  - 6,448 7,488 13,936 

Table 59:Energy consumption if current lamps in office building are substituted by LEDs 
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Three different scenarios were considered to calculate the ROI for the PVs: 

4. All: This scenario considers that all energy consumed for street lighting in VESTA’s 

Industrial Parks is produced through PV panels. 

5. Middle + Peak: This scenario considers that energy produced through renewable 

energy systems will be used to satisfy street lighting demand during peak and middle 

time (the higher cost electricity rates). 

6. Peak: This scenario considers that PV panels will only satisfy the electricity demand 

for street lighting during peak time.  

In accordance to the previous scenarios, and taking into consideration energy 

consumption shown on tables 58 and 59, the required PV panels were calculated. Table 

60 show photovoltaic panels requirements considering the three scenarios for the current 

lightings system and table 61 if luminaries are upgraded to LEDs. As can be seen on the 

tables if current luminaries (wallpack + streetlight) are kept the required number of PV 

panels will be considerably higher than if luminaries are replaced by LEDs, due to the 

amount of energy savings of LED lamps.   

Table 60 shows ROI for PV panels in case current lighting fixtures are considered 

(sodium vapor lamps and wallpacks). The first part of the table shows the initial 

investment, in PV panels, to satisfy energy demand for the three scenarios. The middle 

part of the table indicates annual operation cost for lighting. The bottom part of the table 

shows operation cost for lighting if PV panels were installed (results for the three 

scenarios are included). According to the calculations the payback period for the PV 

panels are 14, 12 and 12 years depending on the scenario (if PV panels are installed to 

satisfy all energy consumption, energy consumed during the middle and peak period, or 

only during peak time). Additionally a Net Present Value (NPV) analysis was developed, 

indicating savings in energy consumption, after reaching the return of investment for the 

PV panels, considering a life cycle of 25years for the PVs. 

With current lighting fixtures 
Scenario Modules Power Required Initial Investment (USD) 

All 91 21  $                        84,000  
Middle 43 8  $                        32,000  
Peak 17 11  $                        44,000  

    Decorative Spots MXN USD 
Annual energy expenses $ 62,982 $ 4,844.79 
   

Scenario 

MXN USD ROI ROI 
NPV 

(USD) 
with solar 

modules 
Savings 

with solar 

modules 
Savings Years Rate 

All $ 9,577   $ 53,405  $ 737  $ 4,108  14 10.96%  $ 128,953  
Middle $ 27,644   $ 35,338  $ 2,126  $ 2,718  12 12.92%  $ 63,954  
Peak $ 27,644   $ 35,338  $ 2,126  $ 2,718  12 12.64%  $ 86,736  
*Middle and Peak are similar due to absence of energy consumption during "base" hours 

Table 60: ROI analysis with current lighting fixtures 
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Table 61 shows the ROI results in case LED luminaries are considered. 

With updated luminaries 
Scenario Modules Power Required Initial Investment 

All 34 8  $                        32,000  
Middle 17 4  $                        16,000  
Peak 17 4  $                        16,000  

    LED luminaries MXN USD 
Annual energy expenses $ 25,193 $ 1,937.91 
   

 
MXN USD ROI ROI 

NPV (USD) 
Scenario 

with solar 

modules 
Savings 

with solar 

modules 
Savings Years Rate 

All $ 3,831  $ 21,362  $ 295  $1,643  14 11.29% $ 52,328  
Middle $ 11,058  $ 14,135  $ 851  $1,087  11 13.56% $ 36,077  
Peak $ 11,058  $ 14,135  $ 851  $1,087  11 13.56% $ 36,077  
*Middle and Peak are similar due to absence of energy consumption during "base" hours 

Table 61: ROI Analysis if current lighting fixtures are substituted by LEDs 

 

520 Efficient lighting 

521 Industrial Park 

The ROI for lighting on VESTA’s Industrial Park is based on the additional investment it 

would require for VESTA to update its lighting fixtures to LEDs. Table 62 shows typical 

acquisition and installation cost for vapor sodium lamps and LED street lighting. For 

calculation purposes 1 USD = 13 MNX. 

Quantity Lamp Unit Price (USD) Total (USD) 

46 Sodium Vapor Lamps  $            32.31   $      1,486.15  

46 Ballast  $          140.00   $      6,440.00  

 
Total    $      7,926.15  

    Quantity Lamp Unit Price (MXN) Total (MXN) 

46 LED  $          430.77   $    19,815.38  

  No Ballast     

Table 62: LED luminaries vs. sodium vapor lamps 

 

Table 63 shows a life cycle analysis based on typical operation of LEDs and sodium 

Vapor Lamps. As it can be seen LED lamps have an average life cycle of 50,000 hours 

(approximately 12.5 years), while the current lighting system has an average life cycle of 

20,000 hours (approximately 5 years), meaning it would take 2.5 replacement of the 

current system for each replacement of LED luminaries. On table 64 the life cycle cost of 
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the current system is shown. If initial investment and replacements cost of the current 

system is considered it would take only 1.4 years for the payback of upgrading the system 

to LEDs. 

Life Cycle Analysis 

Lamp Life Hr/year Years 
Replacements 

during life 

LED            50,000               4,004  12.5 0 

Sodium Vapor            20,000               4,004  5.0 2.5 

Table 63: Life cycle analysis for LED luminaries 

 

Life Cycle Cost 

Lamp Lamp + Ballast Replacement Currency 

Sodium Vapor  $          7,926  $          3,715  USD 

LED (no ballast)  $       19,815  $          0.00 USD 

Additional Investment in LED Technology 

 

$       11,889  USD 

    
Yearly Savings USD 

O&M  $          6,197  

Ballast  $          2,576  

Total  $          8,773  

  
ROI 1.4 years 

Table 64: ROI for LED luminaries 

522 Office Building 

The ROI for lighting on VESTA’s Office Building is based on the additional investment 

it would require VESTA to update its office current lighting fixtures to LEDs. Table 65 

shows typical acquisition and installation cost for current decorative spots and LED street 

lighting. 

Quantity Lamp Unit Price (USD) Total (USD) 

21 Decorative Spot A  $               3.85   $            80.77  
58 Decorative Spot B  $               4.62   $          267.69  
14 Decorative Spot C  $               3.85   $            53.85  

 Total   $          402.31  
    

Quantity Lamp Unit Price (USD) Total (USD) 
21 LED Spot A  $          130.33   $      2,736.87  
58 LED Spot B  $          103.24   $      5,988.14  

14 LED Spot C  $          103.33   $      1,446.58  
  No Ballast   

   Total    $    10,171.59  
* The price for decorative spots include the ballast cost 

Table 65: Cost of current decorative spots vs. LED spots  
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The life cycle analysis shown on the table below indicates the expected life (in hours) of 

each lighting system. As shown in the table, LED luminaries have longer life than 

decorative spots; it would take 33 replacements of current decorative spot for a 

replacement of a LED luminary. 

Life Cycle Analysis 
Lamp Life Hr/year Years Replacements during life 

LED 50,000 6,968 7.2 0 
Decorative spots 1,500 6,968 0.2 33 

     Ballast Life Hr/year Years Replacements during life 

LED 50,000 4,004 12.5 0 
Decorative spots 20,000 4,004 5.0 2.5 

Table 66: Life cycle analysis of current and proposed lighting fixtures for VESTA’s office building 

 

Table 67 indicates the additional investment it would be required to replace current 

decorative spots for LEDs.  

Life Cycle Cost 
Lamp Lamp + Ballast Replacement Currency 

Decorative Spots  $                 402.31  $     13,410.26  USD 

LED (no ballast)  $           10,171.59  $              0.00 USD 
        

Additional Investment in LED Technology $        9,769.28  USD 

Table 67: Additional investment to replace current lighting in VESTA’s office 

For the ROI analysis energy savings and operation & maintenance savings (replacement 

of luminaries, without considering labor cost) were considered. Results indicate that a 

total of 2 years would be needed to recover the initial investment of upgrading the 

lighting system.  

Yearly Savings USD 
Energy Savings  $              2,906.87  

O&M  $              1,868.85  

Ballast  $                    53.85  

  
 Total  $              4,829.57  

   ROI 2.0 años 

 Table 68: ROI for LED lighting in VESTA’s office building
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530 Efficient plumbing fixtures 

531 Office Building  

A Return on Investment (ROI) analysis was conducted to estimate the time it would take 

VESTA to recover the initial cost of acquiring water efficient plumbing fixtures for its 

office buildings. 

The ROI analysis considered the following water fixtures for the calculations: 

Toilet 

Traditional fixture Water efficient fixture 

 
Orion toilet  
2.64 liters per flush 
$21.50 USD 

 
Castel toilet  
Dual flush system (1 and 1.6 gallons per flush) 

$115.15 USD 

Lavatory faucets  

 
Rugo 
2.75 gallons per minute (aprox.) 
$14.55 USD 

 
Moen (low flow fixture) 
0.5 gallons per minute (aprox.) 
$75.25 USD 

Kitchen faucets  

 
Rugo 
3 gallons per minute (aprox.) 
$17.60 USD 

 
Moen (low flow fixture) 
2.2 gallons per minute (aprox.) 

$66.85 USD 

Showerheads  

 
Stretto 

7 gallons per minute (aprox.) 
$2.15 USD 

 
Glacier bay (watersense) 
2.5 gallons per minute (aprox.) 

$315.30 USD 

Table 69: Water fixtures considered for ROI analysis 
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Taking into consideration water fixtures on table 69, and considering an average of six 

employees on the office building, the payback period of acquiring water saving fixtures 

was calculated, resulting in an ROI of 5.07 months for upgrading the toilet, faucets and 

showerhead of the office building. Water utility cost for Tijuana during June 2012 was 

considered for the calculations (refer to http://www.cespt.gob.mx/Tarifas/Tarifas.aspx for 

further details about water cost). 

Plumbing 

Fixture 

Water Consumption Average use Users  Monthly water cost Monthly 

water 

savings 

(pesos) 

ROI Savings 

per year 

Traditional 

fixture 

Efficient 

fixture 

Traditional 

fixture 

Traditional 

fixture 

Toilet 2.64 1.6 5 flushes/ 

person/day 

6 $      73.92 $      31.13 $  42.79 5.07 $ 296.72 

Lavatory 

faucets 

2.75 0.5 5 minutes/ 

person/day  

6 

Kitchen 

faucets 

3 2.2 2 minutes/ 

person/day 

6 

Showerheads 7 2.5 8 minutes/ 

person/day 

1 

Table 70: ROI considering one shower per employee per day 

 

The ROI analysis calculated a payback of little over 5 month considering Tijuana’s water 

industrial rate. It also estimated savings of around $42.79 per month, for a total of 

$296.72 during the first year. 

http://www.cespt.gob.mx/Tarifas/Tarifas.aspx
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540 Efficient landscape design 

541 Industrial Park 

The implementation of efficient landscape is not necessarily associated with an increased 

cost, but it will rather result from adequate planning and design. 

The following principles will contribute to reduce irrigation and maintenance of green 

areas without additional cost; they should be considered during the development of 

landscape design: 

o Develop a site plan that considers topography, orientation, shading, sun and wind 

exposure of green areas.  

o Cluster vegetation by water use (low, moderate or high water requirements). 

o Reduce turf areas, since turf has high irrigation and maintenance requirements. 

o Include a diverse vegetation palette to discourage disease or insect infestations. 

o Select plant species that need little to non fertilization. 

o Regularly check irrigation systems to verify they are performing according to 

design. 

o Use mulching to conserve moisture and prevent water loss due to evaporation. 

o Select native or adapted plants with minimum maintenance and irrigation 

requirements 

 

If an efficient water irrigation system is going to be implemented it will have to be 

analyzed on a case by case scenario to determine its ROI, since it will be directly affected 

by the proposed design, and the amount of green areas available.  

It is highly advisable to start by implementing those strategies without additional cost and 

then (if still necessary) move on to efficient landscape technologies that require additional 

investment. 

Studies about the cost of xeriscaping (landscape design that incorporates native or 

adaptive vegetation) indicate a payback period of one to three years, depending on the 

design and the establishment period of the plant. If vegetation is going to be used as 

shading device to reduce energy consumption, it is estimated a payback period of around 

8 years, in part due to the time it takes for a tree to mature and start providing shading for 

buildings. 
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600 CONCLUSIONS 

This handbook is meant to contribute to incorporate sustainability principles in VESTA’s 

industrial properties with the purpose of reinforcing the company’s commitment with the 

environment and society, contributing to strengthen the company’s image before investor, 

strategic partners and potential clients. 

As previously detailed on the methodology section, this handbook was developed 

following world renowned sustainability standards (LEED™ Core & Shell 2009 

Certification, and standards established by institutions mentioned in the LEED™  

Reference Guide for Green Building Design and Construction, such as ASHRAE or 

EPA), which in addition to the analysis of case studies and current VESTA’s properties, 

resulted in the identification of opportunity areas for the development and 

implementation of sustainability strategies for VESTA’s Industrial Parks and Office 

Buildings. 

The sustainability strategies covered on this handbook focus on the development of best 

practices for the selection and development of the site, best practices for the achievement 

of energy efficiency, best practices for the selection and management of materials and 

resources, development of a commissioning plan to verify that the project’s energy-

related systems are installed, calibrated and perform as designed. 

Although each project will have to be individually evaluated to see if it can reach LEED 

certification, the implementation of the principles established on this guide will contribute 

towards the achievement of LEED credits in all of its main categories. The following 

table summarizes the LEED credits that are covered on this guide: 

Sustainable Sites 
Address on the 

handbook  

Prereq 1  Construction Activity Pollution Prevention * 

Credit 1  Site Selection * 

Credit 2  Development Density and Community Connectivity * 

Credit 3 Brownfield Redevelopment  

Credit 4.1 Alternative Transportation—Public Transportation Access * 

Credit 4.2 
Alternative Transportation—Bicycle Storage and Changing 
Rooms 

* 

Credit 4.3 
Alternative Transportation—Low-Emitting and Fuel-
Efficient Vehicles 

 

Credit 4.4 Alternative Transportation—Parking Capacity  

Credit 5.1 Site Development—Protect or Restore Habitat * 

Credit 5.2 Site Development—Maximize Open Space * 

Credit 6.1 Stormwater Design—Quantity Control * 

Credit 6.2 Stormwater Design—Quality Control * 

Credit 7.1 Heat Island Effect—Non-roof * 

Credit 7.2 Heat Island Effect—Roof * 
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Credit 8 Light Pollution Reduction  

Credit 9 Tenant Design and Construction Guidelines  

Water Efficiency 

Prereq 1  Water Use Reduction—20% Reduction * 

Credit 1 Water Efficient Landscaping * 

Credit 2 Innovative Wastewater Technologies  

Credit 3 Water Use Reduction * 

Energy and Atmosphere 

Prereq 1  Fundamental Commissioning of Building Energy Systems * 

Prereq 2 Minimum Energy Performance * 

Prereq 3 Fundamental Refrigerant Management * 

Credit 1 Optimize Energy Performance * 

Credit 2 On-Site Renewable Energy * 

Credit 3 Enhanced Commissioning  

Credit 4 Enhanced Refrigerant Management  

Credit 5.1 Measurement and Verification—Base Building * 

Credit 5.2 Measurement and Verification—Tenant Submetering  

Credit 6 Green Power  

Material and Resources 

Prereq 1  Storage and Collection of Recyclables * 

Credit 1 
Building Reuse—Maintain Existing Walls, Floors, and 
Roof 

 

Credit 2 Construction Waste Management * 

Credit 3 Materials Reuse  

Credit 4 Recycled Content * 

Credit 5 Regional Materials * 

Credit 6 Certified Wood * 

Indoor Environmental Quality 

Prereq 1  Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance  

Prereq 2 Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control * 

Credit 1 Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring  

Credit 2 Increased Ventilation  

Credit 3 
Construction Indoor Air Quality Management Plan—
During Construction 

* 

Credit 4.1 
– 4.4 

Low-Emitting Materials 
* 

Credit 5 Indoor Chemical and Pollutant Source Control  

Credit 6 Controllability of Systems—Thermal Comfort  

Credit 7 Thermal Comfort—Design  

Credit 8.1 Daylight and Views—Daylight * 

Credit 8.2 Daylight and Views—Views * 

Table 71: LEED credits covered on this handbook 
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610 Sustainability Checklist:  

The following checklist intents to provide a guideline to verify that sustainability 

principles and strategies provided on this Handbook for VESTA’s Industrial Parks are 

being met. In case of a negative answer refer to the corresponding section of this 

Handbook, double-check the reason why the proposed strategy was not applied, and 

proceed to corrective measures if applicable. 

Preliminaries 

 Yes No 
1. Was an Owners Project Requirement document developed in 

the beginning of the project? (Section 210) 

  

Sustainable sites 

2. Was the development of an industrial park avoided on prime 
farmland, sites with an elevation lower than 1.5 meters above 
the elevation of the hundredth year flood, land identified as 
habitat for endangered species, land within 30 meter of 
wetlands, land within 15 meter of water bodies, land that 
used to be public parkland? (Section 311) 

  

3. During the site selection phase, was preference given to sites 

within an existing urban fabric? (Section312) 

  

4. Is public transportation accessible for personnel of the 
Industrial parks? (Section 313) 

  

5. Were strategies to promote alternative transportation such as 
preferred parking and bicycle racks considered? (Section 
313) 

  

6. Is open space equal to 20% of the Industrial Park gross area? 

(Section 314) 

  

7. Were materials that contribute to minimize the heat island 
effect chosen (e.g. materials with high SRI, green roofs, 
etc.)? (Section 314, 432.11) 

  

8. Are stormwater quantity and quality control strategies being 
implemented on the facility? (Section 315, 432.11) 

  

9. Was an erosion and sedimentation plan developed before 

construction? (Section 421) 

  

10. Was a habitat protection plan developed during the design 
phase? (Section 422) 

  

Indoor environmental quality 

11. Is smoking inside the building and within eight meters of 
entries, air intakes and operable windows prohibited? 
(Section 321) 

  

12. Were the following strategies to minimize exposure of 
building occupants to potentially hazardous pollutants 

considered: installation of permanent entryway track-off 
systems, containment drains to control hazardous liquids, 
MERV 13 filters? (Section 322) 

  

13. Were daylight strategies considered during the design phase 
of the buildings? (Section 323) 

  

14. Have occupants within the buildings accessibility to exterior   
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views? (Section 324) 
15. Was a construction indoor air quality management plan 

developed before construction started? (Section 423) 
  

16. Were minimum ventilation rates established on section 444.4 

considered during the selection of HVAC equipment? 

  

Materials  

17. Are at least 10% of products and materials used in the 
construction of the buildings regionally extracted (within an 
800 kilometer radius)? (Section 411.11) 

  

18. Do at least 10% of materials used for construction 
incorporate recycle content? (Section 411.12) 

  

19. Are wood-based materials FSC certified? (Section 411.13)   
20. Were VOC limits considered during the selection of interior 

finishes? (Section 411.2, 442, 443) 

  

21. Was a construction waste management plan developed 
before construction started? (Section 424) 

  

22. Is a waste center for the collection of recyclables considered 
in the project (Section 445) 

  

Energy  

23. Was adequate thermal insulation procured during the 
selection of materials and finishes for the building envelope? 
(Section 411.3, 441) 

  

24. Was a measurement and verification plan developed? 
(Section 431.1) 

  

25. Were LEDs luminaries considered for street lighting? 
(431.21) 

  

26. Were efficient lighting fixture considered for the buildings? 
(Section 444.21) 

  

27. Were photovoltaic systems installed on the industrial park? 
Do they follow the recommendations established on section 

431.3 to guarantee sufficient energy for exterior lighting? 

  

28. Were refrigerants with low Ozone Depletion Potential and 
low Global Warming Potential for HVAC systems 
considered? (Section 444.4) 

  

29. Were the Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) and 
Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) considered during the 
selection of HVAC equipment? (Section 444.4) 

  

30. Was a commissioning plan developed to verify that 
equipment and systems will perform as designed? (Section 
450) 

  

Water 

31. Was water harvesting systems implemented on the industrial 
facility? (Section 431.4) 

  

32. Was native vegetation that contributes to reduce water 
irrigation requirements considered? (Section 432.2) 

  

33. Were green roof considered for office buildings to minimize 

stormwater runoff? (section 441.42) 

  

34. Were water efficient fixtures considered for offices building? 
(Section 444.3) 
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700 Referenced Standards 

- 2003 EPA Construction General Permit 

- ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2007, Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise 

Residential 

- The Energy Policy Act (EPAct) of 1992 

- The Energy Policy Act (EPAct) of 1995  

-  International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials Publication 

IAPMO/ANSI UPC 1-2006, Uniform Plumbing Code 2006, Section 402.0, Water-

Conserving Fixtures and Fittings  

- International Code Council, International Plumbing Code 2006, Section 604, Design of 

Building Water Distribution System 

- ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2007: Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality 

- ASHRAE Standard 55-2004: Thermal Comfort Conditions for Human Occupancy  

- SMACNA IAQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings Under Construction, 2
nd

 Edition, 

Chapter 3, November 2007 

- ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 52.2-1999: Method of Testing General Ventilation Air-Cleaning 

Devices for Removal Efficiency by Particle Size 

- South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Amendment to South Coast 

Rule #1168, VOC Limits, effective January 7, 2005 

- Green Seal Standard GS-36 (commercial adhesives), Effective October 19, 2000 

- South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1113, Architectural 

Coatings 

- Green Seal Standard GC-03 (anti-corrosive and anti-rust paints) 

- Green Seal Standard GS-11 (commercial flat and non-flat paints) 

- Carpet and Rug Institute Green Label Plus Testing Program 

- South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule #1168, VOC Limits 

- South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1113, Architectural 

Coatings 
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800 Appendixes 

810 Appendix 1: Owner’s Project Requirement Outline 

Owner’s Project Requirement 

Owner and User Requirements 

A) Description of the project: [Include a paragraph with a brief description of the project 
here] 

B) Sustainability and design goals: [Include a paragraph with a general description of the 
sustainability and design goals of the project here] 

C) Type of project: [In a sentence describe the type of project being developed e.g. 
commercial building, office building, parking garage, etc.] 

General Project Information: 

Project name: [Include project’s name here] 
Owner: [Include owner’s name here] 
Type and use: [Include type of building being developed and the use/uses it 

will have] 
No. of units: [Include number of units of the project here, if applicable] 

No. of floors: [Include number of floors of the project here] 
Square footage: [Include square footage of the project here] 

Construction Schedule Target: 
Construction budget: [Include construction budget here] 
Schematic design: [Projected date for the conclusion of the schematic design] 

Design development: [Projected date for the conclusion of the design 
development] 

50% construction drawings: [Projected date for the conclusion of 50% of construction 
drawings] 

100% construction drawings: [Projected date for the conclusion of 100% of construction 
drawings] 

General merchant pricing (GMP): [Projected date for the conclusion of GMP] 

Construction commence: [Projected date for construction commence] 
CO date: [Projected CO date] 

Project purpose, vision and statement: 

A) Project performance and sustainability goals: [Include main project’s performance and 
sustainability goals] 

a. Probable performance goals: [Enlist all performance goals that wish to be 

achieve in the project] 
B) Building occupant and O&M personnel expectations: [Include expectations for 

building occupants and operation and maintenance personnel] 
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820 Appendix 2: Construction Indoor Air Quality Management Plan Outline 

 

 

Construction Indoor Air Quality Management Plan 

I (Include General Contractor or Other Responsible Party name here), declare to USGBC 
that an Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Management Plan has been developed and implemented 
for the construction and pre-occupancy phases of the building. The following filtration 
media was used during construction (if air handlers were operated) and installed after 

construction: 

Installed during Construction  

Filtration Media Used Manufacturer Model Number *MERV Value 

    

    

    

    
*Minimum MERV 8 required. 

Installed at the end Construction  

Filtration Media Used Manufacturer Model Number *MERV Value 

    

    

    

 

 

   
*Minimum MERV 13 required. 

This is a sample outline of a typical Air Quality Management Plan. You can use it as a guide to developing 
your own. 
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I have provided the following supplementary documentary to support the declaration: 

EITHER: 

A. (Photographs – photographs taken on different occasions during construction AND 
identification of the SMACNA approach featured by each photograph, in order to 
show consistent adherence to the credit requirements.) 

 
B. (I certify that the five Design Approaches of the SMACNA IAQ Guidelines for the 

Occupied Buildings Under Construction, 2nd Edition 2007, ANSI/SMACNA 008-
2008 Chapter 3, were used during building construction AND I have included a 

brief description of some of the important design approaches employed.) 

Example A: 

This plan describes the measures to be taken to provide good indoor air quality (IAQ) during 

construction and after construction is complete and the occupants have moved into the building. This 

plan is based on the SMACNA standard IAQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings Under Construction, 

2nd Edition 2007, ANSI/SMACNA 008-2008 Chapter 3, and the requirements of LEED™ Core & 

Shell 2009 Certification.  

The plan addresses construction IAQ procedures in five areas of concern, which in turn will 

allow the building to achieve one LEED program point: 

(1) Ventilation system protection 

(2) Contaminant source control 

(3) Pathway interruption 

(4) Housekeeping 

(5) Scheduling 

[Include a paragraph for each point with a brief description and at least 18 pictures] 
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830 Appendix 3: Construction Waste Management Plan Outline 

 
 

Construction Waste Management Plan 

Company: [Include Company’s name here] 

Project: [Include project’s name here] 
Designated Recycling Coordinator: [Include coordinator’s name here] 
 
Waste Management Goals: 

- [Define and describe goals here] 

Communication Plan: 

- [Define and describe communication plan here] 

Expected Project waste, Disposal, and Handling: 

Demolition Phase  

Material Quantity Disposal Method Handling Procedure 

    

    

    

    
. 

Construction Phase  

Material Quantity Disposal Method Handling Procedure 

    

    

    

 

 

   
. 

 

This is a sample outline of a typical Waste Management Plan. You can use it as a guide to developing your 
own. 
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840 Appendix 4: Energy’s Annual Measurement and Verification Report Outline 

Annual Report Outline 

Contract #/ Delivery Order #/ Task#: 

Performance period dates covered: ________to_________ 
Contract year #:  

1. Executive Summary 

1.1 Project Background 

1.1.1 Provide an overview of project background, including: 
- Contract #/ Delivery order #/ Task #/ Modification # 
- Dates of relevant delivery order modifications 
- Performance period dates covered 
- Project acceptance date 

 

1.2 Brief Project and ECM Descriptions  

1.2.1 Provide an overview of what was done and how savings are generated 
1.2.2 Note any changes in project scope between the Final Proposal (including any 

relevant delivery order modifications) and as-built conditions as recorded in 
post-installation report. 

 

1.3 Summary of Proposed and Verified Energy and Cost Savings  

1.3.1 Compare verified savings for Performance Year # to Guaranteed Cost 
Savings for Year #. State whether guarantee is fulfilled for year. If not, 

provide detailed explanation. 
1.3.2 Define performance period. 
1.3.3 Summarize information in Table 1 and Table 2. 

 

Table 1. Proposed Annual Savings Overview 
(Include all applicable fuels/ commodities, e.g., electric energy, electric demand, natural gas, fuel oil, coal, water, etc.) 

ECM Total 

energy 

savings 

(MBtu/yr) 

Electric 

energy 

savings 

(kWh/yr) 

Electric 

demand 

savings 

(kW/yr)* 

Natural 

gas savings 

(MBtu/yr) 

Water 

savings 

(gals/yr) 

Other 

energy 

savings 

(MBtu/yr) 

Total 

energy & 

water cost 

savings 

Year# 

($/yr) 

Other 

energy 

related 

O&M cost 

savings, 

Year# 

($/yr) 

Total 

cost 

savings, 

Year# 

($/yr) 

          

          

Total 

Savings 

         

 

Year # guaranteed cost savings: $ 

Notes: 

MBtu= 10
6
 Btu 

*Annual electric demand savings (kW/yr) is the sum of the monthly demand savings  

If energy is reported in units other than MBtu, provide conversion factor to MBtu for link to delivery order schedules. 

Guaranteed cost savings for project are defined in cost schedule DO-1 in delivery order. 

The proposed savings for each ECM are included in schedule DO-4 in the delivery order. 
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Table 2. Verified Savings for Performance Year # 
(Include all applicable fuels/ commodities, e.g., electric energy, electric demand, natural gas, fuel oil, coal, water, etc.) 

ECM Total 

energy 

savings 

(MBtu/yr) 

Electric 

energy 

savings 

(kWh/yr) 

Electric 

demand 

savings 

(kW/yr)* 

Natural 

gas savings 

(MBtu/yr) 

Water 

savings 

(gals/yr) 

Other 

energy 

savings 

(MBtu/yr) 

Total 

energy & 

water cost 

savings 

Year# 

($/yr) 

Other 

energy 

related 

O&M cost 

savings, 

Year# 

($/yr) 

Total 

cost 

savings, 

Year# 

($/yr) 

          

          

Total 

Savings 

         

 

Year # guaranteed cost savings: $ 

Notes: 

MBtu= 10
6
 Btu 

*Annual electric demand savings (kW/yr) is the sum of the monthly demand savings  

If energy is reported in units other than MBtu, provide conversion factor to MBtu for link to delivery order schedules. 

 

1.4 Savings Adjustments 

 Provide summary of any energy and/or cost savings adjustments required. 
 

1.5 Performance and O&M Issues 

 Note impact of operating deficiencies or enhancements on generation of 
savings.  

 Note impact of maintenance deficiencies on generation of savings. 
 

1.6 Energy, Water, and O&M Rate Data  

1.6.1 Detail energy and water rates used to calculate cost savings for this period. 
1.6.2 Provide performance period rate adjustment factors for energy, water and 

O&M cost savings, if used. 
1.6.3 Report actual energy and water rates at site for same period (optional). 

 
1.7 Verified Savings to Date 

 Summarize information in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Verified Savings for Performance Period To Date 
(Include all applicable fuels/ commodities, e.g., electric energy, electric demand, natural gas, fuel oil, coal, water, etc.) 

Year # Total 

energy 

saving 

(MBtu/

yr) 

Electric 

energy 

savings 

kWh/yr 

Electric 

demand 

savings 

(kW/yr)* 

Natural 

gas 

savings 

MBtu/yr 

Water 

savings 

(gals/yr) 

Other 

energy 

savings 

MBtu/yr 

Total 

energy 

& 

water 

cost 

saving 

($/yr) 

Other 

energy 

related 

O&M 

cost 

savings, 

($/yr) 

Total 

cost 

saving 

($/yr) 

Guarant

eed cost 

savings 

for year 

           

           

Total 

Savings 

          

Notes: 

MBtu= 10
6
 Btu 

*Annual electric demand savings (kW/yr) is the sum of the monthly demand savings  

If energy is reported in units other than MBtu, provide conversion factor to MBtu for link to delivery order schedules. 
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2. Details for ECM (name/#)  

 Develop section for each ECM 
 

2.1 Overview of ECM, M&V Plan, and Savings Calculation for ECM  

2.1.1 Summarize the scope of work, location, and how cost savings are 
generated. 
- Describe source of all savings including energy, water, O&M, and 

other (if applicable).  
2.1.2 Discuss any changes in scope/ results recorded in post-installation M&V 

report. 

2.1.3 State M&V guideline and option used. 
2.1.4 Provide an overview of M&V activities for ECM. 

- Explain the intent of M&V plan, including what is being verified. 
2.1.5 Provide an overview of savings calculation methods for ECM. 

- Provide a general description of analysis methods used for savings 
calculations.  

 

2.2 M&V Activities Conducted on this Period   

 Detail measurements, monitoring, and inspections conducted this 
reporting period in accordance with M&V plan.  

2.2.1 Measurement equipment used. 
2.2.2 Equipment calibration documentation. 
2.2.3 Dates/times of data collection or inspections, names of personnel, and 

documentation of government witnessing. 
2.2.4 Details to confirm adherence to sampling plan. 
2.2.5 Include all measured values for this period. Include periods of 

monitoring and durations and frequency of measurements. (Use 
appendix and electronic format as necessary). Include description of 
data format (headings, units, etc.). 

2.2.6 Describe how performance criteria have been met. 
2.2.7 Note impact of performance deficiencies or enhancements on generation 

of savings.   
 

2.3 Verified Savings Calculations and Methodology    

2.3.1 Provide detailed description of analysis methodology used. 
- Describe any data manipulation or analysis that was conducted prior 

to applying savings calculations).  
2.3.2 Detail all assumptions and sources of data, including all stipulated 

values used in calculations. 
2.3.3 Include equations and technical details of all calculations made. (Use 

appendix and electronic format as necessary). Include description of 
data format (headings, units, etc.). 

2.3.4 Details of any baseline or savings adjustments made. 
2.3.5 Detail energy and water rates used to calculate cost savings. 

- Provide performance period energy & water rate adjustment factors, 

if used. 
- Report actual energy and water rates at site for same period 

(optional). 
2.3.6 Detail verified savings for this energy conservation measure for 

performance year. 
- Include Table 4. 

3.  
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2.4 Details of O&M and Other Savings (if applicable) 

2.4.1 Describe source of savings, if applicable. 
- Describe verification activities. 
- Provide performance period O&M savings adjustment factors, if 

applicable. 
2.4.2 Describe source of other savings, if applicable. 

- Describe verification activities. 
- Provide performance period adjustment factors, if applicable. 

 

Table 4. Verified Annual Savings For ECM for Performance Year # 
(Include all applicable fuels/ commodities, e.g., electric energy, electric demand, natural gas, fuel oil, coal, water, etc.) 

 Total 

energy 

use 

MBtu/yr 

Electric 

energy 

use 

kWh/yr 

Electric 

energy 

cost 

Year# 

($/yr) 

Electric 

demand

* 

(kW/yr) 

Electric 

demand 

cost 

Year# 

($/yr) 

Natural 

gas 

MBtu/yr

* 

Natural 

gas cost 

Year# 

($/yr) 

Water 

use 

(gals/yr) 

Water 

cost 

Year# 

($/yr) 

Other 

energy 

use 

MBtu/yr 

Other 

energy 

cost 

Year# 

($/yr) 

Other 

energy 

related 

O&M 

cost 

Year# 

($/yr) 

Total 

cost 

Year

# 

($/yr) 

Baseline use              
Performance 

Year# use 
             

Savings              

Notes: 

MBtu= 10
6
 Btu 

*Annual electric demand savings (kW/yr) is the sum of the monthly demand savings  

If energy is reported in units other than MBtu, provide conversion factor to MBtu for link to delivery order schedules. 

 

2.5 O&M and Other Activities 

2.5.1 Operating requirements: 
- State organization(s) responsible for equipment operations. If 

appropriate, detail how responsibilities are shared. 
- Summarize key operating procedures and any related verification 

activities. 
- Note impact of operating deficiencies or enhancements on 

generation of savings. 
2.5.2 Preventive maintenance requirements: 

- State organization(s) responsible for performing maintenance. If 

appropriate, detail how responsibilities are shared. 
- Note impact of maintenance deficiencies on generating savings. 

2.5.3 Repair and replacement requirements:  
- State organization(s) responsible for repair and replacement. If 

appropriate, detail how responsibilities are shared. 
- Note impact of maintenance deficiencies on generating savings. 
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850 Appendix 5: Eco-technologies Technical Specification 

I. STREET LIGHTING   
GRUPO ECOS: Photovoltaic Street Lighting 

 

Lámpara de LEDs ECOKIT 2018 

Ventajas y Beneficios 

- Completamente autónomo 
- Más de 10 años de vida útil del sistema (excepto baterías) 
- Mínimo mantenimiento 

- Encendido y apagado automáticos 
- Fácil instalación 

  
Características 
Panel solar Módulo FV de Silicio Cristalino 

Lámpara Lámpara de LED’s ONILED 2018 de 12 VCD, 24 W, 1.9 A 
Banco de baterías Batería de gel ciclo profundo, sellada, libre de mantenimiento 
Tempo-controlador Controlador de carga FV con encendido automático 
Autonomía sin recarga 3 días 
Temperatura de operación -25°C hasta +55°C 
Color de la luz Blanco frío 5000°-8000°K 
Índice de rendimiento de 

color 

>75 
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Lámpara de LEDs ECOKIT 2036 

Ventajas y Beneficios 

- Completamente autónomo 
- Más de 10 años de vida útil del sistema (excepto baterías) 
- Mínimo mantenimiento 
- Encendido y apagado automáticos 

- Fácil instalación 

  
Características 
Panel solar Módulo FV de Silicio Cristalino 
Lámpara Lámpara de LED’s ONILED 2036 de 24 VCD, 43.2 W, 2.1 A 

Banco de baterías Batería de gel ciclo profundo, sellada, libre de mantenimiento 
Tempo-controlador Controlador solar de carga FV con encendido automático 
Autonomía sin recarga 3 días 
Temperatura de operación -25°C hasta +55°C 
Color de la luz Blanco frío 5000°-8000°K 
Índice de rendimiento de 
color 

>75 
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Lámpara de LEDs ECOKIT 2054 

Ventajas y Beneficios 

- Completamente autónomo 
- Más de 10 años de vida útil del sistema (excepto baterías) 
- Mínimo mantenimiento 
- Encendido y apagado automáticos 

- Fácil instalación 

  
Características 
Panel solar Módulo FV de Silicio Cristalino 
Lámpara Lámpara de LED’s ONILED 2054 de 24 VCD, 67W, 2.8 A 

Banco de baterías Batería de gel ciclo profundo, sellada, libre de mantenimiento 
Tempo-controlador Controlador solar de carga FV con encendido automático 
Autonomía sin recarga 3 días 
Temperatura de operación -25°C hasta +55°C 
Color de la luz Blanco frío 5000°-8000°K 
Índice de rendimiento de color >75 
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BIOCONSTRUCCIÓN Y ENERGÍA ALTERNATIVA: Hybrid Street Lighting 
 

Arbotante Híbrido Solar-Eólico 

El arbotante híbrido Solar-Eólico para alumbrado público es un sistema de iluminación 
inteligente, de baja escala y totalmente independiente a la red eléctrica. Está compuesto de 
módulos solares y una turbina de viento, baterías de ciclo profundo, un controlador y una lámpara 

LED para exterior.  
 
El arbotante híbrido LED produce y almacena la energía proveniente del viento y el sol. No son 
necesarios cables al aire o bajo tierra. En el tope del poste, se encuentra la turbina eólica que 
cultiva la energía del viento de manera silenciosa, sin importar la dirección de choque. Junto con 
la turbina de viento se encuentra un panel solar en un brazo articulado que está óptimamente 
posicionado durante el proceso de instalación para obtener la mayor cantidad de irradiación solar. 

Toda la energía generada se almacena en la batería encontrada en la base del poste. La lámpara es 
de alta eficiencia LED que es tan brillosa y con la misma intensidad que una tradicional lámpara 
de vapor de sodio. 
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II. PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS    
BIOCONSTRUCCION Y ENERGIA ALTERNATIVA: Photovoltaic Panels 

 

Xtp6_60 Photovoltaic Panel 
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860 Appendix 6: Materials and Finishes Technical Specifications 

III. PERMEABLE PAVING 
ECKO: Concreto Permeable Ecológico 
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HERKO: Concreto Permeable Verdecreto 
 

INFORMACIÓN TÉCNICA 

Descripción: Se trata de un pavimento 100% permeable de concreto. Es producto de la mezcla de 
concreto tradicional sin arena y el aditivo VERDECRETO, con lo que se obtiene una mezcla muy 
seca, fácil de colar que a fraguar deja una carpeta de aspecto granular, muy porosa y con una 
permeabilidad del 100% a los líquidos.  Se trata de una tecnología 100% desarrollada en México, 
patentada, que se exporta a varios países desde hace 9 años. 

Ventajas: Es el único pavimento ecológico, 100% sano al medio ambiente ya que permite la libre 
infiltración del agua de lluvia  al subsuelo sin que se provoquen charcos, baches o deformaciones de 
la carpeta debido a un innovador método de construcción de sus bases con gravas vibro 
compactadas. 

Sistema Constructivo: Consistente en un grupo de pozos de absorción excavados sobre el terreno 
compactado,  rellenos de boleos en diámetros de 3 a 4 pulg.  Y dos capas de agregados pétreos  en  
diámetros de 1.5” y ¾” con espesores variables, vibro compactadas y niveladas. Sobre estas bases se 
cuela la carpeta final de pavimento permeable VERDECRETO, se cubre con plástico durante 5 días 
para evitar la rápida deshidratación, se cortan juntas frías y se aplica el colorante de acabado final. 

Producto: Concreto permeable VERDECRETO 

Usos:  Pavimentos de calles y carreteras, banquetas, guarniciones 

Composición: Mezcla de cemento, grava de 3/8”, agua y aditivo VERDECRETO en 
proporciones según el manual de instalación 

Composición del 

aditivo: 

Mezcla de polímeros modificados, no es inflamable ni venenoso 

Agregados: Cualquier tipo de agregado pétreo o metálico limpio , de alta resistencia y en 
granulometría entre 6 y 18 mm 

Características:  Resistencia a la compresión200 a 250 kg/cm2 
Modulo de ruptura 42 kgs  
Resistencia a la tensión 30 a   50 kg/cm2 
Peso volumétrico1,700 kg/ m3 (promedio) 
Permeabilidad   100 % 

Presentación del 

aditivo: 

Liquido de consistencia cremosa de color café claro y olor característico. Se 
entrega en cubetas de 19 lts o tambores de 200 lts. 

Producto 

instalado: 

Carpeta de color gris de aspecto granular colada en grandes áreas y cortada con 

disco en juntas frías o en forma de adoquines pre fabricados en distintas formas 
y tamaños. 

Colores: Al natural es gris tono cemento o se pueden mezclar con colorantes para 
cemento y obtener tonos artificiales. Se puede pintar con un  impregnante 

especial que se fabrica sobre pedido según el tono solicitado. 

Ventajas: Menor tiempo de instalación 
Limpieza de obra al no dejar residuos 
Se evitan los drenajes pluviales 
Se eliminan los charcos 

No hay acua planeo de los automóviles en lluvia 
Es un piso anti derrapante 

Usos más 

comunes: 

Avenidas Calles vehiculares de transito pesado o ligero 
Estacionamientos 

Andadores peatonales 
Banquetas o guarniciones 
Muros de contención 
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CONCRETO ECOLÓGICO DE MÉXICO S.A. DE C.V.: Hidrocreto 
 

INFORMACIÓN TÉCNICA 

Descripción:  El material, que es similar al concreto hidráulico común, se fabrica sin materiales 
finos como la arena, la cual es sustituida por el aditivo HIDROCRETO® (en su 
primera etapa fue conocido como ECOCRETO®) el cual reacciona con el cemento, 
potencializándolo y provocando un rápido aumento de su resistencia durante los 
primeros minutos del fraguado. El resultado es una mezcla porosa, muy maleable, 
fácil de usar y colar, de muy alta resistencia a la compresión(más de 250 kg/cm2) y 
una extraordinaria resistencia a la flexión (hasta de 60 kg/cm2). 

Ventajas:  Todas las superficies son 100 % permeables 
Reduce en forma notable la temperatura de las superficies. 
Reduce en forma notable el ruido provocado por la circulación vehicular. 
Permite la reducción o incluso eliminación los drenajes pluviales. 

Adquiere sus características de resistencia entre 24 y 72 horas. 
Resistencias a la compresión hasta de 300 kg/cm2. 
Resistencia a la flexión de 40 kg/cm2. 
Aplicación del aditivo desde la planta de concreto o control del fraguado hecho en 
revolvedora. 

Ejemplos de Aplicación: 
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Croquis del Sistema Constructivo: 

 
 
 
 

Especificaciones Técnicas 

Resultados obtenidos bajo DIT No.184/11 del organismo nacional de normalización y certificación 
de la construcción y la edificación (ONNCCE) 

 
Componentes 
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Información Global 

Resultados obtenidos bajo DIT No.184/11 del organismo nacional de normalización y certificación 
de la construcción y la edificación SC (ONNCCE) 

 
Espesores recomendados 
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CEMEX: Concreto Sin Finos 
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IV. BUILDING MATERIALS 
BLOCK HEBEL  
 

INFORMACIÓN TÉCNICA 

Descripción: Los Blocks Hebel para muros de mampostería son elementos prefabricados de 
concreto celular en autoclave, (AAC-Autoclaved Aerated Concrete) sólidos, sin refuerzo interior. Se 
utilizan en la construcción de muros de mampostería tanto cargadores como no cargadores. Entre 
sus principales ventajas se encuentra la resistencia al fuego hasta por cuatro horas y una alta 

capacidad de aislamiento térmico de por vida, que refleja importantes ahorros en equipo de aire 
acondicionado y consumo de energía.  
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PANEL LOSA HEBEL  
 

INFORMACIÓN TÉCNICA 

Descripción: Los paneles Hebel para losas sobre mampostería son elementos prefabricados de 
concreto celular curado en autoclave (AAC-Autoclaved Aerated Concrete). Se utilizan en la 
construcción de losas de entrepiso y azotea que trabajan simplemente apoyados sobre muros de 
mampostería de block Hebel,  block de concreto, ladrillo de barro, elementos de acero, concreto 
reforzado o madera. Sus principales ventajas son la rapidez de construcción logrando rendimientos 
de instalación de hasta 220 m2 por jornada, resistencia al fuego hasta por cuatro horas y una alta 
capacidad de aislamiento térmico, que refleja importantes ahorros en equipo de aire acondicionado 

o calefacción y consumo de energía. 
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FOAMULAR RIGID INSULATION 
 

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 
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V. ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY FINISHES  

 CARPET PROVIDERS 
INTERCORP CONTRACT RESOURCES: Milliken Carpets 
 

Milliken scientists invented a technology to keep carpet tiles in-place without the need for 
wet glues or "peel and stick" dry adhesives that contain VOCs. The invention was 

TractionBack® carpet backing, a high-friction coating that's applied to Milliken's modular 
flooring. Carpet tiles with TractionBack® carpet backing stay put underfoot yet can be 
easily moved and repositioned. No other modular carpet contributes more to LEED 
certification than Milliken modular carpet with TractionBack® carpet backing. 

 

Materials & Resources (MR) 

MR Credit 2.1 & 2.2 Construction Waste Management 

Milliken reclamation program ensures that the replaced carpet is managed in an 
environmental and socially responsible way. It has a nationwide network of recyclers that 
specialize in recycling one or more carpet types including Milliken Earth Square® process of 
finding reuse/renewal outlets for carpet tiles. 
MR Credit 4.1 & 4.2 Recycled Content 

Milliken modular carpet contains a minimum of 24% post industrial recycled content. 
MR Credit 5.1 & 5.2 Regional Materials 

All projects within 500 miles of Richmond VA, Columbus OH, Shreveport LA, and Ft. 
Myers FL, can earn credits towards the regional materials point. 

Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) 

IEQ Credit 4.1 Low-Emitting Materials: Adhesives & Sealants 

Projects shall receive one point if all adhesives and sealants used on the interior of the 
building comply with South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 
#1168. 
IEQ Credit 4.3 Low-Emitting Materials: Carpet Systems 

Milken carpet products are certified by the Carpet and Rug Institute’s Green Label Plus 
program. 

Innovation in Design Credits (ID) 

Milken Commercial Carpet is NSF 140 and SMaRT certified. Milken Carpet is also third 

party certified as Carbon Neutral Products certified to third party standards for sustainability 
can qualify for innovation point credits. 
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INTERFACEFLOR: Interface Carpets 

 

Biobased Materials: 

Our research into renewable materials led us to explore fibers made from polylactic acid 

(PLA), flax, hemp and wool. As we continue to explore the use of these materials, we will 
need to consider their complete impacts – particularly their relation to genetically modified 
organisms (GMOs) and food supplies, and the agricultural practices used to produce them. 
While current biobased products may not be the final answer in our quest for renewable 
fibers, they are a significant step in the right direction. 

Recycled Materials: 

Interface has significantly increased the recycled content in our products, both post-
industrial and post-consumer, since we began our Mission Zero journey. Over the past few 
years however, we have made significant strides as a result of the ReEntry® and Cool 
Blue™ processes described below. Our current technologies allow us to manufacture 
product with 64-75% total recycled content, including more than 30% post-consumer 
recycled content. 

 An example of our use of post-industrial recycled materials is the replacement of virgin 
calcium carbonate (limestone) with aluminosilicate glass (ASG) in our carpet tile backing. 
ASG is a coal combustion byproduct (CCB) produced during the production of electricity at 
coal-fired power plants. Using ASG not only decreases the amount of virgin materials we 
use, but it also reduces the impact on landfills that would normally receive these CCBs. 

Water Use 

Interface has drastically reduced its water use through process changes and fixture 
replacement. The water intensity of our manufacturing process is relatively low, particularly 
for our modular carpet operations. While our broadloom manufacturing operations consume 
the largest amount of water at Interface, the facility has been shifting to a less water 
intensive yarn dyeing process, resulting in significant reductions.  
As of 2010, we decreased our water intake per unit of product by 82% since 1996. 
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ReEntry® 

In 2007, Interface became the first carpet manufacturer to implement a process for the “clean 
separation” of carpet fiber from backing, allowing for a maximum amount of post-consumer 
material to be recycled into new products with minimal contamination. Through a process 
called ReEntry® 2.0, clean, post-consumer Nylon 6,6 fiber is returned to Interface's fiber 
supplier where it, in combination with some virgin materials, is recycled into new Nylon 6,6 
for use in new carpet fiber. At the same time, the backing material is crumbled and 
transformed into new backing using our Cool Blue™ backing technology. Plastics that 
cannot be used for Interface processes or products are distributed to other industry suppliers 

for re-use in their material streams. 
The ReEntry 2.0 process has lower embodied energy than other recycling systems in the 
carpet industry today. It will keep more carpet out of landfills, while providing a steady 
stream of post-consumer recycled materials across the industry. 
 

Supply Chain 

We quickly learned that the substantial majority of our product’s footprint was incurred 
before our raw materials reached our receiving docks. It became clear to us that for Interface 
to be completely sustainable, we need to educate and actively engage our suppliers on our 
Mission Zero journey.  
We began with Supplier Summits – conversations with our key suppliers to introduce them 
to our mission and sustainability goals. Today, we collaborate closely with our core strategic 

suppliers to address their own environmental impacts and, specifically, the impacts of the 
products they supply to Interface. This collaboration has resulted in solutions ranging from 
small steps to reduce our climate impacts to new and innovative technologies that increase 
the recycled content of our products. 
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DUPONT: DuPont Sonora Commercial Carpet 
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 PAINT PROVIDERS 
PPG ARCHITECTURAL COATINGS: Porter Paints & Pure Performance® 
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BEHR: Premium Plus Interior Paints & Primers 
 Premium Plus Ultra Interior Paints 
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 WOOD FLOORING PROVIDERS 
RESYSTA: Resysta Aged Teak 
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RECITEC: Compuesto de Fibra de Plástico 
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 CERAMIC TILES PROVIDERS 
INTERCERAMIC: Ceramic Flooring Tiles 
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LAMOSA: Porcelanite Ceramic Tiles 
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 CONCRETE FLOOR FINISHES 
CORNERSTONE FLOORING DE MEXICO: Polyurethane & Polymer Flooring 
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CURECRETE: Ashford formula 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Product Description: 
Colorless, Odorless, Non-toxic, Non-combustible, Non-flammable 
Contains no Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) 
Uses: 

Concrete, new and old, rough or smooth surfaces 

Concrete Block 
Exposed Aggregate, Any Sand/Aggregate Cement Combinations 

Functions: 

Seals, dust proofs, hardens, and cures. 
Protects against dusting, pitting, palling, efflorescence, temperature cracking in concrete. 

Inhibits freeze/thaw deterioration. 
Neutralizes excess internal alkali from concrete 

Packaging: 

55 Gallon Drum/208 Liters 

5 Gallon Pail/19 Liters 

Storage Life: 

Two years. Agitate drum or pail before using. 

Surface Preparation: 

Freshly Finished Concrete: no preparation required. 
Existing Concrete: sweep, scrub, or strip concrete to remove any surface contamination or 
film. Product must be able to penetrate the surface without hindrance. 
Application: 

Single application only. Apply with low-pressure sprayer (power), rollers, brush, or fine/soft 
bristled broom. 

Coverage Rate: 

Approximately 200 square feet per gallon; 5 meters per liter.  

Drying Time: 

One to three hours.  

Appearance After Application: 

Smooth Troweled Concrete: permanent, marble-like sheen develops within 4-12 months. 
Burnishing the concrete surface with a propane burnisher will accelerate the sheen. 
All Other Concrete Surfaces: retention of natural finish. 
Temperature Limits: 

Applicable in temperatures up to 135º F/57ºC or as low as 35ºF/1.7ºC if the concrete is 
covered by plastic and completely protected from freezing for a period of 6 days. 

Thinners, Primers and Painting: 

No thinners or primers required. 
Painting on New Concrete: allow at least 7 drying days before applying  
Painting on Existing Concrete: allow 28 days for proper curing before painting  

Colored Concrete: 

Apply to colored concrete only after the slab is fully cured. Do not get on glass or other 
finished surface. 

Limitations: 

Do Not Apply the Ashford Formula to: 

Lightweight block or other extremely porous masonry containing actual holes or air pockets. 
Areas previously treated with curing or sealing agents, unless these coatings have 
completely worn off or have been removed by chemical or mechanical means. 
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 ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY GRID CEILINGS 
ARMSTRONG: Tierra 
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USG: Mars™ Clima Plus™ & Eclipse™ Clima Plus™ 
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870 Appendix 7: Outline for a Commissioning Plan 

Commissioning Plan Outline 
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